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Abstract
Reducing access trauma has been a focal point for modern surgery and tackling the challenges that
arise from new operating techniques and instruments is an exciting and open area of research. Lack
of awareness and control from indirect manipulation and visualization has created a need to augment
the surgeon’s understanding and perception of how their instruments interact with the patient’s anatomy
but current methods of achieving this are inaccurate and difficult to integrate into the surgical workflow.
Visual methods have the potential to recover the position and orientation of the instruments directly in
the reference frame of the observing camera without the need to introduce additional hardware to the
operating room and perform complex calibration steps.
This thesis explores how this problem can be solved with the fusion of coarse region and fine scale
point features to enable the recovery of both the rigid and articulated degrees of freedom of laparoscopic
and robotic instruments using only images provided by the surgical camera. Extensive experiments
on different image features are used to determine suitable representations for reliable and robust pose
estimation. Using this information a novel framework is presented which estimates 3D pose with a region
matching scheme while using frame-to-frame optical flow to account for challenges due to symmetry in
the instrument design. The kinematic structure of articulated robotic instruments is also used to track the
movement of the head and claspers. The robustness of this method was evaluated on calibrated ex-vivo
images and in-vivo sequences and comparative studies are performed with state-of-the-art kinematic
assisted tracking methods.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Open Surgery
For decades, open surgery has been the preferred method for a surgeon to access patient anatomy. The
surgeon creates an incision large enough to allow them to directly view and manipulate the tissue using
their hands and instruments such as scissors, forceps and scalpels. Such direct access gives the surgeon
control of the tissue, tactile cues enable the surgeon to understand and locate vessels, ducts, tumors and
other abnormalities and direct visual observation provides information about the shape, size and location
of anatomical structures.
The type, size and number of incisions required in open surgery varies between different procedures.
In abdominal procedures such as retropubic prostatectomy, an incision of around 10 cm (see Figure
1.2a) can be made in soft tissue from the umbilicus to the pubic area and access to the prostate is
provided with separation of the abdominal muscle. Much more invasive techniques are required during
procedures where the anatomy is obstructed by bone or critical vasculature. For example in open oral and
maxillofacial surgery, where the surgeon is attempting to access intraoral and oropharyngeal lesions, the
normal access route is created through a mandibulotomy (see Figure 1.2b) whereby the surgeon divides
the lower lip, mandible and tongue [12]. In cardio-thoracic surgery, the most common access route is a
median sternotomy where a 10 - 15 cm incision is made in the chest wall and the sternum is severed and
opened with a surgical saw.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.1: (a) The operating table for an open procedure. (b) The instruments used during an open heart surgery.
The invasiveness of open surgery is a hugely significant problem with numerous medical, cosmetic
and economic consequences. One of the major medical drawbacks of open surgery is the quantity of
blood lost by the patient. The length of the procedure as well as the tissue trauma required means that
procedures such as a retropubic prostatetectomy have a mean blood loss of between 600 and 1500 ml
[13] which in more extreme cases can cause the patient to go into shock due to reduced blood pressure
and may require post-operative blood transfusions. Additionally, during many open procedures, inter-
nal organs are regularly cooled, dried, handled and retracted [14] which can cause complications such
peritoneal adhesions, which can form on the abdomen wall during abdominal procedures. In addition
to intra-operative complications, the consequences of open surgery also pose risks for the patient post-
operatively. The large incisions required in open procedures carry the risk of wound infection, which
occurs in between 1 to 10 % of all procedures [15] and is the second most common cause of hospi-
tal acquired infection. Other wound related complications such as dehiscence, cellulitis and incisional
hernia [16] are all impacted directly by the trauma level of the procedure. In the potentially lengthy
recovery period the patient is left immobile in a hospital bed where muscle inactivity can cause pul-
monary and cardiac complications and deep vein thrombosis [17]. Additionally if the procedure requires
a large quantity of analgesia, which is often the case for lengthy and complex procedures, the after ef-
fects of the drugs in the patient’s body can cause numerous undesirable side-effects such as respiratory
depression and hypotension [18]. Cosmetic complications related to highly traumatic open procedures
are also a significant disadvantage of open surgery. Large scarring and, in cases where bones are cut,
delayed or incomplete unification of the fragments [12] can all have impacts on a patient’s post operative
appearance.
There are also economic challenges, from the increased cost of the patient’s recovery time in the
hospital to their extensive leave from regular employment. The financial impact of the post-operative
recovery period is far reaching and felt across different scales from the individual patient to all the way
up to significant macroeconomic impact. Typical inpatient recovery for an open radical prostatectomy
can range from 4 to 7 days with more invasive procedures such as a mandibulotomy requiring a period
that can stretch into several weeks [19]. Returning to normal activity levels can take up to 3 months
for a median sternotomy [20]. Patients who spend large amounts of time out of the workforce are more
likely to drop out of employment permanently, even once their medical conditions have abated. This
has implications for their financial status as well as their long-term mental health [21]. Viewed from the
perspective of a healthcare provider, this situation is less than ideal as the long-term occupation of a hos-
pital bed adds to operation cost by hundreds of pounds per day and post-operative complications involve
additional costs [22] all of which limit the pool of money available for other procedures. Finally, on a
national scale large numbers of long-term hospital stays and lengthy recovery periods are an economic
burden as unemployment or sick-leave benefits must be paid and additionally businesses must cope for
longer with missing or substitute staff.
1.2 Minimally Invasive Surgery
Pain and morbidities such as discomfort and disability that result from open surgery are most commonly
caused by the trauma in gaining access to the surgical site rather than from the procedure itself, for
example in a cholesystectomy the need for post-operative hospitalization is entirely caused by the trauma
in the abdominal wall which is cut to gain access to the gallbladder [23]. Reducing the access trauma
of open procedures through Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS) has become one of the most significant
developments of modern medicine [24]. It has influenced techniques in almost all aspects of surgery
leading to the complete replacement of many open techniques and the modification of many conventional
procedures with respect to improving patient experience [25]. The main idea behind MIS is to forego
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.2: (a) An open incision during a retropubic prostatectomy. This is a comparatively small incision compared
with other open procedures. (b) A lip-splitting incision in a mandibulotomy [1]. The patient’s entire mandible, lip
and tongue are severed to provide access to the oral cavity and oropharynx. (c) A meridian sternotomy which is
used in many thoracic operations to provide access to the thoracic cavity [2].
attempting to directly visualize and interact with the anatomy and instead try to minimize the access
trauma either by creating small ports in the patient’s body or by using natural orifices. If required, the
access ports are created to be wide enough to allow elongated instruments and a laparoscope to pass
through enabling the surgeon to manipulate the tissue while his or her hands remain outside of the body.
The entire procedure is observed on a video feed from the laparoscope on a display in the theatre either
in 2D or, more recently, in 3D (see Figure 1.3).
(a) (b)
Figure 1.3: (a) Surgeons viewing a typical 2D display while they operate. (b) The same situation with 3D displays
which create the stereoscopic effect using polarized glasses.
The technological developments which enabled the growth of MIS began around 200 years ago with
the early endoscopes of Philip Bozzini. He demonstrated these as cystoscopes and vaginoscopes but it
look until the mid 1800s before advancements in light sources and lens systems of Antonie Jean Des-
ormeaux and Adolf Kussmaul received more widespread acceptance in the medical community. In the
early 20th century, Hans Christian Jacobaeus introduced the idea of laparoscopy and further technologi-
cal developments throughout the 20th century showed that the techniques could be used in different types
of surgery. The rod-lens system of Harold Hopkins [26] was a huge leap forwards as it increased light
transmission by around 80 % and fibre-optic technology developments in the mid 20th century enabled
much clearer visualization and increased interest for further development from surgeons themselves.
This led to changes and improvements to surgical practice, planning and instrument design and minia-
turization [27] and by the 1960s arthroscopies were the preferred method to diagnose and treat maladies
of the knee [28]. In the 1990s, the development of CCDs and high resolution video cameras which could
be attached to an endoscope allowed the entire OR staff to simultaneously view a clear, magnified im-
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age of the procedure and in 1987, Phillipe Mouret demonstrated the first laparoscopic cholecystectomy
from which the whole field took off [23]. Laparopscopic cholecystectomy revolutionized abdominal
treatments almost completely replacing conventional surgery and led to virtually all gastrointestinal tract
surgery being minimally invasive. Shortly after Mouret’s demonstration, laparoscopy became used in
colectomy, splenectomy, nephrectomy, adrenalectomy, appendectomy, small bowel resections and ex-
plorations amongst others. Improvements in skills and technology led to minimally invasive versions of
previously highly challenging procedures such as gastric bypass, hepatoportoenterostomy, total abdom-
inal colectomy and esophageal atresia repair [27]. By the turn of the century, a majority of urology and
thoracic surgeries in the United States were being performed with minimally invasive techniques.
(a)
Laparoscopic instrument
Laparoscope
Light source
Camera
(b)
Figure 1.4: (a) The operating room for a laparoscopic procedure. The surgeon watches the procedure on a raised
display which breaks the hand-eye coordination normally present during open surgery. (b) The set up for a laparo-
scopic surgery. The patient’s abdomen is insufflated with CO2 and instruments and a camera are inserted through
trocar insertion points.
The advantages of this type of procedure for the patient are enormous. The small or non-existent
access incisions significantly decrease tissue and bone trauma compared with equivalent open proce-
dures. For instance, instead of the highly traumatic mandibulotomy (see Figure 1.2b), a minimally
invasive alternative involves a trans-oral procedure where the surgeon acquires access via the patient’s
open mouth and throat completely avoiding the need to sever the lips, tongue and mandible. In this case,
no exterior incision is required for access and this is known as natural orifice translumenal endoscopic
surgery (NOTES) where the technique has also been applied for abdominal procedures making use of
the urethra, anus and vagina for access [29]. In minimally invasive cardiac surgery, certain procedures
can be performed using a mini thoracotomy where the surgeon is not required to break the sternum and
instead makes several small incisions in the right hand side of the patient’s chest passing the instruments
through the muscles between the ribs (see Figure 1.5). This minimizes patient post-operative pain and
the reduced incision size and trauma results in a reduction in the likelihood of post-operative infection
[15]. In addition to this, blood loss during the operation is decreased by up to half the quantity lost in
open procedures [13, 30]. This also has the effect of increasing the range of patients and procedure types
which are viable. Open surgery is often too traumatic for elderly or infant patients, and for mild condi-
tions such as obstructive sleep apnea, an open mandibulotomy is far too traumatic to justify. However,
when addressed minimally invasively the procedure becomes an attractive option. The longer term med-
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ical outcomes such as mortality and resection margins, which affect tumor recurrence, have been shown
in numerous studies for various MIS procedures to have comparable performance to open counterparts
[31, 32, 33, 30]. Economic limitations of open surgery center primarily on the inpatient and outpatient
recovery time. The huge reduction in trauma from MIS procedures dramatically reduces recovery time
with mean hospitalization for colonic resection reduced from 7-9 days for open procedures to 2-3 days
for minimally invasive alternatives. This leads to a faster return to work with a 37.5 day reduction for
coronary revascularization, a 9 day reduction for prostatectomy and a 16.6 day reduction for peripheral
revascularization [34]. Additionally, health plan spending has been shown to be significantly lower in
many MIS procedures with between $1500 in yearly savings for uterine fibroid resections and $30000
for coronary revascularization [34]. The cosmetic improvements of a surgical technique are harder to
measure as they involve subjective patient assessment. However, a study on the appearance of a 1 month
old MIS thyroidectomy wound and a 1 month old conventional thyroidectomy wound found that the
minimally invasive procedure produced statistically significant preferential results [35].
(a) (b)
Figure 1.5: (a) A minimally invasive trans-oral procedure which enables the surgeon to access the mouth and throat
without traumatic injury to the patient as seen in Figure 1.2b. (b) The incisions made when accessing the heart in a
minimally invasive cardiac surgery. This does not necessitate breaking the sternum as in a sternotomy [3].
Despite the advantages of MIS, there are many complications introduced by the impedance of direct
visual and tactile access to the patient’s anatomy. During a minimally invasive procedure the surgeon is
no longer able to see the entire anatomy while they work which reduces navigation ability and awareness
as the endoscopic camera has a highly restricted field of view and can easily become occluded by blood,
smoke or instruments. In addition to this, the surgeon watches the operation’s progress on a raised dis-
play unit which is often located in a position that disrupts the hand-eye coordination between the motion
of the surgeon’s hands and the observed motion of the instruments. Alongside the visualization chal-
lenges, the restriction of direct access to the patient’s anatomy has several significant limitations for the
surgical team [36]. Impeding physical contact prevents the surgeon from using the tactile cues provided
by handing tissue in open surgery and additionally the instrument design virtually eliminates useful hap-
tic feedback which the surgeon normally uses to understand tool-tissue interactions which can lead to
dangerous forces being applied to critical structures. Despite advances in control methods for laparo-
scopic instruments, they still impact the surgeon’s dexterity when interacting with tissue. The length of
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the instrument as well as the inversion of translational motion caused by its pivot around the trocar in-
sertion point leads to difficulty in performing precise movements or controlling the anatomy (see Figure
1.4b). Additionally interacting with the anatomy using a single joint grasper limits the surgeon’s ability
to perform complex or challenging techniques during the operation which in turn limits the complica-
tion of procedures which MIS can address. Despite the standardization of training for new laparoscopic
surgeons in specialized training centers (see Figure 1.6), a final limitation around the ongoing transition
from open surgery to MIS revolves around how pre-existing expertise in surgical practice can be adapted
for minimally invasive procedures. Until very recently, the majority of senior surgeons have years of
experience operating using open methodologies and as the techniques required for general surgery do
not translate directly to MIS they must retrain extensively if they are to bring their expertise to the field.
Surgeons may only be required to learn basic laparoscopic control skills for simpler procedures such
as laparoscopic cholsystectomy but to perform the vast majority of more complex procedures they also
have to learn advanced skills such as coordinated two-handed dissection, retraction, suturing and the
use of new instrumentation [37]. A consequence of the lack of consistent and comprehensive training
programs for assisting surgeons in making the transition from open surgery to MIS has led to an increase
in complications [38] and how to address this with objective and comprehensive training programs is an
open area of research [39].
Figure 1.6: The Chitra Sethia Centre for Robotics and MAS in London, UK where surgical training programs are
provided to assist surgeons in obtaining laparoscopic and robotic surgical skills.
1.2.1 Robotic Minimally Invasive Surgery (RMIS)
One of the most promising solutions to the problems that have so far limited MIS has been the intro-
duction of robotics to the operating theatre. Medical robotics has mainly focussed on improving MIS
by providing the surgical team with greater control over the imaging sensors and instruments used dur-
ing the procedure. Hand held minimally invasive instruments are often difficult to control precisely and
robotic systems have been used to provide more intuitive or dexterous manipulation methods [40]. The
first application seen in the OR was an industrial PUMA 200 that was re-purposed for clincal use in the
1980s to guide a needle tip in a stereotactic brain surgery [41] due to this procedure’s requirement of a
very precise straight-line trajectory into the patient’s brain to avoid critical brain regions and vessels. As
the benefits of the advanced control systems provided by robotics became more widely accepted in the
medical community, more procedures were assisted by robotic technology and in the 1990s the PUMA
560 was used in a tranurethreal prostate resection [42] and led to later developments such as Probot R©
[43] and ROBODOC R©, which was the first FDA approved surgical robot. These early systems were
typically focussed on a single surgical procedure but interest in telepresence surgery from NASA scien-
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(a)
(b)
Figure 1.7: (a) A ROBODOC system which was an early orthopaedic robotic system used in arthroplasty. (b) A da
Vinci Si HD Surgical System showing the master console and the robot.
tists and later the US military led to the development of more general systems in the form of commercial
ventures such as Zeus from Computer Motion, Inc. and the SRI Green Telepresence Surgery System or
da Vinci R© from Integrated Surgical Systems (now Intuitive Surgical) [44]. All of these systems were
master-slave designs with multiple arms controlled from a central console where video images are dis-
played. These two companies merged in 2003 and the Zeus design was phased out in favour of the da
Vinci which is the most popular system in production today. Its usage has grown from less than 1000 in
2002 to 650000 globally in 2015 with 3597 systems in clinical use around with world [45]. The reasons
for the huge uptake of systems such as da Vinci have centered on their improvement of the surgeon’s
visualization with 3D vision as well as control and dexterity of the instruments and camera while oper-
ating. The control system provides the surgeon with dexterous master tele-manipulators (MTMs) (see
Figure 1.8a) which enable precision control over the instruments as well as removing the chopstick effect
and tremor that make controlling laparoscopic instruments so challenging. These MTMs are connected
to articulated instruments on robotic patient side manipulators (PSMs) (see Figure 1.8b) which due to
their flexible wrist design enable the surgeon to precisely control the anatomy in a manner that closely
mimics direct hand control. The console design of telerobotic systems such as da Vinci also provide
the surgeon with a much more comfortable seated environment in which to work, which is significant
for lengthy surgeries, and additionally allows the visualization system to be placed naturally in front
of the surgeon’s eyes creating the effect of virtually placing his or her hands in the place of the instru-
ments. This creates a much stronger visual coupling between the motion of the surgeon’s hands and the
corresponding motion of the instruments when operating.
1.3 Computer Assisted Interventions
Despite the improvements to control and visualization provided by robotics platforms, there are still
many challenges that must be solved before the full potential of MIS can be realised. Concurrently
to robotics, the integration of imaging and tracking technology as part of computer assisted interven-
tions (CAI) has greatly assisted surgeons in solving navigation and guidance issues that have arisen
through operating minimally invasively [46]. It has been common in operating theatres since the early
1990s and normally first involves the construction of pre-operative patient models from 3D imaging data
around which surgical planning can be performed. This enables surgeons to estimate optimal trajectories
through the patient’s anatomy that minimize trauma to critical structures and to understand and annotate
the various pathologies such as tumors that have been detected during biopsies or scans [47]. During
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.8: (a) The master manipulators used by a da Vinci operator to control the instruments. (b) The instruments
interacting with a phantom anatomy.
the operation, the annotated pre-operative models are aligned with intraoperative imaging coordinate
systems so that the surgeon can make use of the predetermined trajectories and annotations in the plan.
MIS also provides an excellent delivery platform for non-white light modalities such as ultrasound, MRI
and CT as the data can in principal be fused directly with the video feed that the surgeon uses in the
operation. However, finding the correct rigid body transforms between the camera coordinate system
and the coordinate system of the imaging modality as well as correcting for non-rigid deformations are
extremely complex problems compounded by the lack of cross modality landmarks and visual occlusion
from smoke, blood and instruments. Real-time alignment between the coordinate systems would allow
pre-operative planning data such as tumor annotations and vasculature to be displayed clearly to the sur-
geon. Additionally there are complexities with how to render the models onto the visual feed without
obscuring instruments and other devices placed into the patient’s body.
1.3.1 Visual Tracking of Instruments
Many technical challenges remain before there can be a complete integration of computer assistance
in the operating theatre and its benefits can be fully realised. One component to finding a complete
solution to this highly complex set of problems relies on having a good understanding of the physical
relationship between the different instruments the surgeon has introduced to the patient’s body and the
imaging sensors and anatomy. This can be used to properly understand the surgeon’s interaction with
tissue surfaces, improving patient safety and potentially enabling haptic feedback to be synthesized. In
addition to this, when working on robotic platforms, soft motion constraints known as virtual fixtures
can be applied to enforce a safe distance to pre-operatively defined vulnerable structures such as arteries
that the surgeon may wish to avoid [48] and automatic motion guided by the imaging sensor, known as
visual servoing, can be used to ease the cognitive load on the surgeon when performing routine tasks
[49]. Beyond the typical improvements to the surgical workflow, understanding the instrument position
and orientation (known as pose) has important consequences for the assessment of surgical skills [50].
It can enable the precise measurement of the surgeon’s motion patterns during operations and surgical
training allowing immediate feedback on areas of strength and weakness in methodology. It can also
quantitatively assess the impact of new technologies as they are introduced to the operating room (OR)
by objectively measuring the influence they have on the surgeon’s motion patterns and performance.
Currently this is assessed manually which introduces biases in the feedback process [51].
External optical and electromagnetic tracking markers [52, 53] are often used as part of image
guidance to track the instruments in real time (see Figure 1.9) but these introduce line-of-site problems
and have limited accuracy within complex calibration procedures. Alternatively, in robotic surgery motor
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Figure 1.9: An overview of a CAS system for orthopaedic surgery which, through optical tracking of the instruments
can provide an overlay on an xray image showing the position of the instruments relative to the anatomy. Image
modified from [4].
encoders can provide positional data when the kinematic structure of the robot is known but as with
external trackers, calibration is a significant issue and clinical translation is limited as robotics systems
outside of the research environment do not typically have accessible joint data. An alternative solution to
estimating the pose of instruments is to directly use the images captured by the observing camera. This
eliminates the need to attach tracking markers to the instruments and directly reports measurements in the
reference frame of the camera, which is the most commonly desired reference frame, without complex
hand-eye calibrations. However, solving this problem (known as visual tracking) is highly challenging
due to the restricted field of view, occlusions, fast motion of the instruments and a highly deformable
and dynamic environment.
1.4 Thesis Overview
The purpose of this thesis is to develop vision based 3D tool tracking without introducing additional
hardware into the operating theatre. This means that our primary focus is on solving the problem using
only the images captured from the monocular or stereo laparoscopes used in minimally invasive surgery,
however as the kinematic data from the robot can be useful and does not require new hardware we will
take a relaxed assumption that it can be used to support algorithms we develop for increased performance
but the algorithms themselves should be able to track reliably in isolation.
For the methods investigated to be practically useful for the RMIS and CAS the error in this estima-
tion should ideally be submillimeter, and maintained with minimal error over extended sequences during
periods of occlusion and noise. As this task is highly complex and far beyond the scope of a single thesis,
we instead aim to reduce the error in our pose estimations as much as possible. The desired outcome
being that that work in this thesis can be built upon to come closer to the end goal of submillimeter,
long-term 3D tracking.
In Chapter 2 the current state of the art in instrument detection and tracking is discussed. This
chapter introduces the various methodologies that have been used to solve the problem and how ideas
have been introduced and discarded by the community over time. This will also cover the current lim-
itations in the state of the art which will guide the remainder of the content in this thesis. Chapter 3
will address the challenge of determining which features can be reliably detected in surgical images (see
Figure 1.10b). The computer vision and medical imaging literature has explored a wealth of different
features all of which come with different strengths and limitations. Which subset of these features is
most appropriate for instrument pose estimation and tracking is an open question and extensive analysis
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Figure 1.10: The overview of the thesis. (a) Images are captured with a stereo endoscope. (b) Feature spaces are
generated on which detection is performed. (c) Rigid pose is estimated for the instruments. (d) The articulated
degrees of freedom of the instrument are tracked.
of how these features perform in MIS is needed to make a well reasoned selection. Using these detected
features the second challenge which makes up the content of Chapter 4 is to develop algorithms which
can reliably estimate the rigid instrument pose in 3D. This corresponds to the rotation and translation
from the camera coordinate system to the instrument coordinate system, ignoring all deformations of
the instrument shape due to articulation. Ignoring articulation makes the problem simpler and allows
different techniques to be explored more efficiently. Chapter 5 addresses particular challenges that
arose during the analysis in Chapter 4 and Chapter 6 describes the process of extending the framework
developed in Chapters 4 and 5 to track the articulated joints of da Vinci robotic instruments.
1.5 Thesis Contributions
In this thesis the main contributions are the technical methods, which consist of thorough and rigorous
evaluation of the features that can be used to drive instrument detection and the formulation of a 3D pose
estimation framework that is driven by these features. This framework is easily adaptable to any surgical
instrument, assuming the 3D shape is known beforehand and extends to more complex articulations.
The work in this thesis has contributed to the following publications:
1. M. Allan, S. Ourselin, S. Thompson, D. J Hawkes, J. Kelly, D. Stoyanov. Towards detection
and localization of instruments in minimally invasive surgery. IEEE Transactions on Biomedical
Engineering, 60(4), pp. 1050-1058 (2013)
2. M. Allan, S. Thompson, M. J. Clarkson, S. Ourselin, D. J. Hawkes, J. Kelly, D. Stoyanov. 2d-
3d pose tracking of rigid instruments in minimally invasive surgery. Information Processing in
Computer-Assisted Interventions, pp. 1-10 (2014)
3. M. Allan, P. L. Chang, S. Ourselin, D. J. Hawkes, A. Sridhar, J. Kelly, D. Stoyanov. Image based
surgical instrument pose estimation with multi-class labelling and optical flow. Medical Image
Computing and Computer Assisted Interventions, pp. 331-338 (2015)
4. X. Du, M. Allan, A. Dore, S. Ourselin, D. Hawkes, J. Kelly, D. Stoyanov. Combined 2D and 3D
tracking of surgical instruments for minimally invasive and robotic-assisted surgery. International
Journal of Computer Assisted Radiology and Surgery, 11(6), pp. 1109-1119 (2016)
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Chapter 2
Instrument Detection and Tracking in
Minimally Invasive Surgery
2.1 Introduction
Like many problems in computer vision, the visual detection and tracking of instruments can be posed
as a parameter estimation problem which can be solved with machine learning or statistical modeling
techniques. This can be performed in a supervised learning framework whereby a human or gold standard
provides the desired output and the parameters are estimated which minimize some distance measure
between the predicted output and the desired output. Alternatively the problem is posed within a model
fitting framework where a generative model is used to predict the observed image data and the parameters
which cause the generative model to more accurately describe the observed image data are estimated
online.
There are two main domains for this, in 2D where the instrument is represented by a set of param-
eters in the image plane, such as a bounding box where the estimated parameters are center, scale and
rotation or alternatively in 3D where the parameters are the 3 Euler rotation angles, or an equivalent
representation, and translation. In both cases articulated instruments may be represented by additional
parameters. There are three main stages to a general visual tracking method in computer vision: the
identification of image features which can be used to estimate the pose of the target object from a single
image; identifying the correct pose for a given frame given a set of image features; and maintaining
a consistent estimate of the pose over an extended sequence of images, accounting for possible occlu-
sions and failure cases. To gain a broad theoretical understanding of these problems and their solutions,
the general computer vision literature is a natural starting point. However, our target application of
MIS/Robotic surgery introduces several quite specific challenges that are not normally considered within
the computer vision community, and this requires non-trivial modification to be made to these techniques
to enable them to work within our target environment. The work in this chapter comprises a section of
the publication [54].
2.2 Features for Instrument Detection
The basic aim of detection methods is to find the parameters θ that describes the object’s position and
orientation or pose in an image or a sequence of images. This can be achieved as a distribution estimate
over the parameters or alternatively point estimates of the parameters can be found. The computational
cost of estimating these parameters by processing an entire image in one function would be enormous so
various simplifications are often made to process the image more efficiently. To solve this problem, two
main steps are taken. The first is to break the image down into either single pixels or groups of pixels
and assume that these subsections of the image are independent from one another. This enables them to
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[55] RGB N. Bayes 2D Region Initialization
[56] HS Threshold 2D 5
[57] HS N. Bayes 2D Region Particle
[58] Sat Threshold 2D 5
[59] RGB 3D Template Kalman
[60] RGB N. Bayes 2D Region Particle
[61] HS Sobel 5
[50] HS N. Bayes 2D 5 Particle
[62] HS 3D 5
[63] Gradient 3D Edges
[64] HS Sobel 2D Edges
[65] RGB Sobel Motion 3D Edges
[53] HS Depth N. Bayes 2D 5
[66] Norm Red N. Bayes 2D 5
[9] ConeHSV Haralick N. Bayes 3D Region
[67] Gray 2D Template Initialization
[68] RGB 2D
Active
Testing
[69] Sobel 3D Edge Particle
[70] HSV
Gradient,
Hessian 3D Point Kalman
[71]
SIFT,
Haralick N. Bayes 3D Line-Mod
[72] Gray Gradient 2D Template Adaboost Initialization
[73] RGB 2D Template Initialization
[74] RGB HOG Motion 2D
Point,
Region L-SVM Initialization
[75] Gray
Motion,
Disparity N. Bayes 2D 5 Particle
[76] RGB 2D
Median
Flow
Cascaded
Ferns Initialization
[77] Gradient 2D
Gradient
Boosting
[78] Gradient Threshold 3D 5 Kalman
[79]
RGB,HSV,
CIElab Gradient RF 3D 5
[80]
RGB,
CIELab Threshold 2D 5 Initialization
[81] Gray HOG 2D RF Initialization
[82] CIELab
HOG,
Texton 2D SVM
[83]
HSV, CIELab,
Opponent LBP RF 2D 5
Table 2.1: An overview of the methods covered in the review. The features used are shown in the first 4 columns,
then the type of pose estimation in columns 4-8 where we additionally specify if the method estimated 3D instrument
pose or 2D instrument pose. Algorithmic methods are not specified by name as they do not fall under an umbrella
term, with the exception of active testing. Finally in column 9 the tracking technique used is indicated.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 2.1: Examples of image features. (a) An image from a typical minimally invasive procedure captured through
a laparoscope. (b) The frame transformed into the saturation color space, which is often effective at highlighting
metallic objects. (c) Edge features. (d) Extracted texture features. (e) A semantic labelling map.
be processed individually with their prediction made without consideration for the values outside of the
region’s local neighborhood. In addition to this, the image data is often transformed into a representation
that extracts only the most salient and discriminative parts of the signal, stripping away as much redun-
dancy as possible. This processing is normally referred to as the construction of features and involves
various linear or non-linear operations on the values of the pixels. These simple representations can
then be used directly or alternatively accumulated into ensemble representations. In this section we will
explore in detail the different types of representations the video data is normally transformed to when
performing image based instrument detection in MIS.
The desired characteristics of features for object detection have the following criteria.
• Uniqueness The distribution of values taken by the feature should be as divergent as possible
when comparing instances of different classes or parameter values.
• Invariance to lighting changes Ideally when the scene lighting changes and the illumination
incident from the object surface is modified, the measured value recorded by the feature should be
as close to static as possible. This can often be achieved by normalizing the values of the feature
according to the mean illumination in the scene.
• Invariance to viewpoint changes The chosen features and the parameters required to correctly
assign them to the various classes should not change as the camera or instruments are moved
around the scene. Although this is a common property of color intensities at a particular pixel,
spatially variant filter responses change regularly as objects rotate and move closer to or further
away from the camera so in the case of these features, this is a desirable property.
• Invariance to motion blur Motion blur is a common problem in almost all video based computer
vision tasks. Surgical instruments are often moved quickly across the camera field of view and
the camera frame rate is often not high enough to avoid motion blur. Coarse groupings of pixel
intensities are often not overly affected by this measure but features which rely on local intensity
changes could be heavily affected by this type of noise.
2.2.1 Color Intensity Features
The simplest type of feature which can be generated from a video signal is to transform the color intensity
values into different color representations, which can in certain cases amplify visual differences between
materials in the image. A color model is a mathematical representation for mapping tuples of numbers to
colors which, when combined with a specific viewing interpretation results in a color space. Most color
models are designed either to give good representation to the colors that can be seen by the human eye or
alternatively to provide a system which enables a large number of different colors to be represented by
as small a range of numbers as possible, which is advantageous for compression and data transmission
[84].
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.2: (a) An example of how lighting conditions can make detecting an instrument more challenging. Rather
than appearing highly discriminatively against the background, the dark appearance of the instrument shaft blends
with the shadows. (b) The edges and detail on the instrument head are lost when fast motion occurs, however due to
the high frame rates of modern cameras this is becoming less of a problem. (c) The instrument appearance changes
as the viewpoint of the camera shifts. Features should ideally change minimally between these viewpoints to enable
correspondences to be found.
(a) RGG (b) Red (c) Green (d) Blue
Figure 2.3: An example conversion of a surgical image (a) into the RGB (b-d) colorspace. The images have been
normalized to the range 0-1 and the single channel intensities are mapped to a more visually discriminative RGB
representation.
Red, Green and Blue (RGB) is by far the most common color model and is derived from the tris-
timulus theory of color which describes the human visual system as composed of three types of color
sensitive cone cells in the retina, all of which have varying responses to photons across the wavelengths
of visible light, with each type having a peak response in either the red, green or blue portion of the vis-
ible spectrum. Despite its common usage in computer vision segmentation work [85], it has had limited
usage as a color intensity feature in medical imaging. Early applications [55, 59, 60] used small train-
ing sets to learn probability distributions over the RGB pixel intensities for an instrument and a tissue
class. More recent applications [66] have used the red channel from the normalized RGB space which
selects for pixels with red hues without being compromised by light or dark pixels which would have
high red components without any perceptual redness. RGB is often used as part of patch based similarity
measures, which derive their strength from one-to-one comparisons between pixels in two regions rather
than the explicit representation of the image data. Robustness to lighting changes, which normally com-
plicates the representation of color with RGB can be handled with zero mean sum-of-squared-distances
(ZMSSD) [59] or sum-of-conditional variances (SCV) [73].
In more recent work [56, 58, 61, 66] the Hue, Saturation, Value/Luminance (HSV/HSL) colorspace
has become very popular in the task of detecting instruments in MIS images. HSV is a conical col-
orspace which conveniently decouples luminance from chrominance. This is particularly useful as the
represented colors are at least partially invariant to lighting changes. However, as the value component of
this model is highly dependent on the ambient illumination level, it is often ignored [53, 57]. A particular
challenge when comparing distances in the HSV colorspace is that typical norms, such as the L2, are not
particularly valid because HSV is a conical space and is therefore non-Euclidean. To address this, the
ConeHSV representation which rescales the values to be Euclidean has been used as part of a detection
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(a) Hue (b) Saturation (c) Value
Figure 2.4: An example conversion of a surgical image into the HSV colorspace. The images have been normalized
to the range 0-1 and the single channel intensities are mapped to a more visually discriminative RGB representation.
(a) L (b) a (c) b
Figure 2.5: An example conversion of a surgical image into the CIE Lab colorspace. The images have been
normalized to the range 0-1 and the single channel intensities are mapped to a more visually discriminative RGB
representation.
system for robotic instruments [9]. Computing HSV from RBG is a simple operation summarized by the
following relationships:
V = max(R,G,B) (2.1)
Vmin = min(R,G,B) (2.2)
S =
V − Vmin
|V | (2.3)
H =

if V = R 60∗(G−B)V−Vmin
else if V = G 60∗(B−R)R−Rmin + 120
else 60∗(R−G)V−Vmin + 240
(2.4)
where the Hue values are shifted into a circular representation by 120 and 240 degree offsets.
CIE Lab is a colorspace based on an attempt to find a perceptually uniform color representation,
which was a common limitation with the RGB and HSV color models [84]. This means that equal
distances in the color space produce equal perceptive shifts in the observed color and enable different
points in the color space to be compared with traditional distance metrics [86]. The 3 values of a CIE
Lab color define lightness (L), difference between red and green (a) and the difference between yellow
and blue (b) where the difference measures are known as opponent colors. These values provide a larger
gamut of possible colors than RGB, which only uses narrow color bands, and better approximate human
vision [87] but the consequence of this higher precision is that CIE Lab representations require a greater
than 8-bit representation for each color channel, whereas RGB and HSV can be fairly well represented
in the range 0-255. Its use in medical images is fairly limited however, CIE Lab colors have been used
with other color based [80] and with color and gradient based cues [79, 82, 83] for both neurosurgical
and laparoscopic surgical instrument detection. Conversion from RGB to CIE Lab involves a more
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complex process than HSV and additionally requires the selection of a white point to normalize the color
values [87], where the standard choice and the value used in this thesis is the D65 illuminant which was
designed to represent direct daylight. The other two whitepoints defined by the CIE 1931 standard are
for daylight in shade and incandescent bulbs. To convert RGB to CIE Lab the intensity values must
first be converted to an intermediary RGB representation, such as sRGB and Adobe RGB before being
converted to CIE XYZ where the white point is assigned. The transformation is computed as:XY
Z
 =
0.4124 0.3576 0.18050.2126 0.7152 0.0722
0.0193 0.1192 0.9505

RG
B
 (2.5)
L = 116f(Y/Yn)− 16 (2.6)
a = 500
(
f(X/Xn)− f(Y/Yn)
)
(2.7)
b = 200
(
f(Y/Yn)− f(Z/Zn)
)
(2.8)
where f(x) is given as:
f(x) =
x0.333 if x>( 629 )31
3 (
29
6 )
2x+ 429 otherwise
(2.9)
where Xn = 95.047, Yn = 100 and Zn = 108.883 when using the D65 white point coefficients.
Dropping the color values and working directly with the grayscale intensity has had surprisingly
promising results for a one-dimensional representation and has historically been used in automatic seg-
mentation methods in computer vision [88, 89]. Using the grayscale intensity has been demonstrated in
instrument segmentation as an effective feature to enhance HSV results by filtering for the instrument
tips [75]. It is also been used as part of an adaptive representation of mutual information (MI) for track-
ing in retinal microsurgery [67], where illumination invariance is built in using a weighted joint intensity
distribution. Computing grayscale from RGB is not as straightforward as taking the mean of the R, G
and B channels when the desired outcome accommodates the varying sensitivity of the human eye to
each primary color. Instead a weighted average of the three channels is taken:
G =
[
0.2126 0.7152 0.0722
]RG
B
 (2.10)
which is the Y component of the CIE XYZ color space.
Opponent color spaces, similarly to CIE Lab have their origins in human perception [90, 91] and are
related to the differences between the red, green and blue color values. They have been used alongside
other color models to detect instruments with random forest classifiers [79, 83]. They are computed from
RGB as:
O1 = 0.5(R−G) (2.11)
O2 = 0.5B − 0.25(R+G) (2.12)
where O1 refers to the Opponent 1 color model and O2 refers to the Opponent 2 color model. As a color
model which requires floating point values to represent the color values, images represented in this color
space require more memory to process than 8-bit RGB, which can be computationally challenging for
real-time applications.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.6: (a) The grayscale response image. (b) The Opponent 1 color model. (c) The Opponent 2 color model.
The Opponent images have been normalized to the range 0-1 and the single channel intensities are mapped to a more
visually discriminative RGB representation.
2.2.2 Texture Features
The color features described in the previous section are all based on the intensity values at a single
pixel and as such, do not include any neighborhood information in their descriptive power. Combining
local regions into distributions of varying or constant intensities is known as texture and can be used to
distinguish colorless, homogenous metallic instruments from tissue and other textured surfaces.
The most efficient and simple to compute are image gradients of which the simplest form uses cen-
tral differences and requires just 3 pixels either vertically or horizontally adjacent to a given pixel. These
are normally either computed directly on grayscale intensity values [63, 69, 83] but can in principal be
estimated from individual channels of color models. Gradients can also be computed over a larger neigh-
borhood through convoluting filters, such as the Prewitt or Sobel [92]. These kernels extend the central
difference gradient computation with a smoothing operation which can either be uniform, in the case of
the Prewitt operator or centrally weighted, in the case of the Sobel operator. Choosing a threshold for
the gradient magnitude to select edges or other meaningful textual changes from image noise is particu-
larly challenging and normally involves hand-tuning parameters, such as the classic Canny edge detector
which has been applied to extract continuous contours around instruments [78]. Second-derivatives ad-
ditionally provide information about the nature of zeros in the gradient image and have been used as part
of filter banks alongside color and gradient based features [70].
Compared with the 3 pixel neighborhood used in gradient computations, larger spatial neighbor-
hoods capture more information about the local texture. This is can be achieved with co-occurrence
matrices whereby the intensity values in an N ×M patch increment a matrix at element (i, j) every
time the ith and jth intensities are adjacent to one another. As adjacency in a 2D plane can be defined
as 4 possible configurations: left-right horizontal, up-down vertical and left-right and right-left diagonal,
there are 4 different co-occurance matrices that can be computed for a given image which provides the
features with some informal invariance to rotation. The original implementation of this feature type,
known as Haralick Features [93] were based on grayscale intensity and they were used to compute up to
14 different statistical measures such as contrast, correlation, entropy and homogenity which have been
used alongside color intensity features to segment robotic and retinal surgical instruments [9, 71]. Addi-
tionally, texture features such as Textons [94], which accumulate oriented sinusoidal filter responses into
clusters, have been demonstrated for neurosurgical tools [82].
Gradient features which retain the entire structural integrity of the patch have difficulty when the
image intensities change due to perspective transforms in the image. To counter this, spatial information
can be discretized into histograms, which have been extensively demonstrated to provide significant
invariance even in the case of large deformations. Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HoG) [95] have
been popular in the computer vision literature, spurred mostly their success in object detection [96, 97].
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Figure 2.7: Images of MIS procedures captured through a laparoscope processed with different kernels. (a) The
original image. (b) The Scharr x derivative kernel. (c) The Scharr y derivative kernel. (d) The Sobel x derivative
kernel. (e) The Sobel y derivative kernel. (f) The Laplacian kernel.
These work by creating several histograms in rectangular blocks on a dense grid of uniformly spaced
cells which are concatenated together to form a single feaure vector. Local contrast normalization is
also used to improve the feature’s robustness to lighting changes. In line with human and face detection
applications, most users in instrument detection [74, 82] have focussed on constructing HoG features
using upright rectangular blocks, which has limitations when the tracked object rotates in-plane. This
has been countered in recent work [81] whereby a rotated coordinate system is created with a 2D tracking
algorithm. Other histogram based texture features such as the scale invariant feature transform (SIFT)
and speeded-up robust features (SURF) are common in computer vision [98, 99] and have been used as
parts of locally restricted texture features [71, 70]. One significant disadvantage of accumulating large
HoG is that they often have enormous computational cost, impacting the real-time potential of algorithms
that rely on them. Faster implementations which maintain comparable accuracy such as Local Binary
Patterns have been used to describe superpixel regions alongside multiple color features for surgical
instrument detection [79].
2.2.3 Features from Multiple Images
An alternative method of computing features involves making use of images taken from different points
in space or time. Disparity features are an example of using the spatial shift between the two camera
images of a stereo laparoscope and compute the inverse depth of the scene at each pixel through a
process known as 3D reconstruction [100]. This allows the fact that instruments are typically closer to
the stereoscopic camera than the tissue surfaces in the body to be used as a detection cue [75]. This
feature is of course reliant on the quality of the reconstruction algorithm which typically uses color
or gradients to match correspondences but can be extremely useful due to the high-level smoothness
constraints they contain. Motion cues exploit temporal measurements and measure the motion or flow
of intensities around an image. This also provides a strong discriminative cue due to the distinctive
motion patterns of the instruments. Fast motion causes problems when an interlaced video feed is used,
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Figure 2.8: (a) An example left camera eye image. (b) The corresponding right camera eye image. (c) An example
disparity map computed with the Semi-Global Block Matching algorithm [5]. (d) The consecutive image captured
by the left camera eye after (a). (e,f) The x and y dense optical flow fields [6] computed from (a) and (d).
so deinterlacing is often required to obtain cleaner results [75]. A particular challenge when working
with motion features is discriminating from tissue motion caused by blood flow or respiration; this has
been approached for laparoscopic images with thresholding [74] and generally in the computer vision
field using techniques such as graph cuts [101].
2.2.4 Semantic Labelling
A popular higher-level feature is to use sementic labellings of the previously described features. This is
achieved by using a parametric or non-parametric model of the lower-level features to divide them up into
labels which represent distinct objects in the image. This process is often known as segmentation and
provides a powerful method for detecting objects based on blobs [102]. Early techniques of estimating
labels from features involves heuristic thresholding of values but as collected data sets grew larger in size
statistical machine learning techniques began to be used to estimate model parameters which enabled
accurate predictions to be made.
The simplest measure for assigning labels to non-parametric distributions over image data I is
thresholding whereby a binary value is assigned to features if they all take on values larger than the
defined threshold. The image data I can be transformed into any n dimensional feature representation
for thresholding as:
I(x) =
if ∀i(x) ∈ I(x) i(x) > ti 1else 0 (2.13)
where x is a pixel location and we use i(x) to denote a scalar value in the feature vector at I(x) and the
value 1 is assigned to a pixel if all n feature values in a exceed some threshold value t = (t1, t2, ..., tn).
To provide multiclass thresholding, upper and lower bounds can be supplied rather than a single value.
[56, 58, 80, 78] applied this technique to medical images, however, despite its advantages due to com-
putation speed it has not been popular in modern methods due to it having no way of considering de-
pendencies between variables and additionally it does not produce a probabilistic output, instead giving
only a binary membership value.
Another traditional method is the Naı¨ve Bayesian classifier which is considerably more popular
than thresholding due to well defined parameter estimation and a probabilistic output. This makes the
assumption that each dimension of the observed random variable (a pixel) is independently and iden-
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tically distributed (IID) when conditioned on the labelling. Typically the probability density over the
classes is chosen as a Gaussian distribution, which when combined with the IID assumption results in
a tractable diagonalized covariance matrix. The class posterior is evaluated using Bayes rule where the
prior is usually chosen as the probability p(.) of an observation in the training set belonging to the target
class. Given a joint distribution over a pixel location x in an image I , this is factorized as a product of
distributions over individual features as:
p(c|I(x)) = p(c)p(I(x))
p(I(x))
(2.14)
p(c|I(x)) = p(c)
∏n
j=1 p(ij(x)|c)
p(I(x))
(2.15)
where Bayes rule is used to estimate a posterior distribution of the pixel label c, such as instrument or
tissue, given the features at a particular pixel I(x). The simplifying assumption of Naı¨ve Bayes is that
the features are conditionally independent given the label c, which allows Eq. 2.14 to be transformed to
Eq. 2.15 where each dimension in I(x is denoted as i(x). The advantage of this simplification is that a
much smaller amount of training data is required to estimate the likelihood p(I(x)|c) which simplifies to
a one dimensional distribution and additionally for maximum likelihood (ML) solutions to the likelihood
parameters can be computed in closed form [103]. Naı¨ve Bayesian classifiers trained on the HS channels
[57] or RGB data [55, 60] have been shown to be effective and fast classifiers for surgical instruments. A
key component of the Bayesian classifier is the choice of prior distribution p(c). Often this is chosen to
model the frequency of instrument or tissue instances in the training dataset however a simpler alternative
can be to use a unit prior in which case the Bayes classifier reduces to likelihood modelling [9, 71].
More recent models that have become popular in solving a wide variety of classification and regres-
sion computer vision problems such as keypoint recognition [104] and semantic image labelling [105]
are Random Forests (RFs) [106]. They provide an accurate, fast and potentially parallelisable classifi-
cation method and offer an easy extension to multi-class data, a useful feature for classifying multiple
distinct tool or tissue types [7]. They effectively provide a similar decision structure to upper and lower
bound thresholding, but provide a data-driven way for estimating the thresholds and increase robustness
through ensemble voting and randomness. An RF is constructed as an ensemble of randomized decision
trees, each of which consists of a set of weak learners that divides the classification of a sample I(x)
into a hierarchy of simpler problems. This is achieved by partitioning the sample space with decision
boundaries and applying a different linear classifier in each region. Each applied classifier is either a
decision node, which further partitions the search space and is represented as:
h(I(x), τ ) ∈ {0, 1} (2.16)
where h(.) is the hypothesis function, τ is a parameter vector which dictates the shape and position of
the partitioning jth hyperplane, or a leaf node which labels the sample as belonging to one of the desired
classes:
c? = max
c
p(c|I(x)) (2.17)
where c? is the labelling and p(c|I(x)) is the posterior probability of the class c given the sample. They
have been used recently in surgical instrument detection with different color and gradient type feature
as part of a general surgical segmentation framework for making measurements of distances in gastric
bypass procedures [79, 83].
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Figure 2.9: The RF model shows each tree consisting of red nodes where a single decision plane is applied to a
sample directing it to one of two child nodes. Each decision plane is a linear classifier parameterized by ti,j where
i indexes the tree and j the node. After passing down the tree the sample arrives at a leaf node where it is assigned
a label c, which in this case is either an instrument or tissue.
2.3 Connecting Features to Pose
Given a particular feature representation, pose estimation involves finding methods of computing the
parameters that describe the object’s pose directly from the feature representation. Most modern pose
estimation techniques have taken a principled and probabilistic approach and are broadly divisible into
two areas: generative or model based approaches and discriminative approaches although several older
methodologies tended to forego a holistic modelling approach and instead solve the problem with multi-
ple processing steps, which we will call algorithmic methods.
2.3.1 Generative Methods
Generative methods involve constructing a model of the image formation process whereby, given a spe-
cific parameter set, a representation of the image data can be generated. They are often described as
model-fitting because the generative model is usually iteratively fitted to the image data. The advantage
of these methods stems from the limited or non-existent requirement of training data compared with
discriminative methods [107], and the ease with which they allow the incorporation of high level rea-
soning about the problem [108]. Their disadvantages come from their computational cost when seeking
an alignment between the model and the data, particularly if the problem is high dimensional, as well as
avoiding local solutions when using a gradient based optimization method.
When applied to surgical instrument pose estimation, the most popular generative model makes use
of the shape of homogeneous regions or semantic segmentations as part of a silhouette or region matching
framework. This type of method is popular in all areas of computer vision, primarily due to the speed
of computation and robustness to noise that connected regions have. The generative model will predict
a shape given some model configuration and then a shape matching scheme will be applied to sample
from the space of possible shapes until a satisfactory example is found. Using the silhouette to predict
pose is popular in specific pose estimation tasks in computer vision [109, 110, 85] particularly when
tracking rigid or semi-rigid objects as the self-occlusion problem is more easily avoided. Generating the
silhouette is often achieved with a standard rendering pipeline and a 3D model of the surgical instrument,
however optimization has proved challenging with gradient-free methods proposed [9] that are slow to
converge and regularly do not reach accurate solutions. Simpler models such as 3D cylinders [60, 64]
and 2D parallelograms [55, 57] have been used but these methods are fundamentally limited as they
cannot represent complexities in the shape that arise from articulation. They do however enable direct
solutions through geometric methods that can be extremely fast, which is a common limitation of 3D
rendering pipelines.
Alternatively to using regions to generate silhouettes, it is also possible to directly find edges in an
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image to which the target model is then aligned [111]. This has been popular in the computer vision lit-
erature particularly due to the reduction of the correspondence search to 1D which eased computational
problems of 2D searches. In environments where the background is relatively clean and homogenous
these methods have been demonstrated to be efficient and accurate for 2D and 3D pose estimation tasks
however, the gradients recovered in medical images are normally hugely corrupted by texture and light-
ing variation on the tissue surfaces leading to intractable estimation [63]. Using the insertion point of the
instrument, however, can be used to provide a directional constraint on the extracted gradients leading to
much cleaner images [63, 69]. Modelling this insertion point is complex due to patient motion and has
been achieved with external optical tracking systems [63] and with geodesic grids [69]. Normally the
tip of the instrument is not included in the cylindrical model, which is only used to match to the sides
of the instrument, and therefore a separate estimation phase is used to estimate the tip position. Otsu
thresholding has been applied along the symmetry axis [63] which provided reasonable results in images
where there was an unobstructed view of the instrument shaft with a 7 to 10 pixel distance between the
estimated tip and the true instrument tip.
Another popular method of estimating the 2D or 3D pose of a surgical instrument is to minimize a
distance metric between projections of a priori learned points that have a known location on the surface
of the instrument and their matched correspondences in the image. With enough found correspondences
this forms an overdetermined linear system of equations. This problem is commonly referred to in the
computer vision literature as the perspective-n-point (PnP) problem and its solutions have been exten-
sively studied [112, 113, 114, 115]. Typically the most successful features used in these systems are
gradient based as they are much finer scaled than color features and as such allow more accurate lo-
calization. Using point based features to detect the pose of medical instruments made use of SIFT and
HoG features learned around the head on da Vinci robotic instruments (see Figure 2.10) [7] and com-
bined this with kinematic information from a robot to provide 3D pose estimation [70]. Although point
matching can produce very accurate results in the case of uncluttered images, the reliance on the visi-
bility of particular interest points results in serious challenges when trying to estimate pose in occluded
environments.
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Figure 2.10: The detected features on a da Vinci large needle driver (LND) tool [7]. Image modified from c©2016
Intuitive Surgical, Inc. This instrument model is discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.
A final generative method of finding the pose of a surgical instrument is to use a 2D template rep-
resentation of the instrument which is then deformably warped from the source image to a target image.
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This typically works by finding the warp parameters that minimize a cost metric which measures the
similarity between the warped patch and a region of the target image. These are popular techniques as
they do not impose a prior model on the instrument appearance instead learning an updating representa-
tion online. 2D gradient template tracking has been demonstrated in retinal microsurgery using weighted
mutual information to drive the warping [67] or alternatively using efficient second order minimization
(ESM) [72] to make a coarse position estimate, before using the spatially weighted output of an adaboost
trained cascade to get a final estimate of instrument position. The Line-Mod template matching method
[116] has also been adapted for medical images [71] which creates a template from a CAD model offline
at different articulations. At run-time, a subset of the templates are evaluated using the robot kinematics
to define a reduced range of configurations. The same approach has been taken using a sum-of-squared-
difference (SSD) template matcher [67].
2.3.2 Discriminative Methods
Discriminative methods on the other hand involve directly inferring the pose estimate from the configura-
tion of image features, side-stepping the 2 stage modelling and inference process of generative methods.
They make no high level assumptions about the nature of the function which performs this mapping and
usually its form is learned directly from data. As labeled training data becomes more ubiquitous, these
methods are increasing in popularity due to their low asymptotic error [107]. There has been limited
introduction of discriminative methods to pose estimation of instruments (and other surgical vision tasks
in general) despite these methods having recent success in solving computer vision pose estimation tasks
[117, 118, 119] and primarily this has been due to challenges in obtaining realistic labeled training data
in sufficient quantities. The majority of discriminative methods are much faster to evaluate than gener-
ative models so typically employ exhaustive search strategies rather than local sampling. However, due
to their requirement on training data they often solve the estimation of 2D pose + scale as obtaining
correctly labeled examples with pitch and yaw rotations is challenging for medical images. Normally
the image x and y dimensions are searched in a sliding window manner where the detector is evaluated
every n pixels. Additionally different rotations can be tested if the detector features are not rotationally
invariant and different scales are searched by resampling the image.
The most traditional method of building a discriminative model for estimating instrument pose
parameters is to assume a fixed template model which, although a considerable simplification, is much
easier to train than more complex part based models [96]. A single part detector has been demonstrated
for neurosurgical instruments [82] using a latent SVM trained on HoG features with a global shape
constraint. The same authors additionally trained a Random Forest on 10 different feature channels but
the runtime evaluation was prohibitively slow.
Several methods however have attempted to tackle the deformations in appearance due to articula-
tion and out of plane rotation. The naı¨ve approach would be to collect more training data for each of
these examples but this increases the runtime and also the time taken to acquire training data. An ap-
proach to handle this type of problem that has been very popular in human detection in computer vision
is to model the appearance as a spatial arrangement of parts whereby each part is detected separately
and a simple distribution is learned to model the relative orientation of two parts, which has been used
for tracking surgical instruments in video [72]. Latent support vector machine (SVM) has been used in
combination with HoG features and a star model [120] to detect instruments [74]. As well as SVM, RFs
have been demonstrated for articulated tracking in retinal microsurgery [81]. A single window detector
is used to estimate a bounding box around a retinal instrument and HoG features for several deformable
parts are independently detected within this box. This enables detection of the articulated clasper of a
retinal instrument at frame rates of up to 30 Hz. The particular advantage of discriminative methods such
as SVM or RFs is that assumptions about the object appearance are not enforced by the designer, they
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are instead learned directly from the data. This means that they are less likely to contain simplifications
or bias that reduce the accuracy.
2.3.3 Algorithmic Methods
Some methods do not strictly fall under the umbrella of generative or discriminative methods as they do
not attempt to model the pose estimation holistically, instead treating it as a set of independent processing
steps. Semantic label images are often used as a first step [50, 66] and these are usually searched with
Hough transforms to find lines and edges that can be attributed to cylindrical models. Many of these
methods suffer from noise around the semantic segmentation where mislabeled pixels create breaks or
islands in the label image which can be solved with erosion and dilation filters [62]. Once outliers have
been removed, a single connected region needs to be found which can be achieved with region growing
[58, 61] where the seeds are initialized in the largest blobs and extend until a predefined intensity gradient
threshold is found. Given a single connected component, its shape can be processed to estimate pose
using moment of inertia analysis [62] or Hu’s moment [58] which potentially have greater robustness to
small amounts of noise around the edges which may disrupt straight line extraction. Rather than shape
analysis, the edge or center lines can be estimated [78] which enables a 1D search line for the instrument
tip which appears as a maxima in the gradient. Alternatively, spatial constraints such as the maximal
distance from the center of mass of the region can be used [79]. As the estimates of orientation are often
quite noisy, this parameter can be ignored and a sole 2D coordinate can be tracked as the center of mass
of segmented regions [56, 50]. A major limitation of algorithmic methods is that they require parameter
tuning for each stage in different datasets. The active testing approach provides a method of combining
several distinct discriminative models algorithmically enabling the estimation of each parameter as part
of an entropy minimization framework. Each phase in the estimation extracts information from the
previous phase informing its search space and enabling efficient and accurate solutions for 2D pose
estimation in retinal microsurgery [68].
2.4 Temporal Tracking
The final component of a visual tracking method is to combine frame-to-frame measurements to obtain
an estimate of pose over an extended sequence. There are two main fields of thought in this area: tracking
by detection which treats each frame as independent from the last and temporal tracking where infor-
mation from prior states is able to influence the predicted state for a given frame. Tracking by detection
has come into prominence in recent years as computational improvements have rendered it tractable to
re-estimate the entire object configuration at each frame when performing 2D tracking. However, when
working in 3D or when facing challenging visual data due to occlusions or complex object configura-
tions, temporal tracking is required which makes use of first and second derivatives of position as well
a motion model to produce estimates of the likely configuration in a subsequent frame. This enables
the search space for subsequent frames to be greatly reduced. Any method which makes use of infor-
mation from prior frames suffers from problems of drift, when errors in the parameter estimate begin to
accumulate and corrupt later measurements.
The most popular way of combining a motion model with the information from prior frames is with
a Kalman filter [121]. The role of the Kalman filter is to predict a distribution over the pose parameters
θ at time t given a set of measurements and a set of previous values for θ. This is achieved by first
computing a prior distribution for θ given all of the measurements up to the previous timestep t− 1 as:
p(θt|I1(x), ..., It−1(x)) =
∫
p(θt|θt−1)p(θt−1|I1(x), ..., It−1(x))dθt−1 (2.18)
where It(x) reflects the image data acquired at t. This is combined with a probability distribution over
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Figure 2.11: A Kalman filter allows estimates of the state at a time i, θi, to be estimated from prior estimates θi−1
and measurements Ii(x).
the current measurement at t, p(It(x)|θt)) using Bayes Rule to form a an estimate for the current state
as:
p(θt|I1(x), ...It(x)) = p(It(x)|θt)p(θt|I1(x), ..., It−1(x))
p(I1(x), ..., It−1(x))
(2.19)
The Kalman filter makes the assumption that the dynamical models are linear and that p(θi+1|θi) ∼
N (θi, σ2i+1) and that p(Ii(x)|θi, Ii−1(x)) ∼ N (θi, τ2i ) [108], whereN refers to the Gaussian distribu-
tion and σ2i+1 refers to the process covariance at the updated timestep i + 1 and τ
2
i is the measurement
covariance at i. This model is particularly popular because it provides optimal predictions if the assump-
tions are valid. A linear Kalman filter has been used to combine measurements from a da Vinci robotic
control system with visual measurements as part of a robotic servoing system [59] which can help to mit-
igate errors that occur due to visual occlusion. To avoid failed visual observations from corrupting their
state estimate, they threshold their visual observation confidence and only make use of the measurement
prediction from the Kalman filter when the threshold inaccuracy is exceeded. To address limitations in
the linear motion model and enable a polar coordinate representation which better represents the con-
straints of a single insertion point, the extended Kalman filter (EKF) can be used [78] which allows
for non-linear functions to be used as the motion model. A special case simplification of the recursive
Bayesian filter is to use an identity matrix as the motion model, which causes the estimate in the new
frame to match the estimate from the previous frame [55, 67, 72, 73, 74, 76, 80, 81]. We refer to this
technique as tracking-by-initialization.
A considerable difficulty with the aforementioned Kalman filtering approaches is that they represent
the probability distribution over the state as a unimodal normal distribution. Although this is often accu-
rate, there are many situations where a multimodal distribution better approximates the true distribution
due to there being many competing alternatives for the world state. Particle filters represent the proba-
bility function over the state with a set of particles which are evolved through time by a particular model
of the system transition. A well known particle filtering method is the Condensation algorithm [122].
Each particle represents one estimate of the system state and at each timestep it is projected through a
possibly non-linear state transition function giving a new estimate of the system state. This estimate is
then evaluated giving a probability of its accuracy. A new set of particles can then be estimated by resam-
pling from this new distribution. The Condensation algorithm is popular in surgical instrument tracking
[57, 60, 50, 75] due to its ability to track through the multiple occlusions faced in surgical environments.
2.5 Conclusion
This review covers the main contributions to pose estimation in the literature. As the field is quite new,
there is limited consensus on exactly which methods work best and typically due to a lack of an accepted
validation methodology and open data it is difficult to compare different methods effectively. However,
when aiming to recover 3D pose directly from images, the majority of methods have focussed on region
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segmentation and in particular using 3D rendered models [9] showed particular promise as it can lever-
age the full shape information and allows easy extension to different instrument types and camera views.
However, limitations have centered on inaccuracies in the region segmentation relied upon to estimate
the pose causing difficulty in making reliable predictions. Furthermore, the lack of differentiable energy
functions have lead to gradient free approaches [9] which are slow to converge and unreliable at reach-
ing local or global optima within a reasonable time limit for high degree of freedom problems. These
observations shall direct the remaining body of this thesis as we will aim to first produce highly accurate
region segmentations before moving on to creating a differentiable pose estimation framework that will
allow us to estimate the 3D pose of articulated instruments. We aim to achieve this by using principled
generative modeling techniques which will allow our techniques to be extended and improved without
significant modification.
The main challenges that our method will have to be able to handle include highlights and specular
reflections on both the instrument and the tissue in the background which are difficult to disambiguate
from one another and are often confused with metallic surfaces. Another challenge will be dealing
with the instrument routinely moving in and out of the field of view, which occurs regularly in surgical
procedures. This will require a detection method to determine when the instrument is out of view and a
fast and reliable reinitialization for when it returns to the image. A final challenge will involve dealing
with instrument appearance changes, such as blood, which can make detecting features particularly
challenging on surgical instruments.
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Chapter 3
Semantic Segmentation of Surgical
Instruments
3.1 Introduction
The problem we aim to solve in this chapter is how to correctly segment instruments in surgical im-
ages. Segmentation is a common problem in computer vision and is often simplified to a foreground-
background division [123] whereby the object of interest is represented by a single class. More powerful
models have been recently developed and a common trend is to construct multiple classes for different
semantic regions of an image [124, 97, 125]. The problem is distinct from 2D bounding box multi-object
detection, which is popular when the object of interest, such as a human body or a face, is normally in
some standard ‘upright’ orientation and can be reasonably represented by a simple, convex shape. How-
ever, when the object of interest either exhibits significant in-plane rotation or has a more complex shape
that needs to be captured, a single bounding box is not sufficient. Either complex hierarchies of multiple
rotated bounding boxes [96] or direct pixel labelling is needed to capture the complex shape. The ad-
vantages of semantic segmentation is that complex objects can be represented and their limits within the
image precisely defined which enables more complex inference tasks to be performed using their shape
or size.
The basic idea behind semantic object segmentation is to process a 2D image signal and by ex-
tracting local or global features from neighborhoods in the image, produce an output image where each
pixel is labeled as belonging to one of a set of classes (see Figure 3.1b). The first stage in engineering a
solution to a segmentation problem is to select features in the signal that will be used to make the class
predictions and then this is followed by the selection of a model which will use these features to make
predictions. Semantic segmentation can be formulated mathematically by first transforming the image
into a more descriptive representation as:
∀x ∈ Ω g : Iˆ(x) 7→ I(x) (3.1)
where the image Iˆ is the raw pixel data captured by the surgical camera which is transformed by g at
pixel locations x into the feature representation I(x) over the domain of the image Ω. The elements of
I are then passed into a predictive function f to generate the individual class labellings c:
c = f(I(x), χ) (3.2)
where χ represents the parameters of the predictive model. The analysis of features and learning meth-
ods for semantic segmentation in section 2.2.4 demonstrated that there is little consensus amongst the
community on the best feature representation and methods for semantic segmentation of instruments in
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.1: (a) An example image captured during a robotic surgical procedure. (b) An example of how the image
can be segmented into different regions where red pixels represent the instrument shaft, blue pixels represent the
instrument’s articulated wrist, yellow pixels represent an anatomical object being manipulated and green represents
the background. Note that this segmentation is performed by hand and is not the result of image processing. (c) An
example bounding box detection where different regions of the instrument are surrounded by a single colored box.
surgical images. In this chapter, we will seek to determine a set of features which can be applied success-
fully for instrument segmentation with a well developed and popular learning method, RFs. Although
in an ideal sense, different learning methods would be additionally experimented with, the time frame
required for a thorough analysis of these methods is beyond the scope of this thesis. The work presented
in this chapter makes up part of the publication [126]. Since this publication, recent work in semantic
segmentation with convolution neural networks (CNN) [127, 125] have demonstrated excellent results
and will likely surpass the presented results. However, adapting CNNs to the limited training data of
instrument segmentation is non-trivial and is an open research problem.
3.2 Feature Evaluation and Segmentation with Random Forests
Our objective for this chapter is to determine which combination of features produces the most accurate
segmentation of surgical instruments balanced against the processing time required to compute the fea-
tures and then classify them. We use RFs as the classifier for our experiments due to the availability of
numerous open source implementations [128, 129], their flexibility on number of samples and dimen-
sionality of input variables, the fact that they possess an internal method of computing training accuracy
and ranking variable importance and that at the time of this work, they produced state-of-the-art results
on numerous datasets. These properties make it easy to experiment with RFs and the variable impor-
tance ranking provides a built in method of assessing the suitability and strength of different features.
RFs were introduced in Chapter 2 and here we will present how they were implemented in this thesis
and how they are trained.
3.2.1 Training a Random Forest
RFs are trained with supervised learning which entails collecting a training dataset {X ,Y} where train-
ing samples I(x) ∈ X are assigned to manually labeled ground truth y ∈ Y . We are working on clas-
sifying image pixels so the training data used is numerical but bounded by the precision of the datatype
used in storage and the selected labels are categorical with one representing the background, one rep-
resenting the instrument shaft and one representing the instrument clasper. We train our forest using
bootstrap aggregating or bagging [106] which increases the generalization of the resultant classifier by
only training each tree on a subset of the data generated by uniform sampling with replacement. This
is a method by which randomness is added to the forest because each single tree is trained on a slightly
different set of data thus resulting in a different structure. Each tree is grown incrementally by creating
a new node, then choosing a splitting parameter vector θj which maximizes an information gain type
metric. This provides a further method of injecting randomness to the tree, as it is possible to randomly
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select a subset of all possible splitting parameters and maximize over these instead of the full set:
α?j = max
αj∈Tj
Ij (3.3)
where Tj is a subset of the possible parameter vectors and Ij is the information gain type metric. Al-
though it is possible to use linear combinations of the features as splitting functions, the most common
technique is to use axis-aligned splits which divide the data along one feature value [130]. Although
entropy [131] is a popular measure of information gain, the Gini coefficient is the classic measure [106]
to compute the best split of the training data and is the measure used in this thesis. It is computed as:
∆i(s, t) = i(t)− pLi(tL)− pRi(tR) (3.4)
where the impurity decrease of using the split s on node t is given by the impurity i(.) at node t before
the split subtracted by the weighted impurities of the left tL and right tR nodes. The impurity i(.) is
given by the probability that a randomly chosen element in the node would be misclassified if it were
randomly labeled using the distribution of labels in the node and is defined as
∑C
j 6=k pjpk. The weights
are given by the number of samples passing to the left and right nodes respectively:
pL =
NL
N
(3.5)
pR =
NR
N
(3.6)
where NL and NR are the number of samples that end up in the left and right nodes respectively. N is
the number of samples in the parent node. Splitting is ceased when the number of training samples in a
node is less that a predefined number which we set to 0.1 % of the training data set size.
There are two normal criteria for deciding when to cease training, either when sufficient accuracy
has been reached at classifying what are known as out-of-bag samples, which are the samples from the
training set which are not included in the tree’s bagged dataset, or alternatively when the number of
trees in the forest has reached a predefined threshold. As the classification time increases approximately
linearly with the number of trees in the forest, increasing the number of trees in the forest for only a
small increase in the accuracy may not make sense in the context of time critical systems. With this
limitation in mind, we cease training on a fixed number of trees and vary this fixed limit over a number
of experiments to determine when the performance increase begins to plateau as new trees are added.
Many machine learning methods require feature normalization before training which commonly
involves modifying the data such that it has zero mean and unit standard deviation. The effect of feature
normalization is that it allows different features to be fairly compared to one another enabling distances
to be computed in the feature space. For example, if samples of one variable can have much larger differ-
ences than samples of another, this variable will invariably be more heavily weighted when computing
a metric such as Euclidean distance. However, when training a RF using axis-aligned features, feature
comparisons for a proposed split are only computed on a single feature so the relative sizes become
irrelevant.
3.2.2 Classification with a Random Forest
Run-time classification with a RF is performed by individually assessing the input sample independently
with each tree in the forest. The sample is passed from the root node, down to the left or right child
node of a single node in each level of the tree until it reaches a leaf node where it is classified. Each leaf
node contains the most common label in the remaining samples in that node during training and this is
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Figure 3.2: Classification with the random forest model is achieved by processing each pixel into a feature repre-
sentation which is then evaluated by nodes in the tree. For the sample in this example, it passes into the root node,
from which it is directed to node 2, then to node 5 and from there it is classified as an instrument. Its path is shown
in blue.
assigned as the tree’s vote for the sample’s class label. This process is repeated for each tree and the final
label is assigned in a winner-takes-all strategy. Some implementations [129] enable a weak-probabilistic
output where the class posterior probability is given by the fraction of trees that voted for the class.
3.2.3 Feature Ranking with Random Forests
One of the most significant advantages of using RFs for detection is that they provide a built-in method of
assessing the strength of the different features used in training. This inbuilt ranking is known as variable
importance and uses the impurity decrease for all nodes where the feature of interest p in the feature
vector I(x). This is defined as:
Imp(I(x), p) =
1
NT
∑
T∈NT
∑
t∈T :v(st)=xm
p(t)∆i(st, t) (3.7)
where t is a node in the tree T in the forest NT . v(st) is a function that returns the variable used in
split s on node t and ∆i(.) is the impurity decrease of Equation 3.4. This measure is known as the mean
decrease in impurity and gives a score for each tree which is then averaged over all of the trees in the
forest. It has been shown to be a reliable measure for assessing how useful a feature is [132].
3.2.4 Analysed Features
We explore different color and texture features as the most straightforward method of evaluating which
features provide the best predictive strength for surgical instruments. We use RGB, HSV, CIE-Lab and
Opponent 1 and 2 as color features, which have been common in medical instrument detection [66, 61, 9],
but also experimented with Gabor filters as a texture feature representation. The first stage in constructing
the features using the equations laid out in section 2.2.1 is to acquire images in the RGB colorspace, from
which all other colorspaces were computed. Images from surgical cameras on systems such as da Vinci
are transmitted over a SDI connection and are encoded in 8 bit YCbCr colorspace which divides the
pixel information into luminance (Y), blue difference chrominance (Cb) and red difference chrominance
(Cr). The advantage of this encoding over standard RGB is that the RGB color model contain significant
redundancy as small differences in 2 RGB values can have little perceptual difference for the human eye.
To exploit this and reduce bandwidth, YCbCr separates luminance and chrominance and transmits the
luminance at higher resolution than the chrominance, a technique known as chroma subsampling. As the
human eye is less sensitive to small chrominance differences than luminance difference this effectively
maintains visual quality at a reduction in bandwidth of up to 25 %. The da Vinci transmits visual
information at a chromanace subsampling of 4:4:2 (see Figure 3.3).
The transformation from YCbCr back to RGB is a trivial linear operation using ITU-R Recommen-
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Figure 3.3: The 4:4:2 YCbCr macropixel. The luminance data (left) is sampled at full resolution but the chromi-
nance (center) is sampled at half the frequency. These are combined together when creating the final image (right).
dation 709 conversion matrix: RG
B
 =
1 1.5748 01 −0.4681 −0.1873
1 0 1.8556

 YCr
Cb
 (3.8)
Using this RGB color data, we compute HSV, CIE-Lab and Opponent 1 and 2 colorspaces and
additionally compute texture features in the form of Gabor filter features. Gabor filters are used in many
edge detection tasks and work by convoluting a Gabor kernel with an image. The Gabor kernel is a
biologically motivated model which has a strong connection with the mammalian visual cortex. The filter
is constructed as a Gaussian kernel modulated by a sinusoidal plane wave. A filter bank of differently
oriented filters are created by rotating the angle of the sinusoid and by selecting the maximum response
at each angle, an orientation invariant edge detector is produced.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.4: (a) An example image from a surgical procedure. (b) The extracted Gabor filter output which has been
normalized to the range 0-1 and the single channel intensities are mapped to a more visually discriminative RGB
representation.
3.2.5 Dataset Construction
A dataset of 112 images from 7 different procedures showing different instrument types and tissue back-
grounds were manually segmented, example frames from which are shown in Figure 3.5. We label the
shaft of the instrument, the metal clasper and the background to create 3 distinct classes and each class
is represented in the hand labeled images with a different color.
We use recursive feature elimination to select the optimal set of features for our random forest. This
is a general feature selection process whereby the estimator is trained on an initial set of features and,
using weights that can be assigned to each feature from a round of training, the worst performing features
are pruned from the set and training is repeated. This method was originally popular with SVMs [133]
but has recently been applied to RFs [134, 135].
3.3 Experiments and Results
Through our experiments we wish to answer 2 key questions. Firstly, we wish to understand which set of
features provide the best performance on the forest when balanced against a requirement of reasonable
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 3.5: (a)-(d) Example frames from 4 of the 7 datasets. The images vary in resolution between 720× 576 and
1920 × 1080 and are stored in the RGB colorspace. (e)-(h) Example ground truth images for the datasets. Black
pixels represent the patient tissue and any other background objects, gray pixels represent the instrument shafts and
white pixels represent the instrument claspers.
classification time. For surgical images, due to the complexity of light reflectance in the scene, it is
necessary to provide a thorough examination of different descriptions of the pixel data observed in each
image to determine how much of this data is needed and how much can be discarded. In the following
section we explore several different features including different colour spaces and texture features to
determine which provides the most discrimination between the instrument and the tissue in our datasets.
The second question we wish to answer is whether the most effective approach for detection and tracking
systems is to train a general RF classifier offline on a large and varied set of training examples with
the objective that it will be able to generalize over new examples or alternatively whether it is more
reasonable to train a specific RF classifier on a minimal set of training data, such as the first frame,
for each individual evaluation case. In our experiments we use the OpenCV CPU implementation of
RFs [129] where we leave the majority of the parameters of the forest to their default values. The only
exceptions are that we vary the number of trees in the forests from 1 tree to forests of 3, 5 and 10 trees.
Additionally, we use a minimum sample count of 1 % of our training data set size and we allow the forest
to choose from the entire feature vector when choosing the ideal splitting function.
To assess the accuracy of the features in detecting our 3 classes, we use two standard classifier
accuracy measures: precision and recall [136]. Precision of class i is defined as:
Pi =
TPi
TPi + FPi
(3.9)
and recall of class i as:
Ri =
TPi
TPi + FNi
(3.10)
where TPi is the number of true positives, which indicate a correct classification of a sample as a
particular label i. FPi is the number of false positives , which indicate an incorrect classification of a
sample with the label i and FNi is the number of false negatives is the number of instances where the
classifier failed to correctly classify an instance of the class i. This leads the precision measure to indicate
for a given class i the probability that if it assigned a label i to a sample, then it was correct. As this fails
to account for missed examples (e.g. false negatives), the recall measure indicates the probability that
this classifier will correctly identify instances of class i. To provide a more qualitative understanding of
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the effects of precision and recall on a classifier we can consider the type of output we would expect to
see. Precision and recall are related metrics when we have a finite set of labels or no unknown class,
for example, false positives for one class (lower precision) must result in false negatives (lower recall)
for another class. A classifier which achieved high precision for the clasper and shaft labels and lower
recall for the background class would correctly segment all of the pixels belonging to the instrument
but with the possibility of connected blobs or regions which should have been labeled as background.
In the alternative case of a high recall classifier for the clasper and shaft with lower precision for the
background we would see very few blobs or regions that have been mistakenly classified as instrument,
instead seeing holes in the instrument body which have been mistakenly classified as background.
The precision and recall scores for the RF are useful for indicating how well a particular RF is
performing with a given set of features. However, we also require a way of understanding which features
can be removed from the evaluation while retaining good levels of performance. Rather than removing
features at random and assessing precision and recall, we can work more efficiently by removing fea-
tures which give weaker predictive strength in rounds until we see a noticeable performance drop off.
We achieve this by training on each set of N − 1 datasets and accumulating the variable importance
scores from each round until we have completed the set of N leave-one-out training and testing phases.
We eliminate the worst performing feature, as described in section 3.2.5, and increase the score for each
feature if it was included in a round of training. More popular features will be included in more training
rounds during recursive feature elimination and thus have a higher score. Inter-round variable impor-
tances cannot be compared directly as their magnitude is only relevant for comparing features within a
single training round.
3.3.1 Multiple Dataset Evaluation
In this experiment, we attempt to assess the ability of the forest to generalize over new sequences. To
achieve this we perform a leave-one-out evaluation over all 7 sequences in our dataset. One dataset is
selected as a testing set and the remaining datasets are chosen as training sets. Variable importances for
each feature in X are estimated using all the images in the 7 datasets. Evaluation is performed using
the testing set and scores are recorded for the three object classes we are interested in classifying. We
average the score across all of the datasets to obtain a single score for each training round. We remove the
worst feature and repeat the process until we have only 1 feature left. This process is repeated for forests
containing 1, 3, 5 and 10 trees. We demonstrate the accuracy of the forests in plots of the numerical
results in Figure 3.6.
The results show that there is little improvement by adding more features and by adding more
trees to the forest, suggesting that the limitation is more fundamentally related to the ease which the
pixels in surgical images can be classified without consideration of neighborhood information and prior
knowledge to avoid ambiguities. The precision of the background class is typically high which is likely
due to the difficult or ambiguous regions being small relative to the background class as a whole. When
performing class balancing the frequency of these ambiguous background samples then becomes small
relative to the total number of instrument samples meaning the forest is overwhelmingly more likely
to classify these samples as instrument rather than background. A potential solution to this would be
to not perform class balancing but as we have the long term goal of using the segmented regions to
estimate pose, high instrument recall is more important than precision. There is limited performance loss
from removing features across all classes until 3 or 4 remain and then performance declines suddenly.
The most likely explanation for this behaviour is the high degree of redundancy in the color features
which renders many of them effectively useless in providing good classification. We show example
classification images in Figure 3.8, where for brevity we show the images from the 3 tree classifier as
there was not significant difference between the cases when the number of trees was varied. In these
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Figure 3.6: Background, Shaft, Head. The precision and recall curves for the 3 target classes when training 1, 3, 5,
and 10 tree forests using multiple datasets. The values given are the average precision and recall across all 7 datasets
when training on the data from N − 1 datasets and evaluating on the remaining dataset. The precision and recall
plots when varying the number of trees show almost no change suggesting that the challenge lies much more in the
feature strength than the classifier complexity.
images, it is clear that the redder tissues are more easily distinguished from the instruments but as the
variance in the tissue appearance is high, a leave-one-out approach does not enable good generalization
particularly with the lighter tissue examples which are regularly misclassified as instrument clasper.
The feature importances shown in Figure 3.7 are consistent across forests of all sizes and generally
O1, Gabor and a and b from the CIE Lab space are the most used features. Given that the Gabor filter
response is the only feature constructed from texture it is unsurprising that it is selected often by the RF,
as the information that it provides cannot be replaced by any of the color features.
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Figure 3.7: Histogram plots of the popularity of different features when training 1, 3, 5, and 10 tree forests using
multiple datasets. Features with higher scores remained in the recursive feature analysis procedure for more rounds
due to a higher variable importance score. The features O1, Gabor, and Lab channels all feature prominently
regardless of the number of trees in the forest.
3.3.2 Single Dataset Evaluation
We are also interested in the performance when classifying a dataset using a RF that has been trained on
a minimal subset of data derived from that dataset. This will give important clue as to whether instead
of trying to obtain a general classifier which can perform on any dataset it is more effective to train on
a minimal training set, where training takes a short enough time to be considered reasonable. In this
experiment, we perform a leave-one-out evaluation over each individual dataset, training on the first im-
age of the sequence and then evaluating on the remaining images. As in the multiple dataset evaluation,
variable importances for each feature in X are estimated over all datasets and again we average the score
across all of the datasets to obtain a single score for each training round. We demonstrate the accuracy
of the forests in Figure 3.9.
As in the multiple dataset evaluation, we again see high precision scores for the background class
but also much higher recall, suggesting that the forest is able to distinguish between the ambiguous cases
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
Figure 3.8: All rows show an original frame and output from an RF trained on 12, 6, 4 and 2 features respectively
from left to right when using a N − 1 datasets for training and the remaining dataset for validation. Regardless of
the number of features the precision of the background remains high, despite the obvious increase in noise, as very
few instrument pixels are classified as background. This is seen in the decrease in recall for the background class in
Figure 3.6. Datasets with challenging lighting (b-e) show much more noise as the feature number increases as dark
pixels cannot be distinguish from the instrument. More well lit sequences (a,f) show less degradation as the number
of features is decreased.
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more effectively when it is trained on the first image. Precision is still quite low for both instrument
classes (≈ 60 % and ≈ 20 %) which is a consequence of large shadow and highlighted regions being
mistaken for the instrument class. As with the multiple dataset evaluation, there is minimal advantage to
larger feature sets beyond 3 or 4 features with a significant drop off in performance for 2 and 1 feature
forests. The example classification images shown in Figure 3.12 and shows a much cleaner segmentation
in all datasets.
The feature importances shown in Figure 3.10 are similar to the multiple dataset examples seen in
Figure 3.7 where again O1, Gabor and a and b from the CIE Lab color space are the most important
features.
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Figure 3.9: Background, Shaft, Head. The precision and recall curves for the 3 target classes when training single
dataset RFs with 1, 3, 5 and 10 trees. The values given are the average precision and recall across all 7 datasets
when training on the first image from each dataset and evaluating on the remaining images from the dataset. As in
the multiple dataset evaluation (see Figure 3.6), the change in precision and recall is limited as the number of trees
increases.
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Figure 3.10: Histogram plots of the popularity of different features when training 1, 3, 5, and 10 tree RFs using
data from the first image of single datasets. As in Figure 3.7, the score for each feature indicates how many rounds
of recursive feature elimination it was present in. Features with more importance to the forest remain in the training
process for longer. O1, Gabor and CIE Lab a and b are all strong features across the forests with increasing numbers
of trees.
We are also interested in the training and evaluation time for single dataset evaluations. In principal
training could be performed at the start of a procedure using background pixels generated from the
surgical camera when no instruments are in the scene and a set of foreground pixels acquired from the
instruments offline. The results in Figure 3.11a show a linear increase in training additional trees and a
linear increase in training time as features are added. When studying the evaluation time for each feature,
only Gabor features (≈ 0.28 seconds per image) require a noticeable processing time, however they are
constructed to respond to edges in the image so the express unique information compared with the other
features.
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Figure 3.11: (a) The training time for differing numbers of features and different forest sizes when training on
single datasets. (b) The time taken to compute each feature for a 720 × 576 image. As the images are converted
from YCbCr to RGB on the GPU and all features are computed directly from this color model, we list the time for
this feature to be 0. The feature B refers to blue in the RGB model whereas b refers to the chrominance yellow-blue
difference channel of the CIE Lab model. Gb refers to the Gabor filter response feature.
3.4 Conclusion
This chapter presents a thorough experimentation with different feature sets to find a feature representa-
tion and RF size for surgical instrument segmentation. In the multiple dataset evaluation, precision for
the background is observed to be constant at ≈ 0.90 regardless of the number of features however recall
begins to drop once 5 or fewer features are used. When this occurs, the forest begins to incorrectly label
background pixels as instrument, which is seen particularly in 3.8c, 3.8d and 3.8e. The high precision can
be explained by the relatively higher frequency of the background class in the testing set, which means
that a metric such as precision which is unaffected by false negatives, is not particularly informative as
there are not enough instances of other classes for the false positive count to balance the true positives.
The recall measure in this case is much more informative and shows how the performance degrades as
the number of features is decreased. As the original data has 3 degrees of freedom and besides the Gabor
filter no other feature used in the analysis increases the number of degrees of freedom we would expect
limited performance changes after adding further features beyond 4. Most of the information provided
by the data can be learned by the forest with a sufficient depth of tree. The precision and recall of the
the instrument classes are largely unaffected by the number of features. A decrease in the precision of
the shaft is observed at 5 features which corresponds to the drop in recall in the background as pixels
in the background begin to be labeled as shaft, increasing the false positive count for the shaft class and
increasing the false negative count for the background. Over all classes, the most powerful features were
observed to be Opponent 1, b from the CIE Lab color space and the Gabor filter features which were
the most popular 3 features when training over all sizes of RF. Green and blue were the least popular 2
features in all sizes of RF and the remaining features had mixed importances in different RF sizes. The
overall results demonstrate that simple features such as pixel intensity are not sufficient to achieve good
accuracy. The variety of intensities observed in both instruments and tissue pixels requires either neigh-
borhood information to be leveraged or alternatively multiple object classes for different instrument and
tissue types to be learned. The dataset size for each multiple dataset evaluation was around 80-90 im-
ages with around 10 images of test data. Annotation for this size of dataset can be achieved in less than
an hour using image editing software although for much larger datasets, annotation with crowdsourced
users has also been demonstrated [137].
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(g)
Figure 3.12: All rows show an original frame and output from forests trained on 12, 6, 4 and 2 features respectively
from left to right when training on the first image from each dataset and validating on the remaining images. Most
datasets show a very limited degradation as the number of features decreases from 12-4 however a large drop in
quality is observed when using 2 features. This is particularly noticeable in (d), (e) and (g).
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When training a forest to distinguish instruments using a single frame of data we again observed
very little change between the precision and recall results when increasing the number of trees in the
forest. As with the multiple dataset evaluation, we observe a constant precision score for the background
at ≈ 0.95 regardless of the number of features, due to the over presence of background samples in the
testing set. Recall for the background and precision for the shaft and head begin to drop off after 3-
4 features as portions of the background begin to be mistaken for instrument pixels in the simplified
representation. The single dataset evaluated forests show similar feature importances as the multiple
dataset evaluation forests with Opponent 1, Gabor and a from CIE Lab all chosen as 3 of the 4 most
popular features. The additional feature which proved important is the red channel which was included
in the 4 most popular feature in all forest sizes. This channel was not selected highly in multiple dataset
training however which suggests that it has high interclass variance between procedures. Despite the
minimal performance increase from adding additional trees, we obtain one advantage of extra trees when
using random forests, that of being able to obtain probabilistic output from the classification. We can
see from a comparison between the precision and recall results of the single dataset evaluation that the
performance is increased compared with the multiple dataset evaluation with ≈ 0.5 increase in the shaft
precision and ≈ 0.4 and ≈ 0.2 increase in recall for the shaft and head respectively. Combined with the
training time of less than 1 second for a single tree forest, our results suggest that for many applications,
highly specific forests are a suitable segmentation tool for instrument detection. First frame training and
online learning have begun to prove highly popular in computer vision for tracking type tasks as modern
processors enable rapid parameter estimation and simplify the recognition task removing complexities
from lighting and intraclass appearance variation.
Our conclusion from this analysis is that using single tree or small forests (or potentially other
simple models) with minimal feature sets trained on the first frame of data is a valid approach for seg-
mentation of instruments when the end goal is tracking or pose estimation. Training time of less than 1
second is short enough to not be prohibitive and is a justified penalty for the increased performance. For
the remainder of this thesis we will focus on single image trained forests of 5 trees using the red, CIE a,
Gabor filter and Opponent 1 features.
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Chapter 4
Region Based 3D Pose Estimation of
Instruments
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we explore the estimation of the 3D pose of surgical instruments directly from 2D im-
ages captured by the laparoscopic camera, a problem commonly known as 2D-3D pose estimation. This
has important applications for MIS in control, navigation and surgical skills assessment and although
many approaches have been proposed to solve the problem, challenges around lighting, motion and the
lack of strong instrument features have meant that few methods have achieved the required robustness
and accuracy. The majority of techniques covered in the review of the state-of-the-art (see Section 2.3)
focussed on pose estimation in 2D, with only a limited number performing full 2D-3D pose estimation
[59, 62, 63, 9, 70, 69]. Although computationally and mathematically a more challenging problem, 3D
pose estimation holds a number of benefits over its 2D counterpart in allowing more elegant reasoning
about how transformations affect appearance, in particular shape when foreshortening occurs, and ad-
ditionally when occlusions occur between multiple objects. The applications of 3D pose estimation are
more extensive as it enables visual servoing and automation with depth correction, which is a critical
feature when instruments may move towards sensitive tissue surfaces and blood vessels.
The task of 3D pose estimation involves computing the parameters θ of a 3D rigid body transform
camTmodel = T (θ) which maps vertices X = [X,Y, Z]T defined in a Euclidean frame of a model
coordinate system Fmodel into the reference frame of the camera Fcam. The transform camTmodel is
composed of a rotation R ∈ SO3 and translation t ∈ R3:
Xc = RXm + t (4.1)
where θ provides the parameters which define both R and t and Xm and Xc are the coordinates of the
same point in Fmodel and Fcam respectively.
A surgical camera, like any standard consumer camera, cannot record the positions of these vertices
directly as 3D points in space, instead making 2D measurements in the projected space of its imaging
sensor where the projection is usually modelled as an ideal pinhole camera [113]. This camera model
is a linear projection function K which models how incident light rays from Xc pass through an aper-
ture at the center of the camera coordinate system Fcam and intersect an imaging plane, represented
by the Z = 1 plane (see Figure 4.2b). This transform is a perspective projection which transforms
between the Euclidean space observed by the camera to the projective space of its imaging system. In
projective space, rather than Cartesian coordinates describing the points, an extended system known as
homogenous coordinates are used in which all Euclidean points [X,Y, Z]T have an equivalent represen-
(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: (a) An example of the parameters a 2D tracker tries to estimate: (x, y) defines the pixel coordinates of
either the center or the corner of a bounding box around the target object, S is a scaling factor (usually relative to
the initial bounding box) and ψ is the in-plane rotation angle. (b) An example of a setup that a 3D pose estimation
system tries to solve, namely estimating the 3D transform that maps the coordinate system of the target objects onto
the camera imaging sensor [8]. Fmx refers to the frame of the instrument where x is a numerical index to distinguish
different instruments. The same naming is used for the transform to this model camTm1. The image plane shown
in the image represents the Z = 1 plane in the camera frame Fcam.
tation [X/Z, Y/Z, 1]T and all points in the 2D Euclidean plane [x, y]T have an equivalent representation
[xZ, yZ,Z]T . The camera projection function K can by written as:
x =
xy
1
 = K
X/ZY/Z
1
 = K
XY
Z
 (4.2)
where the equivalence between the point [X,Y, Z]T and [X/Z, Y/Z, 1]T allowed in homogenous co-
ordinates is used to represent the 3D points projected on the Z = 1 plane where the imaging sensor
is defined and [x, y, 1]T describes the coordinates of the projected points in terms of the pixels of the
imaging sensor. The camera projection model K [113] is defined as:
K =
fx γ cx0 fy cy
0 0 1
 (4.3)
where (fx, fy) represents the camera focal length f in units of pixels and as non-square pixels are
common on most camera sensors, a different value for f in the x and y dimension occurs. (cx, cy) is
the camera principal point which measures the pixel location at which the optical axis of the imaging
system intersects the image sensor allowing for cases when the center of the imaging coordinate system
does not align exactly with the center of the camera coordinate system. γ allows for skew in image plane
where the x and y axis are not perpendicular and is normally zero. This linear projection function is
normally augmented with a non-linear distortion model to account for warping to the image caused by
the curvature of the camera lens. The most common approach is to use a polynomial model [138] to
describe this effect and by using this model, a real camera image is typically unwarped so that it appears
as if it were captured by an ideal perspective camera [129]. This modelling allows the formulation of
the problem we are trying to solve in 2D-3D pose estimation to be described mathematically as a linear
inverse problem where we have a series of N measurements, one for each pixel on the camera imaging
sensor, where some n ⊂ N represent projections of the vertices of our model and the remaining n′ \ n
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: (a) The camera coordinate system of a stereo laparoscope used in MIS. The camera looks down the z
axis of the right-handed coordinate system with y pointing down. (b) The pinhole projection model.
pixels contain light incident from other objects in the scene and the background. This inverse problem
can be written as: xy
1
 = K camTmodel
XmYm
Zm
 (4.4)
with unknowns K and camTmodel. The parameters of K can be determined using a process known as
intrinsic camera calibration [138] so the challenge in pose estimation reduces to the estimation of T
and the finding of correspondences between the model points Xm and the measurements on the image
sensor. Arguably the most challenging component of this process is finding correspondences as only
an unknown subset m of the model vertices are visible from a single camera view and additionally the
subset n of pixels that m projects to is unknown. Assuming these two subsets are known, finding which
elements of nmatch to each element ofm is again hugely complex. These correspondences can either be
constructed as localized points or using collections of pixels such as interior or exterior gradients or the
shape of distinct regions [139]. The point based methods use an explicit one-to-one matching between
pixel locations and model points where each correspondence is extremely informative in estimating
camTmodel but correspondences are routinely hard to find and match accurately. Edge and region based
methods soften the correspondence problem by attempting to match ensembles of pixels to ensembles
of model points. In each case, a one-to-one match is not explicitly sought, rather a membership type
matching is applied when a transform that causes each member of the pixel ensemble to match to a single
point in the model ensemble. In these cases, the matching criteria is much simpler and can accommodate
larger inaccuracies but the challenge in this case is that each match provides much less informative power
in estimating camTmodel.
In the following sections we explore how the 3D pose of a rigid surgical instrument can be estimated
from a single image. To achieve this we draw on successes in region based methods of 3D pose estima-
tion which have been demonstrated in the medical imaging literature as well as the wider computer vision
community to be robust to noise and motion blur which have impacted more sensitive edge and point
based methods [140]. To simplify the problem we do not consider articulation of robotic instruments or
the clasper opening of laparoscopic instrument, instead treating the instrument as a rigid body. However,
we build a method which retains the potential to incorporate articulated motion without major modifi-
cation and additionally allows easy extension to handle instruments that are holding additional imaging
devices, such as pick up ultrasound probes. Our contributions in this chapter are the extension of single
region type 3D tracking methods to account for multiple homogenous regions on surgical instruments
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and we demonstrate that this provides improvements in the pose estimation in the cases of occlusion and
noise. We achieve this by providing extensive experiments on calibrated ex-vivo data and qualitative
in-vivo data. The work presented in this chapter was described in the publications [126, 141, 142].
4.2 3D Region Based Pose Estimation with Level Sets
We begin by looking at how 3D pose can be estimated by partitioning an image into regions. Region
segmentation extends the pixel based segmentation techniques developed in Chapter 3 as it assumes
a consistency in labeling within distinct areas of image rather than independent labels for each pixel
of the image. It achieves this goal by taking a top-down view of the problem whereby the individual
pixel appearance that drives the pixel based segmentation is combined with priors to force the regions
to conform to an expected shape and this enables ambiguities in the pixel information to be resolved.
These priors can be applied using learned 2D shape spaces [143] although a useful alternative is to
directly generate them by concurrently solving 3D pose estimation using the pixel appearances and
using the shape of the projected model as a region division. In the remainder of this section, we look at
how images can be segmented up into regions and how misalignments between these regions and color
models can be reduced by moving the boundaries in an efficient manner. We then end the section by
looking at how these boundary movements can be linked directly to estimation of 3D pose parameters.
(a)
Ω1 Ω2
Ω3
Ω4
Ω5
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(b)
Figure 4.3: An example frame Ω is divided up into regions Ω1, ...,Ω6 and contour C. Each region represents a se-
mantically distinct area of the image, where Ω1 and Ω5 represent instrument shafts, Ω2 and Ω4 represent instrument
claspers and Ω3 and Ω6 represent tissue samples.
4.2.1 Region Based Image Segmentation
Region based segmentation techniques aim to compute the decomposition of an image domain Ω into
regions Ωi and a boundary C as:
Ω = Ω1 ∪ Ω2 ∪ ... ∪ Ωn ∪ C (4.5)
such that a similarity term is respected within each Ωi and is discontinuous across the boundary [144].
Unsupervised similarity can be used to find local clusterings in the feature space of the image [145, 146]
or alternatively it can be imposed by statistical models which can either be learned online [85] or offline
[147]. Statistical model have become increasingly popular as part of tracking frameworks as they allow
greater robustness to drift and occlusion compared with unsupervised methods.
There are two broad approaches for solving this decomposition problem, based either on spatially
discrete approaches [148, 149] which describe the image pixels as nodes in a undirected graph and
attempts to find optimal cuts in this graph [150] or spatially continuous approaches which seek to deform
boundaries and contours in the image using variational methods [151]. As with all variational methods,
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Figure 4.4: The front propagation from t = 0 to t = tn when the 2 distinct fronts propagate and join together.
The regions are shown by the blue pixels and the contour C evolves so that it correctly divides the regions from the
surrounding white pixels.
this involve optimizing an energy functional which for image segmentation is normally defined as [152]:
E(C) =
∑
Ωi∈Ω
∫
Ωi
f(I(x), χi) dx (4.6)
where f(I(x), χi) is the statistical model for the ith region defined by a partitioning of the contour
C. Each statistical model is dependent on appearance parameters for the ith region χi and the image
features at I(x). This region based representation of segmentation differs from the well known edge
based segmentations [153] which normally perform the integral along the contour where a function f(.)
responds to intensity changes in the image. Optimization of the energy E occurs when the image data
in the regions defined by C agrees maximally with the statistical model for that region and is achieved
through the evolution of the C (see Figure 4.4) with a measure of velocity or flow along the normal vector
to each point on the contour [154]. A central component to any method for solving the optimization is
the representation of C and the earliest methods used parametric curves which described a Lagrangian
formulation of the flow. This involves modelling the curve explicitly in terms of several control points
upon which the optimization routine acts and the most well known of these are geometric active contours,
commonly known as snakes [153]. The main limitation of the Lagrangian formulation is that it imposes
a constraint of a static topology on the boundary and numerically these have been shown to be quite
unstable when the particles begin to overlap one another or sharp corners appear [155]. As a solution
to these problems, an alternative Eulerian representation of the flow has been presented [156] which
describes its value at fixed points on a grid over the image. This was achieved by embedding C in a
one dimensional higher surface φ effectively describing the shape of the evolving contour implicitly, at
different constant levels of φ, known as level sets. Level sets of function φ define the set of points:
C = {x ∈ Ω|φ(x) = C} (4.7)
where C is a constant value, often set to 0 in which case C is known as a zero level set. This effectively
changes the problem from attempting to track a propagating contour to instead tracking φ.
There are many embedding functions φ that solve the equations of motion for the curve, the require-
ments being that the function be smooth and Lipschitz continuous as well as positive inside the contour,
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Figure 4.5: A contour (a) is used to generate a SDF φwhere each pixel takes on the Euclidean distance to the nearest
contour point with a negative sign applied outside the C. This is shown projected into 3D (b) and colormapped for
clarity. A SDF from the contour of a robotic surgical instrument. Each value in φ is the distance from the (x, y)
coordinate to the nearest contour point.
zero at the contour and negative outside the contour:
φ(x) =

> 0 if x inside C
< 0 if x outside C
= 0 if x ∈ C
(4.8)
The most popular choice which fulfils this criteria is the signed distance function (SDF) which is defined
as:
φ(x) =

d(x, C) if x inside C
−d(x, C) if x outside C
0 if x ∈ C
(4.9)
where d(x, C) returns the Euclidean distance from x to the closest point on C. The SDF obeys the
additional criteria:
|∇φ| = 1 (4.10)
In Equation 4.6 the energy is defined in terms of the contour where sums are performed over differ-
ent regions proposed by C. When using level sets to represent the contour, region interiors are represented
by positive values and exteriors by negative values. This enables membership of the regions to be ex-
pressed with a Heaviside function [152] and in the simplified case of a 2 class segmentation, this allows
the energy to be written as:
E(φ) =
∫
Ω
H(φ(x))f(I(x), χ0) + (1−H(φ(x)))f(I(x), χ1) dx (4.11)
where H(.) is the Heaviside function which transforms the values of φ into membership values as:
H(φ) =
1 if φ ≥ 00 else (4.12)
This equates to a computationally efficient system where a sum over the pixels in Ω scores them with
the appropriate pixel similarity function due to the vanishing opposing term. A common modification to
the Heaviside function is to use a smoothed approximation, which allows for a degree of uncertainty in
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estimating the location of the contour [109]. An efficient approximation is computed as [157]:
H(φ) =

1
2
(
1 + φα +
1
pi sin(
piφ
α )
)
if |φ| ≤ α
1 if φ > α
0 if φ < −α
(4.13)
where α = 3 is a suitable choice for the boundary width. After each contour evolution, the function
φ no longer represents a SDF. There are numerous methods of reinitializing φ such as a brute force
re-computation and the fast marching methods.
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Figure 4.6: The SDF of the closed contour C is computed as d(x, C) where d(.) returns the Euclidean distance.
This is then transformed into region membership terms with a Heaviside function, or an approximation of this.
4.2.2 3D Pose Estimation as Region Based Level Set Segmentation
Building upon these powerful variational segmentation frameworks has become popular as a method
of estimating the 3D pose of objects [158, 110, 147, 140, 159]. By linking the shape of the segmented
regions directly to the poses that could generate them, it becomes possible to describe the pose estimation
process fully within a segmentation framework. Many methods [159, 160] perform the step of estimating
the pose independently from the segmentation by effectively forming direct correspondences between
the projected silhouette of the 3D model and C. However, [161, 158] proposed an elegant method of
enforcing a strict constraint on the segmentation shape by constructing the contour (or φ) directly from a
projection of the 3D model by parametrizing it with the rigid body pose parameters θ. This formulation
is greatly simplified over working with an infinite dimensional contour as it does not require complex
regularizations to maintain a suitable shape. Imposing this type of shape constraint can be seen as a strict
shape prior, enabling regions of the image where the object is occluded to be successfully segmented.
Bayesian approaches using learned shape spaces have also been used to this end [109, 162, 143].
4.2.3 Multi-Region Level Sets for Robotic Surgical Instruments
Our RF work in Chapter 3 provides us with a robust method of assessing the similarity function
f(I(x), χi) and the fact that we classify the instrument as multiple regions allows us to consider two
types of region based pose estimation techniques. The first is the classic binary foreground/background
model that is most common in 3D pose estimation with level sets which allows the problem to be cast
as contour matching using silhouettes. This simplification affords a great deal of invariance with re-
spect to the chosen object and typically works well when the appearance model between foreground
and background is strong, resulting in a clean contour. However, for manufactured robotic instruments,
this simplification ignores strong internal homogeneous regions our RF detects which can be useful in
generating an additional strong delineating contour. A particular advantage of this additional contour is
that it constructs a fully visible single contour, which is not the case for a binary silhouette that intersects
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Figure 4.7: The color models Ms,h,b describe the multiple interior and single exterior regions of the contours C1,2.
These contours are generated from sampling in the pose space of the two instruments θ1,2. Only poses that are
consistent with projections of the 3D models are allowed, leading to much greater efficiency than classical solutions
which allow the contour to evolve with a time parameter.
the edge of the image, and this can in principal provide information about foreshortening. For example,
when the instrument rotates around the vertical axis of the image, the appearance change in the silhou-
ette is limited compared with a case when the whole instrument is fully visible where there would be a
noticeable reduction in the size of the instrument. With a partially visible contour, a translation along
the axis of the instrument towards the intersection point of the image would be a plausible explanation
for the observed appearance change. However, if a fully visible contour around the instrument’s metallic
end is present then this translation would cause a misalignment between the region boundary between
the shaft and the metal clasper. A further advantage of tracking the instrument head as a separate re-
gion arises when common occlusions of robotic instruments occur, such as when tissue moves in front
of the instrument which normally happens at the tip as this is the part designed for tissue interaction.
A single-region level set would be pushed backwards along the central axis of the shaft to explain this
occlusion as this particular pose update would best explain the observation. However, when using a
multiple-region level set, the intensity change between the shaft and the head can in principal prevent
this motion as it provides a constraint along the axis of the instrument. Using multiple regions for each
instrument involves extending the cost defined in Eq. 4.6 as:
Eregion(θ) = −
K∑
i
∫
Ω
H(φk(x,θ))f(I(x), χk) + (1−H(φk(x,θ)))f(I(x), χn(k)) dx (4.14)
where the terms in the equation are the same except we now require an additional sum over theK regions
where each region is defined by its own color model f(I(x), χk). Rather than performing one-against-
all for the background distribution, we instead use the expected neighbour class n(k) of the pixel x as
the chosen background distribution f(I(x), χn(k)). If a stereo camera is used in the procedure, we can
trivially add stereo constraints to this cost function by projecting the model into both camera images
using a pre-computed extrinsic camera calibration [110]. The set of model parameters remains the same
for both views in this case. When tracking multiple instruments, we can mask out regions of the image
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that we expect to be occluded by another tracked instrument. We achieve this by maintaining a depth
buffer of all tracked instruments in the scene and only adding a contribution from a pixel if the model
point that is expected to have generated it is in view.
Figure 4.8: (a) The feature distribution for each of the K = 3 classes with output classification. (b) The typical
shaft/head divide for many robotic surgical instruments.
4.3 Optimization
There are many forms of optimization strategy available. We use gradient descent to optimize E, which
is the most popular choice in 3D object tracking [110, 143, 163, 140, 159] for optimization owing to its
simple requirement of first derivatives. For the region based energy, this is computed as:
∂E(θ)
∂θ
=
∑
k∈K
∑
x∈Ω
∂
∂θ
− log (H(φk(x,θ))f(I(x), χk) + (1−H(φk(x,θ)))f(I(x), χn(k))) (4.15)
=
∑
k∈K
∑
x∈Ω
f(I(x), χk)− f(I(x), χn(k))
H(φk(x,θ))f(I(x), χk) + (1−H(φk(x,θ)))f(I(x), χn(k))
∂H
∂θ
(4.16)
where
∂H
∂θ
= δ(x)
[
∂φk(x,θ)
∂x
∂x
∂θ
,
∂φk(x,θ)
∂y
∂y
∂θ
]
(4.17)
where ∂φk(x,θ/∂x, y) can be computed using finite differences and δ(.) is the derivative of the
smoothed Heaviside function and corresponds to a smoothed Dirac delta function which has the effect of
weighting the derivative terms so that only the points around the contour contribute to the optimization.
This term can be approximated as [157]:
δ(x) =
 12α
(
1 + cos pixα
)
if |x| ≤ α
0 if |x| > α
(4.18)
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Equation 4.16 requires derivatives of 3D model to 2D camera point projections [X,Y, Z]T 7→ [x, y]T
with respect to the pose parameters of the transform camTmodel which evaluate to:
∂x
∂θi
= fu
1
Z2
(
Z
∂X
∂θi
−X ∂Z
∂θi
)
(4.19)
∂y
∂θi
= fv
1
Z2
(
Z
∂Y
∂θi
− Y ∂Z
∂θi
)
(4.20)
In our work, we represent the rotation R as a quaternion [164], which despite being an over-
parametrization of the rotation, has a number of useful advantages over comparable Euler angle and
angle-axis representations such that normalization is achieved with a simple Euclidean norm and an in-
verse is computed as by negation of just 3 components [165]. The quaternion q can represent a rotation
matrix R as:
R(q) =
 1− 2q
2
y 2(qxqy + qwqz) 2(qxqz − qwqy)
2(qxqy − qwqz) 1− 2q2x − 2q2z 2qyqz + 2qwqx
2(qxqz + qwqy) 2(qyqz − 2qwqx) 1− 2q2x − 2q2y
 (4.21)
where qw forms the scalar part of q and [qx, qy, qz] form the vector component [166]. This results in
a Jacobian for each 3D model point in camera coordinates Xc = [Xc, Yc, Zc]T for the translation DOFs
[tx, yy, tz]
T as: 
∂Xc
∂θ
∂Yc
∂θ
∂Zc
∂θ
 =
1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
 (4.22)
and for the rotation parameters [qw, qx, qy, qz] as:

∂Xc
∂θ
∂Yc
∂θ
∂Zc
∂θ
 =
2qyZm − 2qzYm 2qwYm + 2qzZm 2qxYm − 4qyXm + 2qwZm 2qxZm − 2qwYm − 4qzXm2qzZm − 2qxZm 2qyXm − 4qxYm − 2qwZm 2q0Xm + 2qzXm 2qwXm − 4qxYm + 2qyZm
2qxYm − 2qyXm 2qzXm + 2qwYm − 4qxZm 2qzYm − 2qwXm − 4qyZm 2qxXm + 2qyYm

(4.23)
4.4 Scaling Between Rotation and Translation
Performing gradient based searches over the space of rigid body transforms is challenging because the
special Euclidean group SE(3) which represents the rigid body transforms is non-metric which means
there exists no scaling of the dimensions of the space that allows a valid metric to be defined [165]. This
occurs because the gradient of a vertex position with respect to rotation is affected by how far from the
center of rotation the vertex lies, meaning that vertices further from the center of rotation will have a
much larger effect on the total Jacobian. To solve this scaling imbalance, the center of the coordinate
system can be positioned near to the instrument tip which means that the vertices that contribute to
the Jacobian are approximately equidistant to the center of rotation and have similar magnitudes to one
another. Another challenge that occurs when working with gradients of rotations and translations is
dealing with the difference in units between them. Methods for dealing with this can involve scaling
the coordinate system to a unit square [165] but a more straightforward way to scale the rotations and
translation when dealing with objects of known size is to pre-scale the rotations and translations to a
step size manually. To account for desiring smaller steps as we approach the minimum, we choose 0.008
radians for the rotation step and translation and 0.18mm for the first N/2 steps and 0.002 radians and
0.04mm for the last N/2 steps where N is the maximum number of gradient descent steps, which is
normally set to 15 but can be configured at runtime.
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Figure 4.9: An overview of our method. Following the arrows around the flow chart, the images captured by the
surgical camera are classified with a multiclass RF and using this output region image, the 3D pose is estimated by
generating a contour and subsequent SDF and aligning this to the classifier output.
4.5 Temporal Tracking
Frame-to-frame tracking is provided with a linear Kalman filter for both position and orientation. In
the Kalman filter, orientation is transformed from the quaternion representation to the extrinsic Euler
angle representation [rx, ry, rz], where each term refers to a rotation around the x, y and z axis of the
camera coordinate system respectively. The advantage of performing this step over using the quaternion
representation directly is that the Euler representation is linear allowing the linear Kalman filter to be
used. Our pose estimation for the kth estimate is therefore defined as:
θk = [tx, ty, tz, t˙x, t˙y, t˙z, rx, ry, rz, r˙x, r˙y, r˙z] (4.24)
where the terms have their usual meanings. We update pose using the standard Kalman Filter equations:
θk = Fθk−1 +N(0,Qs) (4.25)
θ′k = Mθk +N(0,Qo) (4.26)
where θ′k is the measurement vector, F is the position-velocity state transition matrix and M is the iden-
tity observation model. Both are corrupted by normally distributed noise of zero mean and covariance
Qs for the state and Qo for the observation.
4.6 Experiments
4.6.1 Implementation Details
For convenience, homogenous regions are manually selected rather than learned with a clustering algo-
rithm. We create a texture map for a 3D mesh of our target model, which is a da Vinci LND instrument,
where each texel contains an integer label for a particular homogenous region. We use OpenGL and
OpenGL shader language (GLSL) to render the contour, predicted label map and 3D vertex coordinates
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needed for the optimization and we use a CUDA implementation of the signed distance function com-
putation [167]. The remainder of our algorithm is written in C++ and makes use of the OpenCV library
[129] and Cinder1 which provides a lightweight cross-platform wrapper for OpenGL. Processing time
measured on a single core of a 1.9GHz processor for classification of a single stereo frame using a RF is
≈ 0.83 seconds, for a gradient descent step on one stereo frame is ≈ 0.3 seconds (typically 10-20 steps
required). The most computationally expensive component of the method is the sum-over-pixels in the
region based Jacobian for which each pixel contributes to the sum independently allowing for real time
speeds when using a GPU implementation [110]. Furthermore, RFs are suitable for GPU paralleliza-
tion and by only performing classification in regions where the derivatives are non-zero, we can greatly
reduce the number of pixels which require classification to around 0.5 % of the image.
4.6.2 Dataset Construction
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 4.10: Example frames from 6 of the 7 datasets used in our evaluation. Each dataset was captured using a da
Vinci classic 720× 576 stereo laparoscope at 25Hz with kinematics provided by the the DVRK control system.
Obtaining ground truth for 3D pose estimation is highly complex with marker based tracking sys-
tems, such as optical trackers and electromagnetic trackers requiring complex calibrations between the
camera and model based coordinate systems and the coordinate systems of the markers. One alterna-
tive when tracking robotic instruments is to read the joint encoder status and use forward kinematics
to compute the relative pose between the camera and instrument coordinate system. However, as the
cable driven kinematics of systems such as da Vinci contain significant absolute position errors, these
errors must be eliminated to obtain an estimate of the ground truth pose of the instrument. To this end,
we designed a capture system which enables us to collect video data from the da Vinci camera and
synchronously capture joint encoder data using the da Vinci Research Kit2 (DVRK) [168] and Intuitive
Surgical Inc. API [169]. This system renders instrument models using forward kinematics in the ref-
erence frame of the calibrated stereo camera and by manually correcting the joint encoder values for
each frame of video so that the rendering aligns with both camera views simultaneously. Although this
ground truth measurement is based on visual alignment so does not have a meaningful way of measuring
1https://libcinder.org/
2http://research.intusurg.com/dvrkwiki/
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the error associated with it, it provides an effective upper bound on the accuracy of a visual tracking
method which seeks alignment between a model and visual data. This means that the maximum accu-
racy in 3D tracking obtainable by a visual tracking method is achieved when model and image data align
maximally, a task that the human eye is well suited to solving. Using this system we correct the ground
truth of all of our datasets obtaining a translation in mm and rotation matrix between the instrument and
camera coordinate system. To evaluate each degree of freedom, we decompose the rotation matrix into
extrinsic Euler angles in the order [rz, ry, rx] where rx,y,z refers to a rotation around the x, y or z axis
respectively [170].
For our analysis of instrument tracking we collect 7 ex-vivo datasets containing either one or two
robotic instruments where 3D ground truth is recorded for each instrument. As the da Vinci system en-
forces the camera and instruments to move asynchronously, the sequences are captured with the camera
stationary. We evaluate each component of our method separately to demonstrate the performance when
using single and multiple region level set trackers. In addition to the quantitative analysis of the ex-vivo
datasets, alongside each dataset we also perform qualitative analysis showing selected frames where the
original camera image is shown alongside examples where the instrument is rendered at the current pose
estimated by the tracker.
4.6.3 Ex-Vivo Experiments
We perform an analysis of the 3D pose tracking ability of the multiple region level set method we have
proposed and compare with the more standard single region level set found in many 3D pose tracking
methods in the computer vision literature [110, 140, 163]. The numerical results, summarized in Table
4.3, show that the multiple region level set achieves better performance than single region level sets in
all degrees of freedom except the roll or rx rotation, in particular scoring much better in the tx direction
and rz direction. The higher performance in the tx DOF is understandable as this constraint mainly
acts in this direction, as the instruments are usually close to parallel to this axis and the constraint runs
perpendicular to this axis. The individual datasets are analysed with trajectory plots (see Figure 4.12
- 4.29) showing the [X,Y, Z]T position and rotation in 3D space where the results for a single region
(SR) level set tracker, shown in red, multiple region (MR) level set tracker, shown in blue, are compared
with the hand corrected kinematic ground truth, shown in pink. Datasets 1 and 2 show interesting cases
when the multiple region level set tracker’s superiority is demonstrated. As seen in the trajectory plot
for dataset 1 in Figure 4.12 and in the qualitative results in Figure 4.13 the multiple region tracker gives
considerably better results where it maintains a position much closer to the true instrument tip when it is
occluded behind the tissue. In dataset 2, where the trajectory plot is shown in Figures 4.14 and 4.15 with
qualitative analysis in Figures 4.16 and 4.17, the extra constraints provided by the divide between the 2
regions prevents the tracker from failing when the instruments occlude one another. The other dataset
where interesting results are observed are in dataset 6 where the single region tracker incorrectly rotates
out of plane into a pose which is roughly consistent with the silhouette but grossly inconsistent with the
image data. However, the constraint between the two regions prevents the multiple region tracker from
making the same mistakes. The remaining datasets have roughly similar performance except in the case
of roll rotation which appears to be regularly inconsistent with multiple regions and accounts for the
majority of the cases where the single region level set is superior. However, as we observe that this is a
general problem with both tracking systems we intend to solve it with the interior point tracker which is
validated in the next section.
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Figure 4.11: The setup in our lab showing the DVRK control box attached to a classic da Vinci with a stereo
laparoscope. This control box connects to the MTMs and the PSMs allowing complete control of the PSMs using
the MTMs in a master-slave configuration or alternatively the arms can be positioned using a software control
system. This system is connected to a PC where frame data is captured using a Blackmagic Decklink Quad R© SDI
capture card with an NVidia Quadro K4000 R© graphics card. This video data is synchronized to the joint kinematics
which are collected using a robot operating system (ROS) interface.
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Dataset tx(mm) ty(mm) tz(mm) rx(rads) ry(rads) rz(rads)
Dataset 1 - MR 2.37 ± 2.47 2.75 ± 2.68 1.72 ± 1.29 0.41 ± 0.24 0.22 ± 0.05 0.33 ± 0.07
Dataset 2 i - MR 2.54 ± 2.35 1.08 ± 0.87 10.10 ± 7.68 1.59 ± 1.60 0.17 ± 0.10 0.13 ± 0.08
Dataset 2 ii - MR 1.12 ± 0.71 2.31 ± 1.08 4.98 ± 3.77 1.09 ± 0.62 0.13 ± 0.05 0.22 ± 0.05
Dataset 3 - MR 3.19 ± 4.32 3.06 ± 2.35 8.94 ± 7.16 1.99 ± 1.61 0.20 ± 0.11 0.12 ± 0.11
Dataset 4 - MR 0.89 ± 0.98 0.65 ± 0.55 2.13 ± 1.69 1.04 ± 0.31 0.06 ± 0.07 0.08 ± 0.05
Dataset 5 - MR 3.66 ± 2.06 2.78 ± 1.63 12.76 ± 5.57 0.20 ± 0.19 0.31 ± 0.14 0.21 ± 0.09
Dataset 6 i - MR 0.90 ± 0.66 0.75 ± 0.58 5.08 ± 3.73 2.63 ± 1.48 0.08 ± 0.05 0.03 ± 0.02
Dataset 6 ii - MR 1.90 ± 0.43 1.12 ± 0.13 11.01 ± 1.62 0.08 ± 0.07 0.05 ± 0.02 0.06 ± 0.02
Dataset 7 i - MR 0.85 ± 0.46 0.47 ± 0.31 2.12 ± 1.27 1.85 ± 1.50 0.16 ± 0.06 0.04 ± 0.03
Dataset 7 ii - MR 0.55 ± 0.31 0.52 ± 0.50 2.59 ± 2.21 0.18 ± 0.09 0.04 ± 0.02 0.12 ± 0.08
Table 4.1: Errors for 3D pose estimation for region only trackers using multiple regions (MR). The translation and
rotation errors for each dataset are shown where datasets with two instruments are shown separately as Dataset n i
or Dataset n ii for the left and right instrument respectively. The values shown are the mean error over all frames ±
the standard deviation.
Dataset tx(mm) ty(mm) tz(mm) rx(rads) ry(rads) rz(rads)
Dataset 1 - SR 3.90 ± 2.74 4.53 ± 3.77 7.39 ± 5.30 0.36 ± 0.24 0.19 ± 0.07 0.29 ± 0.11
Dataset 2 i - SR 15.52 ± 12.84 3.60 ± 2.25 25.92 ± 17.04 1.23 ± 0.40 0.48 ± 0.27 1.50 ± 1.16
Dataset 2 ii - SR 31.61 ± 19.43 4.60 ± 4.01 11.26 ± 6.72 0.78 ± 0.61 0.45 ± 0.26 1.32 ± 0.87
Dataset 3 - SR 5.99 ± 4.42 2.49 ± 1.81 7.65 ± 5.94 0.45 ± 0.41 0.32 ± 0.17 0.25 ± 0.14
Dataset 4 - SR 1.10 ± 0.82 0.76 ± 0.65 2.65 ± 1.99 0.32 ± 0.17 0.07 ± 0.05 0.07 ± 0.05
Dataset 5 - SR 5.26 ± 1.72 2.74 ± 1.42 4.17 ± 3.71 0.22 ± 0.17 0.22 ± 0.17 0.16 ± 0.10
Dataset 6 i - SR 2.10 ± 1.56 0.64 ± 0.49 4.84 ± 3.16 0.85 ± 0.45 0.09 ± 0.06 0.03 ± 0.02
Dataset 6 ii - SR 1.93 ± 1.27 0.25 ± 0.21 3.79 ± 3.43 2.35 ± 0.60 0.12 ± 0.06 1.63 ± 0.42
Dataset 7 i - SR 0.94 ± 0.50 0.45 ± 0.28 1.99 ± 1.24 0.13 ± 0.10 0.13 ± 0.05 0.02 ± 0.01
Dataset 7 ii - SR 0.98 ± 0.80 0.59 ± 0.46 2.89 ± 2.23 0.14 ± 0.09 0.03 ± 0.03 0.12 ± 0.08
Table 4.2: Errors for 3D pose estimation for region only trackers using single regions (SR). The terms in this table
are the same as Table 4.1.
tx(mm) ty(mm) tz(mm) rx(rads) ry(rads) rz(rads)
Mean error MR 1.80 ± 1.48 1.55 ± 1.07 6.14 ± 3.60 1.10 ± 0.77 0.14 ± 0.07 0.13 ± 0.06
Mean error SR 6.93 ± 4.61 2.07 ± 1.54 7.26 ± 5.08 0.68 ± 0.32 0.21 ± 0.12 0.54 ± 0.30
Table 4.3: Overall errors of 3D pose estimation for region only trackers using single region (SR) and multiple
regions (MR) over all datasets. The values shown are the mean error over all frames ± the standard deviation. The
lower values are shown in bold where tx, ty, tz and rz is lower for the MR tracker and rx and ry are lower for the
SR tracker.
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Figure 4.12: SR Tracker, MR Tracker, Ground Truth. The analysis of the translation and rotation of ex-vivo
dataset 1 shows the improved performance of using multiple regions. Between frames 150 and 300 the instrument
is partially occluded at the tip by tissue which causes the single region level set to translate along the shaft away
from the occlusion. This is because without the information from the divide between the shaft and head, which is
still visible, there is no constraint to prevent this from happening.
Figure 4.13: Sampled frames 100, 200, 300 and 350 from dataset 1 are shown in the top row and the corresponding
frames when using a SR tracker are shown in the middle row and for the MR tracker in bottom row.
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Figure 4.14: SR Tracker, MR Tracker, Ground Truth. Trajectory plots for the left instrument for ex-vivo dataset
2 using single and multiple regions. There is large visual occlusion when the left instrument passes over the right,
particularly in tx and rz . The left instrument moves onto the region of the image where the right instrument lies
and fails to recover when using a SR tracker. This is because the single color model has no constraint to prevent the
model shifting along the shaft.
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Figure 4.15: SR Tracker, MR Tracker, Ground Truth. Trajectory plots for the the right instrument for ex-vivo dataset
2 using single and multiple regions. Although errors are also quite large in the multiple region tracker compared
with other datasets, it manages to track through this sequence.
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Figure 4.16: Qualitative analysis from ex-vivo dataset 2 showing the original frames 50, 100, 150, 250 in row 1, the
corresponding frames from the SR tracker in row 2 and from the MR tracker in row 3. As the instruments begin to
occlude one another, the SR tracker begins to fail.
Figure 4.17: Qualitative analysis from ex-vivo dataset 2 showing the original frames 400, 500, 600 and 700 in row
1, the corresponding frames from the SR tracker in row 2 and from the MR tracker in row 3. Total tracking failure
is observed in the SR tracker while the MR tracker successfully completes the sequence.
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Figure 4.18: SR Tracker, MR Tracker, Ground Truth. The analysis of the translation and rotation of ex-vivo dataset
3 shows large errors when using both the SR and MR tracker. There are large rx errors for the MR tracker when it
rolls around the symmetry axis of the shaft. There are also larger rotation errors for both trackers during sequences
of the video when the instrument shaft, which provides most of the rotational constraints, is mostly out of view.
Figure 4.19: Sampled frames 100, 200, 550 and 850 from dataset 3 are shown in the top row and the corresponding
frames when using a SR tracker are shown in the middle row and for the MR tracker in the bottom row.
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Figure 4.20: SR Tracker, MR Tracker, Ground Truth. The analysis of the translation and rotation of ex-vivo dataset
4 shows good accuracy in both the SR and MR trackers however the MR tracker exhibits large roll (rx) error of
around pi
2
rads. The relative higher performance in this data is due to combination of a very clean classification and
visibility of large parts of the instrument shaft.
Figure 4.21: Sampled frames 100, 200, 550 and 850 for dataset 4 are shown in the top row and the corresponding
frames when using a SR tracker are shown in the middle row and the for the MR tracker in the bottom row. The
multiple region tracker exhibits errors when it incorrectly rolls on its axis, as seen in the trajectory plots in Figure
4.20.
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Figure 4.22: SR Tracker, MR Tracker, Ground Truth. The analysis of the translation and rotation of ex-vivo
dataset 5 shows larger errors in both single and multiple region level set trackers, particularly in the z rotation of the
multiple region tracker. This sequence is particularly challenging due to the larger tz translation of around 90-100
mm compared with 70-80 mm in other datasets. Additionally, the lighter pink color in the background is often
confused for the metallic instrument clasper by the RF.
Figure 4.23: Sampled frames 100, 200, 550 and 850 for dataset 5 are shown in the top row and the corresponding
frames when using a SR tracker are shown in the middle row and the for the MR tracker in the bottom row. The
multiple region tracker correctly locks onto the divide between the plastic and metal but both fail to track most of
rx.
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Figure 4.24: SR Tracker, MR Tracker, Ground Truth. Quantitative analysis of the right instrument for ex-vivo
dataset 6. When tracking the right instrument, the multiple region level set tracker exhibits some rx (roll) error
again where it rotates pi radians to a symmetric solution where the silhouette is identical. The instrument does not
move over larger distances in ry and rz , which results in the comparatively noisy appearance of the plots, whereas
the typical error is actually quite low (< 0.1 rads) in this sequence.
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Figure 4.25: SR Tracker, MR Tracker, Ground Truth. The trajectories for the left instrument for ex-vivo dataset
6 using the SR and MR trackers. Inaccuracies are observed when tracking with the SR tracker, which exhibits a
limitation of the silhouette only model. A large yaw rotation is observed, which produces a very inaccurate pose,
despite the fact the silhouette is quite accurately tracked. The MR tracker does not have this problem as the contour
between the two regions constrains this rotation.
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Figure 4.26: Qualitative analysis from ex-vivo dataset 6 showing frames 100, 200, 350 and 400. Row 1 shows the
original frames, row 2 shows the SR tracker and row 3 shows the MR tracker. The left instrument when using the
SR tracker begins to rotate away from the correct pose while maintaining the correct silhouette.
Figure 4.27: Qualitative analysis from ex-vivo dataset 6 showing frames 500, 650, 750, and 850. Row 1 shows
the original frames, row 2 shows the SR tracker and row 3 shows the MR tracker. The frames show significant
misalignment between the SR level set estimate and the instrument is clearly visible as the left instrument rotates far
from the correct pose.
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Figure 4.28: SR Tracker, MR Tracker, Ground Truth. Quantitative analysis of the right instrument for ex-vivo
dataset 7 for the right instrument where the tracking is mostly accurate but the instrument exhibits rx (roll) rotation
errors.
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Figure 4.29: SR Tracker, MR Tracker, Ground Truth. The analysis of the translation and rotation of of the left
instrument for ex-vivo dataset 7 with SR and MR trackers which both obtain very accurate results for this instrument.
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Figure 4.30: Qualitative analysis from ex-vivo dataset 7 showing frames 100, 200, 350, and 400. Row 1 shows the
original frames, row 1 shows the single region tracker and row 2 shows the multiple region tracker. Both trackers
are quite accurate over this sequence, as can be seen from the good visual alignment.
Figure 4.31: Qualitative analysis from ex-vivo dataset 7 showing frames 500, 650, 750, and 850. Row 1 shows the
original frames, row 1 shows the single region tracker and row 2 shows the multiple region tracker. The Rx error in
the multiple region tracker is visible in frame 750 and 850.
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4.7 Conclusion
In this chapter we demonstrate a novel system for recovering the 3D pose of instruments in surgical
images. The SR and MR level set based methods both demonstrate that they can recover the translation
and ry and rz rotation angles quite accurately, but as shown in Table 4.3, the accuracy of the MR method
is better, particularly in the tx DOF and also in the ry DOF. The likely cause of the improvements in
the tx direction are due to the constraint provided by the shaft and clasper divide mostly acting in this
direction for instruments which are close to parallel to the x axis of the camera frameFcam. Additionally,
the rotation around the y axis of the camera is also improved by this vertical constraint. However, due
to ambiguities in the shape of the instruments, the silhouette alone is not a strong cue to recover the
roll rotation (rx) and this particularly seems to affect the MR tracker. This is noticeable particularly in
dataset 3, where the trajectory plots are shown in Figure 4.19 and the right instrument of dataset 6, where
the trajectory plots are shown in Figure 4.25.
Interesting improvements from the MR tracker are visible particularly when there are occlusions
of parts of the instrument when the extra constraint created by the color change between the metal and
plastic parts of the instrument prevent it from translating along the shaft in either direction. The occlusion
of the tip can often be a particular challenge when working with surgical instruments, as the distal end
of the instrument is fully occluded by the edge of the frame. This presents a particular challenge as the
pixel labeling provides no useful information about where to move the instrument, as shown in datasets
1 and 2 with trajectory plots shown in Figure 4.12, 4.14, 4.15. An additional interesting case occurs in
dataset 6, where Figure 4.26 and Figure 4.27 show the trajectory plots, where the SR tracker rotates out
of alignment with the ground truth, while still maintaining a reasonably valid silhouette. However, using
the MR tracker prevents this situation from occurring as the boundary between the shaft and clasper
provides a constraint against this rotation.
One of the major limitations of the method involves dealing with situations when the silhouette
computed by the RF classified is not informative enough to lead to good pose estimation. This can occur
when the classification is noisy leading to poorly defined silhouettes or alternatively when the silhouette
is ambiguous due to symmetries in the instrument shape. This can in principle be solved by adding addi-
tional information that is less dependent on simple features such as color which are easily confused in the
case of poor lighting. In Chapter 5 we will aim to solve this problem by experimenting with additional
features which we hope will be able to assist the pose estimation in cases where the color features fail. An
additional limitation of this technique it that it is fully rigid and therefore cannot capture the articulations
of the robotic instruments. In addition to this being a general limitation in using the technique in clinical
applications, it also limits that accuracy in these sequences as although the instruments are held in a rigid
pose, inevitable movements of the user’s hand introduces small modifications which greatly impacts the
ability of the shape based tracking system to converge. This problem will be addressed in Chapter 6.
A final major limitation of our method is the computational runtime. Although our method is highly
unoptimized C++ which was written for prototyping and experimentation rather than performance, there
is still considerable concern over the runtime which can amount to 1-2 seconds per gradient descent step
with between 15-25 steps used for each frame for convergence. There are however, several methods
available to speed up the processing. Firstly, fully utilizing GPU programming has demonstrated real-
time performance on similar methods as the cost function is evaluated as a independent sum-over-pixels
[110]. Additionally, we use a fixed number of steps for convergence, which means there is considerable
redundant processing on the majority of frames when the minimum is reached quickly. However, accu-
rately detecting when the minimum is reached proved challenging meaning we did not include a system
for convergence detection in our method, instead focusing on providing accuracy rather than speed.
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Chapter 5
Incorporating Sparse Features for 3D Pose
Estimation
5.1 Introduction
Despite the significant advantage to the global region based features and their well documented strength
in solving 3D pose estimation problems they have several limitations. One clear challenge occurs when
several poses correspond to very similar silhouettes which is often compounded when noise occurs
around the contour. For some object types, particularly those with a symmetry axis such as cylinders,
this problem is particularly challenging and this was routinely observed for surgical instruments during
evaluation in Chapter 4. Unarticulated surgical instruments are close to cylindrical (see Figure 5.1) and
the shape misalignment cues used to drive the region based pose estimation are much weaker for this
degree of freedom. One way to account for the errors in the silhouette is to integrate some fine grain
local features on the body of the instrument. Using point matching to estimate pose has been extensively
studied [171, 172] but in the case of surgical instruments the relatively featureless surfaces mean that
few methods have achieved success without a secondary source such as kinematics from robotic systems
to disambiguate the matches [71].
The task of estimating 3D pose from a set of 2D-3D point correspondences is usually referred to as
perspective-n-point (PnP) pose estimation [139] and in principle can be achieved with a unique solution
from 4 or more point matches, assuming that the points are not coplanar and that no set of 3 points
are collinear. The basic idea involves projecting N 3D vertex locations onto the camera image plane
using Equation 4.4 and then finding matches for each of these projected points in the image. Methods
from the computer vision literature can be divided between direct methods, which seek to estimate the
parameters of camTmodel by solving linear systems of equations using methods such as singular value
decomposition (SVD) [173] or iterative methods, which incrementally solve a model-data alignment cost
function until an appropriate minimum is found [174, 175].
In this chapter we address limitations in region based tracking frameworks with feature point track-
ing within the regions using SIFT and optical flow which we show both improves accuracy in cases when
the region segmentation is poor and also aids in recovering the roll rotation of the instrument. Our meth-
ods are validated on the same calibrated ex-vivo data as the region based tracking method of Chapter
4 which demonstrates the benefits provided by adding this type of feature. The work presented in this
chapter was described in the publications [141, 142, 176].
5.2 Tracking Surface Features
The idea of tracking 2D information on the instrument surface as an additional method of constraining
the pose estimation is very simple and works on the principal that if we can match 2D information in the
Figure 5.1: This illustrates one of the challenges in only using silhouette features when estimating pose of robotic
instruments. As the da Vinci LND instrument rotates on its axis there is very limited change in its silhouette which
will make tracking this DOF challenging.
image plane to 3D points on the model surface, we can estimate the 3D transformation to the instrument
by minimizing the reprojection error between the predicted 2D point locations [x, y]T defined by the
projection function in Equation 4.4 and their correspondences [xˆ, yˆ]T in the image. This can be defined
by the objective function:
Epoint(θ) =
∑
i∈W t+1
||KT(θ)Xti − [xˆt+1i , yˆt+1i ]T ||22 (5.1)
where ||.||22 denotes the squared L2 norm, although other distance metrics are commonly used [172].
[xˆt+1i , yˆ
t+1
i ]
T denotes a corresponding point location in the frame at time t+ 1 which was matched with
the point projected from the vertex location Xti at t. W
t+1 is the set of matched points between frames
at times t and t+ 1.
To achieve this, an appearance model for the 2D features can be learned, which enables them to
be localized in the image, using a matching method such as RFs [70]. However, a particular challenge
in this case is achieving highly precise localizations as the instrument surface is relatively featureless
and this means that large regions or external validation sources such as kinematics [10] must be used to
obtain sufficiently accurate matches. However, as we have a course alignment of a 3D model from the
region based level set method, we can use an alternative method which exploits small frame-to-frame
motion to more reliably match points between frames t and t + 1. This does not require a complex
matching mechanism as spatial constraints means brute force matching becomes a viable strategy. By
assuming that the pose in frame t is correct, the 3D transformation which produces the observed motion
between the 2 frames is calculated and the pose is estimated incrementally from there. A major disad-
vantage of this method when compared to the appearance matching methods in the literature [70] is that
it uses relative motion between frames, rather than a direct estimate of the full transform camTmodel at
each frame. This can lead to significant drift if used as a solitary feature for tracking as small errors
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Figure 5.2: A set of 4 points [Xi, Yi, Zi]T defined in the model reference frameFmodel are projected into the image
using the transform camTmodel which aligns each of them to their correspondences in the image plane [xi, yi]T .
in each frame accumulate until tracking is lost. However, if combined with the region features, which
are not as sensitive to drift, the two feature types can be combined in a way that minimizes their re-
spective weaknesses. The idea of combining region features with motion based point features has been
explored within the mainstream computer vision community using a classic infinite dimensional level set
formulation which was combined with SIFT features and optical flow to track general 3D objects [140].
However, this implementation has proved extremely slow with up to 4 minutes required for optimization
of each frame. To experiment with how 2D feature points can improve level-set based tracking of sur-
gical instruments, we investigate SIFT features for this task, using the RootSIFT implementation [177]
which provides better quality matching than vanilla SIFT and pyramidal optical flow [178].
5.2.1 Tracking Features with SIFT Matching
(a) (b)
Figure 5.3: SIFT feature tracking between 2 frames. (a) The original features in the frame at time t denoted with
red squares. (b) The frame at time t+ 1 where matches between the features in frame t and this frame are shown as
red crosses. Around 20 features are tracked, mostly around the instrument head where the most texture is present.
SIFT [179] is a popular technique for finding correspondences between interest points in multiple
images taken with different spatial, temporal or illuminance conditions. The algorithm first applies a
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detector which extracts interest points that are stable across different scales by locating extrema in a
multi-scale Difference of Gaussian (DoG) image which provides a lower computational cost version of
the Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) filter. The scale space is constructed with a pyramidal grouping known
as octaves, where each octave is half the resolution of the octave that preceded it. Within each octave,
the image is blurred with progressively larger Gaussian kernels and the idea is that any feature which
persists across scales will appear as a local maximum within an octave. These local maxima are filtered
for contrast and edges (which provide minimal matching power) to find a final set of good candidate
points, known as keypoints. Using these detected feature locations, the SIFT descriptor is computed.
To ensure that the feature is orientation invariant, a dominant orientation is computed which is used as
a reference orientation when matching is performed. This is achieved by creating a histogram of the
gradient orientations around the keypoint, where 10◦ bins are normally used. The gradient magnitude is
used to weight each orientation’s contribution to the bin and the maximum of the histogram is chosen as
the dominant orientation. The SIFT feature itself is computed by sampling gradients on a 16× 16 Gaus-
sian weighted grid around the keypoint. This grid is further subdivided into 4 × 4 local neighborhoods
where a new 45◦ bin gradient orientation histogram is computed for each neighborhood. These are then
concatenated together to create a 128 dimensional vector which is normalized to enforce illumination
invariance.
Few methods have managed to improve on the classic algorithm for matching. One of the notable
successes was RootSIFT [177] which aimed to improve the traditional SIFT implementation’s match-
ing technique which uses Euclidean distance to compare feature vectors. This been shown to perform
poorly when comparing histograms as larger bin values can dominate smaller ones so RootSIFT instead
compared with the Hellinger distance, which gives a larger weighting to smaller bin values.
5.2.2 Tracking Features with Optical Flow
(a) (b)
Figure 5.4: Optical flow feature tracking between 2 frames. (a) The original features in the frame at time t denoted
with red squares. (b) The frame at time t + 1 where matches between the features in frame t and this frame are
shown as red crosses. More features are tracked with optical flow, compared with SIFT, particularly on the boundary
between the shaft and the metal clasper.
Optical flow refers to the intensity changes observed in an image sequence due to the motion of
objects in the image relative to the camera. It is centered on the brightness consistency assumption that
assumes that the observed grayscale illuminance of a scene point observed by the camera is constant
[180]. This is defined mathematically as:
I(x, y, t) = I(x+ δx, y + δy, t+ δt) (5.2)
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from which it follows that:
∂I
∂x
Vx +
∂I
∂y
Vy = −∂I
∂t
(5.3)
under the assumption that movements are small. Given an image point xt = [xt, yt]T in an image at time
t, the goal of optical flow is to find the location of xt+1 = [xt+1, yt+1]T in a subsequence image at time
t+ δt (δt = 1) where xt+1 = xt +V and V is the optical flow at xt. The optical flow can be computed
using many methods, one of the most popular is the Lucas-Kanade (LK) method which estimates the
flow field under a locally affine model [181]. The basic assumption of the LK method is that the optical
flow in the local neighborhood of a pixel is constant. By constructing a small window centered on a
point x, the constant optical flow for the window is constructed as linear least squares problem as:
∂I(xt0)
∂x
Vx +
∂I(xt0)
∂y
Vy = −∂I(x
t
0)
∂t
∂I(xt1)
∂x
Vx +
∂I(xt1)
∂y
Vy = −∂I(x
t
1)
∂t
∂I(xt2)
∂x
Vx +
∂I(xt2)
∂y
Vy = −∂I(x
t
2)
∂t
...
∂I(xtn)
∂x
Vx +
∂I(xtn)
∂y
Vy = −∂I(x
t
n)
∂t
where n features are tracked at points (xt0,x
t
1, ... ,x
t
n). To balance the challenges of achieving tracking
that is both robust to larger inter-frame motion and changes in lighting while still providing sub-pixel
accuracy the LK method is normally performed over several scales [178]. The highest resolution level
of the pyramid is the capture resolution of the camera, and by successively halving the vertical and hor-
izontal resolution of the image, coarse scale levels are obtained. The optical flow estimate is computed
at the lowest resolution level and used as an initialization for the optical flow optimization at the next
highest resolution level. This process is repeated until the optical flow in the full resolution images is
computed.
5.2.3 Dealing with Interior Feature Errors
In both cases, when we track points we apply several constraints to ensure the matching is of high quality
and that errors do not greatly affect the pose estimates. Firstly, we wish to prevent cases when occlusions
between instruments prevent the surface features from one instrument being visible. To achieve this we
use the same occlusion map that we use for the level set tracker and switch off the tracking of features
when they are occluded by an instrument. Additionally, we switch off the tracking of a feature when it
no longer is matched to a pixel inside the project contour of the tracked model and also apply a threshold
to the maximum error in the feature reprojection of 25 pixels.
5.3 Optimization
We jointly optimize over the region based energy, referred to from here on asEregion(θ), and point based
energy computed using either SIFT or optical flow, Epoint(θ) using gradient descent and a weighting
factor λ to allow both terms to have more equitable influence. In our experiments we set λ so that the
Jacobians from the point estimates have 0.8 of the magnitude of the Jacobians from the region based
energy:
E(θ) = Eregion(θ) + λEpoint(θ) (5.4)
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where the derivative is computed as:
∂E(θ)
∂θ
=
∂Eregion(θ)
∂θ
+ λ
∂Epoint(θ)
∂θ
(5.5)
∂Epoint(θ)
∂θ
=
∑
i∈Wt+1
∂
∂θ
||K camT(θ)modelXti − [xˆt+1i , yˆt+1i ]||22 (5.6)
=
∑
i∈Wt+1
2
[
K camT(θ)modelX
t
i − [xˆt+1i , yˆt+1i ]
][
[
∂xti
∂θ
,
∂yti
∂θ
]T − [xˆt+1i , yˆt+1i ]T ]
]
(5.7)
where the Jacobians of the vertex position with respect to the pose parameters θ are given by the same
terms as in the region cost in Equation 4.22 and Equation 4.23. We again optimize this cost with gradient
descent using the same step size as in Chapter 4.
New image received
from camera
Multilabel classification
with RFs
Output region image
Generate contours from
projected shape
Align the SDFs of these
contours to region image
Estimate 3D pose
of instrument
Extract salient points
Track from
frame-to-frame
Figure 5.5: An overview of our method. The region based method of Chapter 4 is combined with the feature points
to create a tracker where the weaknesses of each method are compensated by the other. The different features are
used so that their respective strengths balance the other’s weaknesses.
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5.4 Experiments
To demonstrate the benefit of using interior features and also to understand which interior feature pro-
vide the best performance, we perform quantitative and qualitative analysis between the MR tracker
from Chapter 4 using either SIFT or LK features. We perform the analysis on the same datasets as the
experiments in Chapter 4 and present the results in the same way using trajectory plots of translation and
rotation as well as images with instrument renderings overlaid for visual comparison. Numerical results
are presented in Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 and these also show a comparison to the MR tracker results in
the overall table.
5.4.1 Implementation Details
We use the OpenCV implementations of SIFT and pyramidal LK [178]. When computing the SIFT
features, we filter the matches by discarding all SIFT matches where the feature distance was more than
twice the distance of the best matching feature [98] and we prevent features from being more than 40
pixels apart between frames. This allows us to filter out poor matches and also decreases the matching
time, which scales as O(n2), where n is the number of detected features as we use brute force matching.
For the optical flow computations, we use a fixed window size of (31, 31) and allow up to 20 Newton
steps for convergence between the patches. We initialized salient optical flow features using Shi-Tomasi
features [182], where we allow up to 50 features at initialization and we use a mask generated by the
projection of the model to avoid initializing features not on the instrument body. If a feature is tracked
off the surface of the instrument or off the edge of the image, which is not a common occurrence, we
cease to track it.
5.4.2 Ex-Vivo Experiments
In dataset 1, both methods have similar accuracy however, there are some parts of the sequence after
frame 200 when the error in the LK tracker increases compared with the SIFT method. This is likely
due to the LK method’s superior feature matching incorrectly tracking multiple points on the surface of
the tissue as it moves to occlude the instrument tip after this frame. The SIFT method maintains fewer
matches and this leads to only one or two matches being found on the head as it begins to move behind the
tissue. Dataset 2 shows a much improved performance when using LK features, with some small errors
noticeable during the period of occlusion when these features are of less use than the region features.
This effect can be seen in the inaccuracies in the roll rotation (rx) which can be seen in Figure 5.9.
Datasets 3 and 4 show greatly improved accuracy when using point features, as the estimated rotation
follows the ground truth much more closely, however in dataset 3 the SIFT feature tracker rotation error
increases greatly after frame 400 where Figure 5.12 shows the misalignment. This occurs because very
few feature points are tracked on the tip of the instrument and the method cannot prevent ry rotation
error when the shaft goes out of view. In normal frames, even without point features, the region cues
would prevent this misalignment but they are reduced when the shaft is not visible. Datasets 5, 6 and
7 show improvement when using LK features which prevents large rx errors compared with the SIFT
features.
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Dataset tx(mm) ty(mm) tz(mm) rx(rads) ry(rads) rz(rads)
Dataset 1 - MR LK 1.00 ± 0.86 1.57 ± 1.18 8.38 ± 6.02 0.50 ± 0.54 0.20 ± 0.11 0.36 ± 0.34
Dataset 2 i - MR LK 0.86 ± 0.77 0.93 ± 0.78 3.88 ± 3.29 0.11 ± 0.11 0.05 ± 0.03 0.03 ± 0.02
Dataset 2 ii - MR LK 1.42 ± 1.29 2.43 ± 1.28 5.11 ± 4.24 0.93 ± 0.54 0.12 ± 0.09 0.20 ± 0.10
Dataset 3 - MR LK 0.85 ± 0.53 0.67 ± 0.56 3.38 ± 2.20 0.18 ± 0.11 0.05 ± 0.03 0.10 ± 0.05
Dataset 4 - MR LK 0.72 ± 0.56 0.69 ± 0.60 3.83 ± 3.59 0.09 ± 0.08 0.05 ± 0.05 0.05 ± 0.06
Dataset 5 - MR LK 1.18 ± 0.79 1.88 ± 1.38 13.08 ± 8.15 0.40 ± 0.52 0.18 ± 0.21 0.33 ± 0.54
Dataset 6 i - MR LK 0.68 ± 0.53 0.85 ± 0.77 4.24 ± 2.62 0.37 ± 0.17 0.07 ± 0.06 0.05 ± 0.07
Dataset 6 ii - MR LK 0.45 ± 0.08 0.06 ± 0.05 4.20 ± 0.31 0.29 ± 0.02 0.05 ± 0.01 0.07 ± 0.02
Dataset 7 i - MR LK 0.44 ± 0.35 0.63 ± 0.54 4.55 ± 3.17 0.13 ± 0.08 0.08 ± 0.05 0.01 ± 0.01
Dataset 7 ii - MR LK 0.64 ± 0.41 0.49 ± 0.51 3.62 ± 2.78 0.04 ± 0.04 0.02 ± 0.01 0.07 ± 0.05
Table 5.1: Errors for 3D pose estimation for multi-region (MR) level set trackers when using LK optical flow
features. The translation and rotation errors for each dataset are shown where datasets with two instruments are
shown separately as Dataset n i or Dataset n ii for the left and right instrument respectively. The values show are
the mean error over all frames ± the standard deviation.
Dataset tx(mm) ty(mm) tz(mm) rx(rads) ry(rads) rz(rads)
Dataset 1 - MR S 2.69 ± 1.92 3.08 ± 2.06 5.14 ± 3.11 0.28 ± 0.16 0.28 ± 0.07 0.34 ± 0.12
Dataset 2 i - MR S 2.79 ± 2.89 1.49 ± 1.51 11.39 ± 7.66 0.64 ± 0.59 0.21 ± 0.17 0.17 ± 0.11
Dataset 2 ii - MR S 1.53 ± 0.75 2.44 ± 1.21 4.65 ± 3.65 0.79 ± 0.60 0.16 ± 0.06 0.24 ± 0.06
Dataset 3 - MR S 1.27 ± 1.07 1.15 ± 0.91 4.13 ± 2.87 0.84 ± 0.51 0.07 ± 0.07 0.07 ± 0.07
Dataset 4 - MR S 0.57 ± 0.46 0.73 ± 0.62 2.02 ± 1.42 0.57 ± 0.33 0.05 ± 0.03 0.07 ± 0.06
Dataset 5 - MR S 3.26 ± 1.56 2.75 ± 1.74 12.22 ± 4.79 0.27 ± 0.19 0.27 ± 0.09 0.20 ± 0.05
Dataset 6 i - MR S 1.14 ± 0.62 0.85 ± 0.78 5.71 ± 4.49 0.62 ± 0.36 0.07 ± 0.04 0.05 ± 0.05
Dataset 6 ii - MR S 0.75 ± 0.51 0.58 ± 0.28 5.37 ± 2.73 0.52 ± 0.31 0.17 ± 0.08 0.20 ± 0.09
Dataset 7 i - MR S 0.91 ± 0.42 0.39 ± 0.29 2.58 ± 1.64 0.32 ± 0.23 0.17 ± 0.04 0.01 ± 0.01
Dataset 7 ii - MR S 0.78 ± 0.64 0.48 ± 0.49 2.25 ± 1.53 0.20 ± 0.14 0.07 ± 0.03 0.17 ± 0.13
Table 5.2: Errors for 3D pose estimation for multi-region (MR) level set trackers when using SIFT features. The
terms in this table are the same as table 5.1
tx(mm) ty(mm) tz(mm) rx(rads) ry(rads) rz(rads)
Mean error MR LK 0.82 ± 0.62 1.02 ± 0.76 5.43 ± 3.64 0.30 ± 0.22 0.09 ± 0.06 0.13 ± 0.13
Mean error MR S 1.57 ± 1.08 1.39 ± 0.99 5.55 ± 3.39 0.50 ± 0.34 0.15 ± 0.07 0.15 ± 0.07
Mean error MR 1.80 ± 1.48 1.55 ± 1.07 6.14 ± 3.60 1.10 ± 0.77 0.14 ± 0.07 0.13 ± 0.06
Table 5.3: Overall errors of 3D pose estimation for multiple regions (MR) level set tracking with no point features,
with SIFT (S) or with LK optical flow over all datasets. The values shown are the mean error over all frames ± the
standard deviation. The bold values show the method with the lowest average error for the given DOF.
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Figure 5.6: MR SIFT Tracker, MR LK Tracker, Ground Truth. The analysis of the translation and rotation of of the
instrument for ex-vivo Dataset 1. The accuracy decreases between frames 150 and 250 as this period is when the
instrument is occluded partially by the tissue.
Figure 5.7: Sampled frames 100, 200, 300 and 350 from dataset 1 are shown in the top row and the corresponding
frames from the MR SIFT tracker in row 2 and from the MR LK tracker in row 3.
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Figure 5.8: MR SIFT Tracker, MR LK Tracker, Ground Truth. Trajectory plots for the left instrument for ex-vivo
dataset 2 using multiple regions level set trackers with either SIFT or LK tracking. Accuracy over this sequence is
generally quite good, as the left instrument is not affected by the occlusion.
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Figure 5.9: MR SIFT Tracker, MR LK Tracker, Ground Truth. Trajectory plots for the the right instrument for ex-
vivo dataset 2. There is significant error around frame 180 as the instrument is fully occlude by the left instrument
at this point. However, tracking after this point quickly recovers.
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Figure 5.10: Qualitative analysis from ex-vivo dataset 2 showing the original frames 50, 100, 150, 250 in row 1, the
corresponding frames from the MR SIFT tracker in row 2 and from the MR LK tracker in row 3. In frame 100 there
is improvement in using the interior features as the roll rotation of the left instrument is estimated more accurately.
Figure 5.11: Qualitative analysis from ex-vivo dataset 2 showing the original frames 400, 500, 600 and 700 in row
1, the corresponding frames from the MR SIFT tracker in row 2 and from the MR LK tracker in row 3. The SIFT
method begins to show tracking failure at frames 600-700 which occurs mostly due to accumulation of small errors
over the whole sequence leading to a large misalignment when the second instrument occlusion occurs.
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Figure 5.12: SR Tracker, MR Tracker, Ground Truth. The quantitative analysis of the translation and rotation of
ex-vivo dataset 3. The accuracy is quite high in this dataset, particularly in the tz and ry and rz directions. There
is some rx errors in the SIFT tracker after frame 500. This is likely caused by drift errors accumulated from earlier
frames.
Figure 5.13: Sampled frames from ex-vivo dataset 3 showing 100, 200, 550 and 850 in the top row and the corre-
sponding frames from the MR SIFT tracker in row 2 and from the MR LK tracker in row 3. The rx rotation error
for the SIFT tracker is clearly visible in frames 550 and 850.
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Figure 5.14: SR Tracker, MR Tracker, Ground Truth. The analysis of the translation and rotation of ex-vivo dataset
4. Much like in the region based tracker in the previous chapter, this dataset records very high accuracy but the
interior feature trackers have much better rx rotational accuracy.
Figure 5.15: Sampled frames from dataset 4 showing 100, 200, 550 and 850 in the top row and the corresponding
frames from the MR SIFT tracker in row 2 and from the MR LK tracker in row 3. In frame 850 the rx rotation is
observed to still match closely with the visual data.
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Figure 5.16: MR SIFT Tracker, MR LK Tracker, Ground Truth. The analysis of the translation and rotation of ex-
vivo dataset 5. The error is mostly quite low over this dataset but some error occurs after frame 850 as the instrument
shaft moves out of view.
Figure 5.17: Sampled frames 100, 200, 550 and 850 (top row) and the corresponding frames from the MR SIFT
tracker in row 2 and from the MR LK tracker in row 3. Although the color classification around the tip is not strong
in this dataset, which created higher errors when using the region only tracker, the surface features help to reduce
this error.
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Figure 5.18: MR SIFT Tracker, MR LK Tracker, Ground Truth. Quantitative analysis of the right instrument for
ex-vivo dataset 6. There are some errors in ry and rz which occur when the instruments slightly occlude one another.
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Figure 5.19: MR SIFT Tracker, MR LK Tracker, Ground Truth. The trajectories for the left instrument for ex-vivo
dataset 6. The instrument is tracked quite accurately by both methods where the apparent larger rotational errors
occur due to the range of the axis which covers only 0.2-0.3 radians due to the limited rotational movements in this
dataset.
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Figure 5.20: Qualitative analysis from ex-vivo dataset 6 showing frames 100, 200, 350 and 400. Row 1 shows the
original frames, row 2 shows the MR SIFT tracker and row 3 shows the MR LK tracker. The results for frame 400
show that as the instrument rotates around the x axis, the tracking is maintained. This contrasts to the region only
trackers in the previous chapter.
Figure 5.21: Qualitative analysis from ex-vivo dataset 6 showing frames 500, 650, 750, and 850. Row 1 shows the
original frames, row 2 shows the MR SIFT tracker and row 3 shows the MR LK tracker. There is some misalignment
of the right instrument in frame 850 where some error was introduced as the instruments passed close together.
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Figure 5.22: MR SIFT Tracker, MR LK Tracker, Ground Truth. Quantitative analysis of the right instrument for
ex-vivo dataset 7 for the right instrument. Both trackers have good translational accuracy but there are some smaller
rotational errors in rz .
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Figure 5.23: MR SIFT Tracker, MR LK Tracker, Ground Truth. The analysis of the translation and rotation of the
left instrument for ex-vivo dataset 7. Both trackers have good accuracy over this dataset, which is confirmed by the
visual results in Figure 5.24 and 5.25
.
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Figure 5.24: Qualitative analysis from ex-vivo dataset 7 showing frames 100, 200, 350 and 400. Row 1 shows the
original frames, row 2 shows the MR SIFT tracker and row 3 shows the MR LK tracker. The instrument motion is
quite simple and the color classification is good resulting in very accurate alignment.
Figure 5.25: Qualitative analysis from ex-vivo dataset 7 showing frames 500, 650, 750, and 850. Row 1 shows
the original frames, row 2 shows the MR SIFT tracker and row 3 shows the MR LK tracker. All frames show good
visual alignment, even during periods when the instrument undergoes roll rotation.
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5.4.3 In-Vivo Experiments
We also perform qualitative evaluation on in-vivo data during a robot-assisted prostatectomy. This eval-
uation shows that the proposed MR LK tracker is able to track robotic instruments through realistic
sequences as the estimated pose clearly lines up well with the images captured by the camera.
Figure 5.26: In each row we show the original frame in the left column, the frame with instrument rendering in the
center column and 3D rendering in the right column. Visual inspection shows that the instruments align well with
the visual data.
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5.4.4 Camera Tracking
An interesting application of camera tracking arises when attempting to track robotic surgical instru-
ments in 3D due to the forced asynchronous motion between the camera and instruments on systems
such as da Vinci. This allows the cases of relative motion to be distinguished as either a moving cam-
era and static instruments or a static camera and moving instruments. At the start of camera motion,
which can be determined using the head sensor on a da Vinci or potentially optically using scene flow,
the vertices of the instrument models Xm are transformed from model coordinates into a single world
coordinate system Fw which can be defined at the origin of the camera coordinate system Fcam. We
then define an energy function over all observable instruments leading to the following energy function:
E(θc) =
∑
i∈I
Ei(θc) (5.8)
where each i is a single instrument in the set of all observable instruments I and Ei is the energy defined
in Equation 5.4 except the terms are parameterized by the camera pose with respect to the Fw. To
perform the tracking we use the MR LK tracking system developed in this chapter.
We demonstrate the accuracy of this method with an ex-vivo sequence where 2 Large Needle Driver
instruments maintain a static position and the surgical camera is moved around the scene. The same
kinematic capture and calibration correction as in section 4.6.2 is used to acquire the pose of the camera
and all updates are assuming that the camera pose relative to the robot coordinate system is known in the
first frame.
Dataset tx(mm) ty(mm) tz(mm) rx(rads) ry(rads) rz(rads)
Dataset 1 - MR LK 1.64 ± 1.40 0.67 ± 0.55 3.28 ± 2.38 0.01 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01
Table 5.4: The numerical accuracy of the camera tracking when using the MR LK tracking system. The translation
and rotation errors for the dataset are shown where the values indicate the mean error over all frames± the standard
deviation.
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Figure 5.27: Ground Truth, MR LK Tracker. The analysis of the translation and rotation of the camera shows that
there is some tx and ty error, which is unusual compared with the instrument trackers.
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Figure 5.28: Sampled frames 100, 600, 850, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1600 and 1850 from the ex-vivo camera tracking
dataset are shown in row 1. Row 2 shows the MR LK level set tracker. We render a coordinate system in the field of
view which is updated as the pose of the camera changes and this remains static relative to the anatomy.
5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we have demonstrated a method for solving some of the challenges we faced in Chapter 4
around tracking the rx rotation of the instruments and also dealing with situations where the silhouettes
were unreliable due to noise in the classification. Through our extensive ex-vivo experiments we have
demonstrated that we can reliably track this DOF and show considerable performance increase over
using only region based features in Table 5.3. When comparing either SIFT or optical flow features,
we find that in nearly every dataset the optical flow tracking outperforms the SIFT features, which is
normally due to a much higher number of matched features between frames. However, in dataset 1 there
is a noticeable drop in performance as the LK tracker incorrectly tracks some features onto the tissue
surface. This is a particular disadvantage of using this type of interior feature as it is not discriminative
about the appearance of the patches it tracks. Although this issue does not cause complete tracking
failure as the region features and points correctly tracked on the instrument surface successfully track
the instrument as it moves out from behind the tissue, it does disrupt the accuracy leaving a large offset
in the final frames.
We have also illustrated a novel camera tracking application of our method for robotic surgery,
where we demonstrate on a simple ex-vivo setup that it is possible to accurately predict the pose of
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the surgical camera solely by tracking the instruments. Although a full camera relocalization system
would likely make use of all of the background information in estimating pose, using the instruments
is a potentially useful augmentation to these systems, which typically ignore the instruments altogether
[183]. The instruments themselves would provide useful information when the background undergoes
motion or appearance change due to patient breathing or bleeding. The instruments would mostly be
immune to these visual challenges and could for instance provide stable tracking while the background
model is reinitialized.
A major limitation with the type of feature introduced in this chapter is that they only track relative
motion between frames and as such is highly susceptible to drift. This is particularly an issue for the roll
rotation of the instruments where if the motion is particularly fast and difficult to track, it is often not
possible to recover this DOF using the point features. In principle, the region based method could provide
some information to recover this DOF but this has been shown to be unreliable. A second limitation with
the work presented in this chapter is that the instrument model is fully rigid, which greatly impacts the
application of the method to artificial setups where the instruments are kept rigid. In Chapter 6 we will
extend the framework presented in this chapter to tracking fully articulated robotic instruments by using
the known kinematic structure of the instruments to guide the optimization.
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Chapter 6
Articulated 3D Pose Estimation
6.1 Introduction
Extending visual tracking methods to objects which do not have a static shape has become an exciting
area of research [184, 143]. Generative scene and object modelling has heavily relied on assumptions of
static target shape [172, 185] which allowed correspondences between the model and the data to be more
easily found. Discriminative methods showed good performance on human body and hand datasets
[117, 186] but required large quantities of training data to reach acceptable performance which limits
their application in MIS where training sets are challenging to acquire.
Tracking an articulated or deforming object with a generative model is usually achieved by select-
ing a base coordinate system for the model and concurrently to estimating the rigid camera to model
transform camTmodel, estimating a separate transform modelTwarp which deforms the model vertices
relative to the base. For many generic or highly deformable objects, it is desirable to describe this trans-
form in a way that allows significant flexibility in how the model can transform. This can be achieved by
modelling the entire deformation as an interpolated series of rigid body transforms which are estimated
online [184] or alternatively by learning a low dimensional deformation space from a training set [143].
For MIS, manufactured robotic manipulators such as surgical instruments have a known set of possible
transformations which constrain the vertices of each joint to rotate or translate around or along a single
axis (see Figure 6.1). Hence, this allows the warping transform to be represented as a composition of
several single axis transforms n−1Tn which are applied consecutively to different subsets of the model
vertices.
The rigid 3D instrument model used in Chapters 4 and 5 is restrictive for tracking in both robotic
and laparoscopic surgery. In RMIS, systems such as da Vinci have multiple DOFs (see Figure 6.1a)
which enable the instrument to couple closely to human wrist motion which aids with complex surgi-
cal tasks such as stitching which require highly dexterous movements. Laparoscopic instruments are
much simpler and have a single axis clasper for grasping or cutting tissue (see Figure 6.1b). Modelling
the instrument as a rigid body fails to account for these degrees of freedom meaning the predicted sil-
houettes and point features only match the observations for very small articulations. In this chapter we
present a method for accounting for articulated motion directly within the framework laid out in Chapter
4 and Chapter 5. The equations in this chapter explain how the methodology can be used for any artic-
ulated object that is described by a kinematic chain with specific examples given for the da Vinci LND
instrument.
6.2 Modelling Articulation with Kinematic Chains
A kinematic chain is the most common method of describing a robot manipulator by dividing it into
an assembly of N links or rigid bodies each of which define a coordinate frame F . These links are
(a) (b)
Figure 6.1: (a) A da Vinci LND instrument. This instrument is articulated though rotation of the instrument head,
mimicking the motion of a human wrist and additionally the orienting and opening/closing of the claspers. (b) A
laparoscopic instrument where the single degree of freedom clasper enables the instrument to open and close.
connected together at a shared axis known as a joint, where for an N link chain there are at most N − 1
joints. The coordinate frames of consecutive links are related with a single 4×4 transform n−1Tn which
is described with one or more DOFs, which specifies how many parameters are required to fully locate
the geometry of the connected nth link in the reference frame of the parent n− 1th link [187]. The most
common case for robotic manipulators is to use a single DOF joint where the transform is defined to
rotate around 1 axis (rotary) or translate along 1 axis (prismatic) and in fact any K DOF joint can be
modelled as a series of single DOF joints [188]. In the remainder of this thesis, we shall focus solely on
single DOF joints both for simplicity and the fact that the majority of surgical instruments are composed
of single DOF joints.
When combined together, the links and joints of a kinematic chain describe how a point X defined
in the local coordinate system of the jth : j ≤ N link Fj can be transformed into the coordinate system
of the base frame of the robot as:
X0 =
0T1
1T2...
j−1TjXj (6.1)
where 0T1 1T2...j−1Tj can be compactly represented as 0Tj , Xj is the representation of X in Fj
and X0 is the representation of X in F0. We drop the subscript model used in previous Chapters
denoting the point was defined in the model reference frame for brevity and instead use the index in the
kinematic chain. There are several methods to define the transform between neighboring links and for
general transforms, 6 DOFs are required to fully specify the relative orientation. However, for single
DOF joints, the Denavit Hartenberg (DH) representation [189] defines the nth joint to be parallel to the
x = 0 plane of Fn−1, effectively cancelling out 2 degrees of freedom, 1 in rotation and 1 in translation
reducing the number of parameters to 4, 2 distances and 2 angles [190]. 1 distance parameter is required
to describe how far along the x axis of Fn−1 this parallel plane lies and 1 angle parameter describes the
rotation between the z axes of Fn−1 and Fn in this plane. These 2 parameters are denoted an−1 and
αn−1 respectively. Describing how Fn is orientated relative to its z axis and to Fn−1 involves a further
2 parameters. Firstly, the distance along its z axis between where an−1 from link n − 1 intersects the
z axis and where an from link n intersects the z axis is defined as dn and describes the vertical shift
between the two links. Additionally, the rotation around the z axis is defined as θn. The link length an
and the the link twist αn depend on joint axis n and n + 1 so are defined as 0 for the end of the chain.
The link offset di and joint angle θi are defined between joint 2 and joint n − 1 and for a revolute joint
1, θ1 can be chosen arbitrarily and d1 is set to 0 and if joint 1 is prismatic d1 is arbitrary and θ1 is set to
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Figure 6.2: The coordinate system transforms used in a modified DH parameter setup. A point defined in the frame
Fn can be transformed into the frame Fn−1 with the transform n−1Tn.
0 [188]. When applied to a prismatic joint i ai, αi, θi are fixed and di is the DOF whereas for a revolute
joint i, ai, αi, di are fixed and θi is the DOF. These 4 rotation and translation operations are applied
consecutively to provide a single transform n−1Tn as:
n−1Tn = Rxn−1(αn−1) · Txn−1(an−1) ·Rzn(θn) · Tzn(dn) (6.2)
where Rxn−1 refers to a 4 × 4 transform composing a rotation matrix around the x axis of frame Fn−1
with a zero translation and Rzn has the same meaning but the rotation component is defined around the
z axis of frame Fn. Txn−1 and Tzn refer to same concept but the rotation part of the transform is the
identity matrix and the translation part is a translation along the x and z axes of frames Fn−1 and Fn
respectively. Combined together this forms the single transform:
n−1Tn =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
cos θn − sin θn 0 an−1
sin θn cosαn−1 cos θn cosαn−1 − sinαn−1 −dn sinαn−1
sin θn sinαn−1 − cos θn sinαn−1 cosαn−1 −dn cosαn−1
0 0 0 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(6.3)
If each joint is under zero force then the configuration of the robot is exactly defined by the DH param-
eters of each link. However, when a force is applied to a joint by a motor then, in the case of a rotary
joint, a rotation around the z axis of frame n occurs or, in the case of a prismatic joint, a translation
along the x axis of frame n, resulting in the configuration being defined by φ = (a, α, d + δd, θ) or
φ = (a, α, d, θ + δθ). The DH parameters for each joint of a given instrument are normally obtained
from the manufacturer. DH parameters are typically separated into classic and modified representations
and in this thesis, we focus on the modified parameters which attaches frame Fi to link i and places the
origin of Fi on joint axis i.
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6.3 DH Parameters for Da Vinci Robotic Instruments
In this chapter we focus solely on working with the instruments of the da Vinci robotic system, particu-
larly the LND instrument which is commonly used in surgical procedures to control a suturing needle.
However, the methods are easily applicable to any robotic instrument with the appropriate minor mod-
ifications. The LND, like any da Vinci instrument, has 3 DOFs on the wrist: firstly, the wrist pitch
(WP) which articulates the entire wrist to mimic the motion of a human wrist enabling the mirroring of
motions such as stitching to be captured more precisely. The second DOF is the wrist yaw (WY) which
corresponds to a coordinated motion of two mechanical joints representing the claspers and enables the
claspers to be oriented towards a target. The final DOF allows the clasper to open and close so that the
instrument can grasp and hold objects.
Joint Type Arm Index ai−1 (m) αi−1 (rads) di (m) θi (rads)
Wrist Pitch Rotary Joint 5 0 −pi2 0 −pi2
Wrist Yaw Rotary Joint 6 0.009 −pi2 0 −pi2
Grip Rotary Joint 7 0 −pi2 0 0
Table 6.1: Large Needle Driver DH parameters for the articulated wrist. The arm index refers to the actual joint
location in the full 7 DOF da Vinci arm. The first 4 DOFs are shown in Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.3: The PSM of a da Vinci robot with a LND instrument attached. The first 4 joints of the PSM are labeled,
where 1 and 2 provide rotational positioning of the PSM around the remote center of motion (RCM), 3 provides
translation along the axis of the instrument, in and out of the patient and 4 allows the instrument to roll on its axis.
Although the kinematics of the da Vinci robot arm involve 7 degrees of freedom for the PSM and
a further 6 for the setup joints (SUJ), as we only observe the instrument shaft with the surgical camera,
we effectively ignore the DOFs of the SUJ and the first 4 DOFs of the PSM and instead model the
orientation of the instrument with a 6 DOF rigid Euclidean transform (see chapter 4). Our model is
therefore parameterized with a vector θ which contains the 6 rigid body parameters of 3D transforms
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.4: (a) The base frame F0 for the robotic instrument which is oriented relative to the surgical camera with
the rigid body transform camTmodel. (b) The wrist frame F1 which enables the instrument head to rotate around
the z axis of this frame. (c) The claspers rotate together around the z axis of F1 defining a new frame F2 which has
its x axis pointing in the direction of the claspers. (d) The claspers rotate around the z axis of this frame in opposite
directions allowing opening and closing.
and 3 articulated DOFs which are defined by the kinematic structure of the robotic instrument:
θ = (tx, ty, tz, rx, ry, rz, a1, a2, a3) (6.4)
where t = (tx, ty, tz) is the translation vector between the origin of the camera coordinate system and
the instrument coordinate system, (rx, ry, rz) are the rotation Euler angles around the (x, y, z) axis of
the coordinate system and (a1, a2, a3) are the parameters with define motion around or along each of the
joints of the kinematic chain of the instrument.
6.4 Integrating Articulation into the Tracking Framework
A particular advantage of working with a region based framework is that articulation can be easily
integrated through rendering of the silhouette at each new pose configuration and adding the additional
degrees of freedom into the optimization over the cost defined by the SDF φ of the silhouette. When
we compute the the region based cost function in Equation 4.14, each pixel x is assigned to a particular
vertex X on the model surface via the transform x = KT(θ)X and to compute the Jacobian we must
know X and T. This is trivial when we work with a fully rigid model, as T = camTmodel for each
vertex and X is computed with simple backprojection. However when the model is articulated we need
to know which of the model frames Fi the vertex belongs to so that we can compute camTi via forward
kinematics and Xi via backprojection. In our method, we achieve this by assigning a model component
index to each pixel in the image when we render the silhouette which corresponds to the numerical index
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of the corresponding vertex’s frame. For background pixels which do not directly project to a model
vertex, we perform a brute force lookup for the closest frame. With the closest reference frame Fi and
transform 0Ti we can compute the derivative of the vertex with respect to each parameter. The Jacobian
of the frame to camera transform part of this equation breaks down as:
∂camTi(θ)Xi
∂θj
=
∂
∂θj
camT0
0Tj−1 j−1Tj jTiXi (6.5)
where j−1Tj is the transform from the parent of frameFj toFj . If we consider the parameter θj as being
responsible for rotating the jth link around the z axis of its frame (see Section 6.2), then the derivative
becomes:
∂camTi(θ)Xi
∂θj
= camT0
0Tj−1
(
∂
∂θj
j−1Tj
)
jTiXi (6.6)
= camT0
0Tj−1
(
z×Xj
)
(6.7)
where the product rule is applied to each transform of the kinematic chain and, as each parameter in-
fluences directly only a single T, all but a single term is zero. The vertex Xi is effectively transformed
into the coordinate frame Fj as this equation measures how motion of the frame j influences vertices in
frames towards the distal end of the kinematic chain. When optimizing the parameters of a rigid object
each point on the contour contributes to the pose update for the entire model. However, when working
with an articulated instrument, there are parts of the contour which only affect a single articulated com-
ponent. For instance, for a da Vinci instrument misalignments in the wrist part of the instrument will
not be affected by modifying the articulated parameters of the claspers and hence this part will have zero
contribution to the Jacobian.
Integrating articulated DOF tracking into the point tracking framework similarly involves back pro-
jecting each tracked point onto the model surface and storing its 3D location in the frame Fi of the
ith joint on the articulated instrument. The cost is applied as in Equation 5.1 and the Jacobian of the
point with respect to the pose parameters is trivially extended with Equation 6.6. As this framework is
often applied to robotic surgical instruments where full axis roll is a common occurrence we also need a
method of regenerating optical flow features if the instrument rotates around its central axis to an angle
where few of the original points are visible. We deem this situation has occurred when less than 4 of the
tracked points are predicted to be visible and if this occurs, we regenerate the points using the current es-
timate of pose. A particular disadvantage of this technique is that drift in the model pose can accumulate
over time if the frame at which the points are regenerated has an inaccurate estimate of pose. We also
provide a further modification to better handle the common axial rotation of the instrument. Although
our optical flow tracked points roll the instrument around its central axis through the Jacobian of the
point projection, this term is often small relative to the 2D translation term provided by this derivative
and as we compute the rotation Jacobian as a quaternion, there is no way to artificially scale this param-
eter. To account for this, we perform a 3 step brute force roll rotation check after convergence for each
frame where we incrementally rotate the instrument by 0.03, 0.06 and 0.09 radians in the positive and
negative direction and update the instrument roll rotation to the value which gives the smallest summed
reprojection error across all of the tracked points.
6.5 Online Forest Learning
To improve the quality of the segmentation used to drive the level set based pose estimation, which is
much more sensitive to noise than the rigid pose estimation, we can make two improvements to the
random forest training. Firstly, as we only wish to classify the background and foreground in regions
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near the model contour, it makes sense to learn a highly specific model for the appearance using only
pixels which sit close to this boundary. As we have a full 3D model of the instrument, we can generate
automatic ground truth segmentations from the signed distance function and only using pixels within a
predefined threshold in the training set. After a specific number of frames, we retrain the forest although
this in principal could be performed in a background thread to minimize performance overhead. Our
preliminary experiments showed that the most effective masks were obtained from learning both the
foreground and background model from the first frame and updating the background model in subsequent
frames from the data in the first frame, where the current estimate of pose is used to select background
pixels. This prevents model drift from affecting the training data significantly by incorrectly placing
background pixels into the foreground class and vice-versa, however a limitation of this method is that if
the camera is moved significantly this can impact the color distribution of expected background pixels.
To alleviate this, a system which detects camera movement and reinitializes the background image would
be required, which for instance could be achieved using the robot control system in RMIS.
Figure 6.5: The online forest algorithm. For each new frame, we check if the forest needs to be re-learned and
generate a new ground truth mask from the projection of the estimate of pose onto the first frame. We only use
pixels from a fixed size region around the contour to generate background samples and use all of the pixels within
the contour to generate foreground samples. Once a new model is learned, this is then applied to each subsequent
frame until re-training is again required.
6.6 Experiments
To evaluate the accuracy of the articulated tracking we again perform quantitative ex-vivo studies. How-
ever, as several recently published methods of articulated instrument tracking provide comparison ex-
vivo and in-vivo datasets, we can also perform a quantitative comparison with these methods. This com-
parison was not appropriate for chapter 4 as these methods are validated on highly articulated sequences
which the rigid instrument would be unable to model effectively.
6.6.1 Implementation Details
Our implementation is based on the OpenGL/GLSL implementation of rigid tool tracking discussed in
Chapter 4 however, we instead describe our model as a tree of nodes in a parent-child relationship. For
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the example da Vinci LND model, this consists of a base frame containing the shaft which has a single
child node containing the wrist model. This again has a single child node containing the clasper axis but
no geometry which in turn has two child nodes containing each clasper. Each node maintains the DH
parameters describing the transform to its parent and this is used to render the components relative to
one another.
During our experiments we noticed a particular error occurring when a clasper could effectively
become lost due to noise in the background misaligning it from the visual data (see Figure 6.21). As
the region based pose alignment requires at least some overlap for the model to converge, this becomes
a particular problem. We built a recovery system into the claspers which effectively attempts to search
for the clasper by gradually closing and reorienting the pair, keeping the correctly positioned clasper
static, until either the misaligned clasper becomes realigned or they close. As the surgeon often closes
the claspers during a procedure, this process effectively recovers the situation for us.
6.6.2 Ex-vivo Experiments
We construct identical ex-vivo experiments to Chapter 4 using the da Vinci LND instrument and several
different animal tissue samples. The camera maintains a static position and observes 1000 frame se-
quences showing an instrument moving with articulation of the wrist and claspers. The DVRK platform
is used to capture synchronized joint and video data and we use the same manual joint correction tech-
niques to obtain a more accurate ground truth. To provide a comparison estimate we use the uncorrected
output from the joint encoders and forward kinematics.
The results are quite consistent across all of our datasets, with the best performance obtained in
dataset 2 where trajectory plots are shown in Figures 6.10 and 6.11 and qualitative results are shown in
Figures 6.12 and 6.13. This dataset is visually similar to dataset 4 in Chapters 4 and 5 and in both cases
is our best performing dataset. This is due to the extremely clear discrimination between the instrument
and the liver tissue surface leading to extremely accurate silhouettes. Datasets 1 and 4 both contain a line
of fatty tissue across the center of the frame (see Figures 6.16, 6.17, 6.20 and 6.21) which confuses the
clasper pose estimation due to visually similar color between the two. The clasper is the most vulnerable
part of the instrument to this type of error as it is much smaller than the head and the shaft and so cannot
rely on other well classified parts of the instrument model.
Dataset tx(mm) ty(mm) tz(mm) rx(rads) ry(rads) rz(rads) wrist (rads) grasper (rads) opening (rads)
Dataset1 - MR LK. 2.62± 1.95 1.55± 1.28 15.51± 7.04 0.48± 0.33 0.12± 0.11 0.09± 0.07 0.23± 0.13 0.23± 0.20 0.27± 0.33
Dataset1 - R 10.07± 1.05 7.49± 0.80 2.93± 1.37 0.04± 0.02 0.01± 0.01 0.03± 0.01 0.03± 0.02 0.07± 0.03 0.08± 0.07
Dataset2 - MR LK. 1.32± 1.35 0.89± 1.05 3.55± 1.67 0.28± 0.14 0.06± 0.03 0.06± 0.04 0.10± 0.06 0.13± 0.12 0.15± 0.16
Dataset2 - R 10.11± 1.00 8.68± 0.74 1.40± 0.54 0.14± 0.02 0.01± 0.01 0.04± 0.01 0.03± 0.03 0.04± 0.03 0.08± 0.06
Dataset3 - MR LK. 1.24± 1.09 0.86± 0.69 7.91± 3.99 0.31± 0.18 0.12± 0.09 0.09± 0.07 0.28± 0.24 0.32± 0.21 0.37± 0.35
Dataset3 - R 9.67± 0.91 7.50± 1.01 4.00± 2.07 0.04± 0.00 0.01± 0.00 0.02± 0.00 0.00± 0.00 0.11± 0.08 0.03± 0.03
Dataset4 - MR LK. 1.76± 0.98 0.78± 0.62 5.87± 3.29 0.12± 0.11 0.11± 0.09 0.06± 0.05 0.30± 0.20 0.37± 0.23 0.19± 0.19
Dataset4 - R 10.36± 1.33 7.75± 1.34 3.69± 2.87 0.14± 0.08 0.14± 0.02 0.04± 0.02 0.11± 0.08 0.15± 0.13 0.21± 0.21
Mean error MR LK. 1.74± 1.34 1.02± 0.91 8.21± 4.00 0.30± 0.19 0.10± 0.08 0.08± 0.06 0.23± 0.16 0.26± 0.19 0.25± 0.26
Mean error R 10.05± 1.07 7.86± 0.97 3.00± 1.71 0.09± 0.03 0.04± 0.01 0.03± 0.01 0.04± 0.03 0.09± 0.06 0.10± 0.09
Table 6.2: Errors for 3D articulated pose estimation for our tracking method (MR LK) compared with the uncor-
rected kinematics (R) against the hand corrected pose estimates. The mean translation, rotation and articulation
errors ± the standard deviation over all frames are shown for each dataset. The last two rows show the overall
error over all datasets. The overall results show that the robotic system is very inaccurate in the tx and ty degrees
of freedom but much more accurate over other degrees of freedom. The visual method struggles heavily with tz
in comparison and is slightly more inaccurate with rotational degrees of freedom. The articulated parameters are
estimated almost perfectly by the robotic system, as the kinematic inaccuracies caused the cable driven joints are
less influential in these degrees of freedom as there are fewer joints influencing these measurements.
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Figure 6.6: Robot Kinematics, MR LK Tracker, Ground Truth. Quantitative analysis of the articulated tracking
results for dataset 1 compared with the robot kinematics. The top row shows the translation trajectories for our
tracker and the kinematics compared with the hand corrected ground truth and similarly row 2 shows the rotation
trajectories for our tracker and the kinematics compared with the hand corrected ground truth. There are some large
rotation errors using the MR LK tracker and around 15 mm of tz error. The ty error increases and decreases over
the sequence which occurs as the instrument converges to the correct pose and then loses tracking.
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Figure 6.7: Robot Kinematics, MR LK Tracker, Ground Truth. Quantitative analysis of the articulated tracking
results for dataset 1 compared with the robot kinematics. Row 1 shows the trajectories for the ground truth, robot
kinematics and our tracker for each of the 3 articulated DOFs possessed by the da Vinci instruments. Row 2 shows
error distributions for the same DOFs where the red line shows the median error while the top and bottom of the box
show the 25th and 75th percentiles, the whiskers extend to the most extreme data points not considered outliers and
outliers are plotted individually. The wrist error is particularly high, often missing larger motions.
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Figure 6.8: Qualitative analysis from ex-vivo dataset 1 showing frames 100, 200, 350 and 400. The top row shows
the original frames, the middle row shows the output from the raw, uncorrected kinematics and the bottom row
shows the MR LK tracker.
Figure 6.9: Qualitative analysis from ex-vivo dataset 1 showing frames 500, 600, 700 and 1000. The top row shows
the original frames, the middle row shows the output from the raw, uncorrected kinematics and the bottom row
shows the MR LK tracker.
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Figure 6.10: Robot Kinematics, MR LK Tracker, Ground Truth. Quantitative analysis of the articulated tracking
results for dataset 2 compared with the robot kinematics. The top row shows the translation trajectories for our
tracker and the kinematics compared with the hand corrected ground truth and similarly row 2 shows the rotation
trajectories for our tracker and the kinematics compared with the hand corrected ground truth. The MR LK tracker
is very accurate over this sequence, due to the excellent color classification against the clean background.
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Figure 6.11: Robot Kinematics, MR LK Tracker, Ground Truth. Quantitative analysis of the articulated tracking
results for dataset 2 compared with the robot kinematics. Row 1 shows the trajectories for the ground truth, robot
kinematics and our tracker for each of the 3 articulated DOFs possessed by the da Vinci instruments. Row 2 shows
error distributions for the same DOFs where the boxes have the same meaning as in Figure 6.15.
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Figure 6.12: Qualitative analysis from ex-vivo dataset 2 showing frames 100, 200, 300 and 400. The top row shows
the original frames, the middle row shows the output from the raw, uncorrected kinematics and the bottom row
shows the MR LK tracker. In frame 200, the instrument head rotates in and out of view (see Figure 6.11 and the MR
LK method correctly tracks this.
Figure 6.13: Qualitative analysis from ex-vivo dataset 2 showing frames 500, 600, 700 and 1000. The top row
shows the original frames, the middle row shows the output from the raw, uncorrected kinematics and the bottom
row shows the MR LK tracker. The MR LK tracker retains high accuracy over this sequence.
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Figure 6.14: Robot Kinematics, MR LK Tracker, Ground Truth. Quantitative analysis of the articulated tracking
results for dataset 3 compared with the robot kinematics. The top row shows the translation trajectories for our
tracker and the kinematics compared with the hand corrected ground truth and similarly row 2 shows the rotation
trajectories for our tracker and the kinematics compared with the hand corrected ground truth. The error for trans-
lation is quite low, but larger errors are seen in rx and ry which can be explained by the larger tz values of the
sequence which make tracking more challenging.
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Figure 6.15: Robot Kinematics, MR LK Tracker, Ground Truth. Quantitative analysis of the articulated tracking
results for dataset 3 compared with the robot kinematics. Row 1 shows the trajectories for the ground truth, robot
kinematics and our tracker for each of the 3 articulated DOFs possessed by the da Vinci instruments. Row 2 shows
error distributions for the same DOFs where the boxes have the same meaning as in Figure 6.15.
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Figure 6.16: Qualitative analysis from ex-vivo dataset 3 showing frames 100, 200, 300 and 400. The top row shows
the original frames, the middle row shows the output from the raw, uncorrected kinematics and the bottom row
shows the MR LK tracker. Frames 200 and 300 show large inaccuracies in the instrument head rotation.
Figure 6.17: Qualitative analysis from ex-vivo dataset 3 showing frames 500, 600, 700 and 1000. The top row
shows the original frames, the middle row shows the output from the raw, uncorrected kinematics and the bottom
row shows the MR LK tracker. Frame 700 shows a large error in the MR LK estimate of the head angle.
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Figure 6.18: Robot Kinematics, MR LK Tracker, Ground Truth. Quantitative analysis of the articulated tracking
results for dataset 4 compared with the robot kinematics. The top row shows the translation trajectories for our
tracker and the kinematics compared with the hand corrected ground truth and similarly row 2 shows the rotation
trajectories for our tracker and the kinematics compared with the hand corrected ground truth.
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Figure 6.19: Robot Kinematics, MR LK Tracker, Ground Truth. Quantitative analysis of the articulated tracking
results for dataset 4 compared with the robot kinematics. Row 1 shows the trajectories for the ground truth, robot
kinematics and our tracker for each of the 3 articulated DOFs possessed by the da Vinci instruments. Row 2 shows
error distributions for the same DOFs where the boxes have the same meaning as in Figure 6.15. Around frame
350-400 there is some inaccuracy in the rotational DOFs as the instrument tz value increases over this sequence.
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Figure 6.20: Qualitative analysis from ex-vivo dataset 4 showing frames 100, 200, 300 and 400. The top row shows
the original frames, the middle row shows the output from the raw, uncorrected kinematics and the bottom row
shows the MR LK tracker.
Figure 6.21: Qualitative analysis from ex-vivo dataset 4 showing frames 500, 600, 700 and 1000. The top row
shows the original frames, the middle row shows the output from the raw, uncorrected kinematics and the bottom
row shows the MR LK tracker.
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6.6.3 Quantitative Comparison Results
Figure 6.22: Visual comparison for the dataset of [9]. This dataset shows a challenging in-vivo sequence with 2 da
Vinci LND instruments. The top row shows the raw video frames 25, 75, 125 and 175, the corresponding frames
from the method of [9] are in row 2 and the frames from our method are in row 3. Although the data is challenging,
both methods show good alignment. Typically our method has better alignment but the right instrument fails to track
the clasper opening in frame 175, which is correctly tracked by [9].
Recent articulated robotic tracking methods [9, 10, 11] allow us to provide a quantitative compar-
ison method between our fully visual technique and methods that combine visual tracking with robotic
kinematic information. Our first comparison is between our method and that of [9] which provided a
method of tracking general 3D articulated object and contained a validation section on robotic surgical
instruments. This method used a similar region overlap type metric to our technique incorporating multi-
ple instrument regions to provide added robustness. However, this was formulated within a gradient-free
optimization as the simple overlap metric did not allow for analytical Jacobians to be computed. This
leads to slow and often inaccurate solutions for robotic instruments although the method worked well for
retinal instruments and human hands. We show results using the 4 frame evaluation used in the original
paper where frames 25, 75, 125 and 175 are manually segmented. We use classification metrics of preci-
sion, recall and the F1 score to compare the overlap between the manual segmentation and the rendering
of the instrument in that frame. Precision (P) and recall (R) are defined as in Equations 3.9 and 3.10 and
F1 score (F1) are computed as:
F1 = 2
P ×R
P +R
(6.8)
where the F1 score is the harmonic mean of the precision and recall and is often used as a weighted
average of the two measures.
The original work of [9] tends to underlap the ground truth slightly, whereas our method tends to
overlap slightly which is reflected in the higher precision value for [9] and the higher recall value for our
work. However, when taken together, the F1 score shows much higher performance in our method. In
this dataset, we make one modification to our method, as the first frame of video does not show a good
view of the instrument clasper meaning the color distribution for this class was badly learned from the
first frame. To counter this, we chose a later frame to learn our RF, however this is similar to the original
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authors who chose frames from across the video to learn their color model.
Precision - [9] Recall - [9] F1 - [9] Precision - Ours Recall - Ours F1 - Ours
Frame 25 0.96 0.70 0.81 0.84 0.96 0.90
Frame 75 0.96 0.85 0.90 0.83 0.99 0.91
Frame 125 0.84 0.60 0.70 0.93 0.92 0.92
Frame 175 0.94 0.80 0.87 0.90 0.85 0.87
Average 0.93 0.74 0.82 0.87 0.93 0.90
Table 6.3: Overlap precision, recall and F1 score for the 4 frames used in the evaluation in [9]. As we performed
this evaluation ourselves using hand-crafted masks the results reported in this table for the method of [9] are slightly
different, albeit better than the results in the original paper.
The recent method and data of [10] allows us to compare with the state-of-the-art for 3D articulated
instrument tracking which combines robot kinematics with a point based detector to provide accurate
real-time tracking. We evaluate on 2 phantom sequences with LND instruments which contain complex
articulations which make visual tracking extremely challenging. The results are evaluated quantitative
in Table 6.4 where the authors manually labeled the centre locations of several tool parts that were used
in their point based detection system to obtain a ground truth. The authors then computed the relative
pose between the predicted instrument location and the manually labeled instrument location for all
frames in the video. Qualitative evaluation is shown in Figures 6.23 and 6.24. In our analysis of dataset
2, we encountered 1 tracking failure for our method at frame 1200 when the left instrument obtained
an inaccurate pose due to a challenging period of articulation. Although both instruments go through
periods of the video when they exhibit inaccurate tracking, this particular sequence was followed by
a period when the instruments crossed over one another. This caused large drift in the left instrument
which was deemed unrecoverable and a manual initialization was required.
Dataset T error (mm) - Ours R error (rads) - Ours T error (mm) - [10] R error (rads) - [10]
Dataset 1 5.07 ± 2.08 0.43 ± 0.26 1.50 ± 1.12 0.12 ± 0.07
Dataset 2 3.85 ± 3.64 0.58 ± 0.31 3.14 ± 1.96 0.12 ± 0.08
Table 6.4: The numerical accuracy of our method compared with [10]. The rotation and translation error is com-
puted for each frame from the manually labeled ground truth part locations. Although our results are not as accurate
as the method of [10], we are still able to obtain good tracking over the majority of the sequence and critically are
not relying on kinematics to perform our estimation.
Our final comparative evaluation is with the method of [11] which also fuses kinematics with a
point based detector but does not obtain real-time performance. Their evaluation was performed on 6
sequences (5 Porcine ex-vivo and 1 Porcine in-vivo) each containing 2 instruments of which we have
CAD models only for the LND instrument, therefore our evaluation is limited to the 3 sequences which
contain this instrument. To perform evaluation, they manually labeled the outline of the instrument in
each frame of the sequence and considered a pose estimate correct if the center line of each component
of the articulated model fell within the boundary of this segmented frame. We show the numerical scores
for our method compared with the method of [11] in Table 6.5. In this table we also report the results of
[10] where the comparison was performed in their own paper. Our results in these datasets, particularly
dataset 2 and 3, are quite poor however this does not well represent that accuracy of our method as the
validation metric is highly sensitive to misalignments in the clasper positions, which is where our method
is weakest compared with kinematically driven pose estimation. The kinematics are very accurate at
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Figure 6.23: Visual comparison from dataset 1 of [10] where the top row shows the original of frames 200, 400,
750 and 950, the middle row shows the results of [10], where the green lines show their algorithm’s estimate, and
the bottom row shows our results. Although our method does not provide equally accurate alignment, there is still
good visual overlap in most frames.
Figure 6.24: Visual comparison from dataset 2 of [10] where the top row shows the original of frames 350, 450, 900
and 1200, the middle row shows the results of [10], where the green lines show their algorithm’s estimate, and the
bottom row shows our results. Frame 350 shows error in the left instrument when using our method, the instrument
tz translation is clearly wrong and this prevents the wrist and clasper from reaching the correct configuration.
estimating the pose of the articulated head as these DOFs are less affected by the accumulated error in
the arm. Visual methods however are most inaccurate at the end of the instrument as the clasper and head
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are smaller constraints compared with the shaft and small positioning errors are common. For example,
in the qualitative evaluation of dataset 3 in Figure 6.27, frame 1800 is given a zero score due to tiny
misalignments in the clasper rather than the shaft, whereas visually it is clear that the shaft is where most
of the error lies. Additionally, frame 500 is given a zero score due to a very small misalignment at the
clasper but visually the alignment appears to be good. Frame 150 gives a correct score using the overlap
metric yet it visually appears much worse than other frames. Datasets 1 and 2 are recorded at 15Hz,
which did not affect the original method of [11] which used tracking-by-detection. However our method
reinitializes the gradient search at the estimate from the previous frame, which caused us to encounter
problems when the inter-frame movement of the instrument was so large that there was no image plane
overlap between the instrument in the new image and the instrument in the old image. Any region based
method would fail in this case, as some overlap between the model and the data is required to obtain
useful Jacobians. This situation happened 4 times in dataset 2 so required manual reinitialization at each
occurrence.
Dataset % Correct (LND) - Ours % Correct (Both) - [11] % Correct (Both) - [10]
Dataset 1 66.66 97.12 97.79
Dataset 2 31.57 98.04 99.25
Dataset 3 34.78 98.76 96.57
Table 6.5: The numerical accuracy of our method compared with [11] and [10]. The error metrics are computed
by checking for complete overlap between a hand labeled instrument and a center line rendered version of the
instrument. As the ground truth segmentations are not available for these datasets, we construct our own ground
truth using the video frames. However, we segment every 50 frames, rather than every frame. Additionally, the
original papers report tracking for both instruments and we give their accuracy exactly as reported in their papers.
However, as we currently only have a 3D model for the LND we can only report our accuracy on this instrument.
Figure 6.25: Visual comparison for the LND instrument in dataset 1 of [11]. Row 1 shows the raw frames 100, 350
and 500 and 800. The results of [11] for the equivalent frames are shown in row 2 and our results in row 3. Although
the tracking is good for the majority of the sequence, clear rotational misalignment can be seen in frame 800 as the
instrument moves close to the camera.
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Figure 6.26: Visual comparison for the LND instrument in dataset 2 of [11]. Row 1 shows the raw frames 250,
450, 650 and 800. The results of [11] for the equivalent frames are shown in row 2 and our results in row 3. This
is a complex sequence with large interframe motion which causes the tracker problems, particularly in correctly
estimating the clasper opening angle. Additionally the large shadows around the edge of the image introduces
complications in tracking the border between the plastic and metal on the shaft, which is nearly imperceptible in
many frames.
Figure 6.27: Visual comparison for the LND instrument in dataset 3 of [11]. Row 1 shows the raw frames 150,
500, 1050 and 1800. The results of [11] for the equivalent frames are shown in row 2 and our results in row 3. This
sequence shows complex articulation as the instrument performs suturing yet our algorithm provides good tracking
of the wrist throughout the sequence. However, the range of motion of the shaft is larger in this sequence compared
with others and large errors are seen, particularly in frame 1050 when the rotation is badly misaligned.
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6.7 Analysis of Performance Under Increasing Noise
Our final experiment looked at the performance of our pose estimation method under controlled levels of
noise. We created a synthetic dataset by rendering an instrument model in front of a red background using
kinematic data from ex-vivo dataset 2 to generate the poses for each frame. We used a Bernoulli Trial
to swap the RF class probabilities where the propability of flipping is increased with each experiment
(see Figure 6.28). Swapping the class probabilities involves swapping the probability assiged to the
plastic shaft and the metal head and then randomly choosing one of these (with P=0.5) to swap with the
background. We increased the trial probability from σ = 0 (which produces a perfect segmentation)
by intervals of 0.05 until the trial probability is σ = 0.8. In Table 6.6 we show the mean and standard
deviation of the error in each DOF as noise is increased and in Figures 6.29 and 6.30 we show trajectory
and error plots which illustrate how the error increases as the noise is increased. The results show that
for levels of noise σ < 0.5, when the image still contains at more information than noise, the tracking
is quite reliable with errors within 5.38 mm for translation and 0.22 radians for rotation which is better
than the ex-vivo datasets. However, at noise levels of σ ≥ 0.5 tracking performance rapidly degrades
with errors jumping to 50.61 mm for translation and 1.64 radians for rotation at σ = 0.5 and beyond this
the trajectories have little relationship with the ground truth.
Figure 6.28: The original frame (top left) followed by the corrupted RF output for noise levels 0, 0.15, 0.3, 0.45,
0.50, 0.55 and 0.8. Despite the very limited visual change between the noise levels of σ = 0.45 and σ = 0.55 the
trajectory plots in Figures 6.29 and 6.30 show a very large change in performance.
Noise Levels tx(mm) ty(mm) tz(mm) rx(rads) ry(rads) rz(rads) wrist (rads) grasper (rads) grasper angle (rads)
0 0.53± 0.48 0.54± 0.50 2.44± 3.04 0.21± 0.20 0.02± 0.02 0.03± 0.03 0.05± 0.04 0.20± 0.26 0.30± 0.46
0.05 0.62± 0.56 0.55± 0.48 1.77± 1.87 0.15± 0.09 0.02± 0.01 0.02± 0.01 0.04± 0.03 0.10± 0.09 0.14± 0.18
0.1 0.62± 0.55 0.64± 0.54 2.53± 2.87 0.14± 0.11 0.02± 0.02 0.02± 0.02 0.04± 0.03 0.11± 0.11 0.16± 0.23
0.15 0.66± 0.56 0.64± 0.53 2.68± 3.29 0.14± 0.10 0.03± 0.03 0.03± 0.02 0.06± 0.06 0.10± 0.09 0.12± 0.15
0.2 0.67± 0.59 0.71± 0.55 3.23± 3.33 0.15± 0.10 0.02± 0.02 0.02± 0.02 0.04± 0.03 0.28± 0.26 0.56± 0.56
0.25 0.66± 0.57 0.70± 0.52 3.11± 2.69 0.16± 0.11 0.02± 0.02 0.02± 0.02 0.04± 0.04 0.13± 0.13 0.17± 0.23
0.3 0.77± 0.67 0.84± 0.61 3.97± 3.37 0.17± 0.11 0.02± 0.02 0.02± 0.02 0.04± 0.03 0.13± 0.15 0.25± 0.37
0.35 0.80± 0.73 0.94± 0.64 4.72± 3.66 0.16± 0.10 0.03± 0.02 0.03± 0.02 0.04± 0.04 0.14± 0.16 0.24± 0.31
0.4 0.72± 0.52 0.93± 0.53 4.28± 2.96 0.16± 0.10 0.03± 0.03 0.03± 0.03 0.06± 0.05 0.14± 0.15 0.26± 0.40
0.45 0.76± 0.58 1.02± 0.56 5.23± 3.04 0.19± 0.13 0.04± 0.04 0.03± 0.03 0.13± 0.14 0.15± 0.15 0.16± 0.17
0.5 4.39± 3.40 6.07± 3.52 50.05± 18.38 0.72± 0.42 0.43± 0.29 1.41± 0.70 0.30± 0.19 0.58± 0.38 0.90± 0.41
0.55 4.69± 4.32 11.78± 4.02 68.31± 12.15 0.25± 0.15 0.57± 0.10 0.47± 0.07 1.19± 0.20 0.87± 0.43 0.38± 0.25
0.6 5.52± 4.83 9.96± 3.87 69.11± 13.30 0.19± 0.15 0.41± 0.08 0.78± 0.10 0.54± 0.18 0.61± 0.41 1.31± 0.47
0.65 6.39± 5.27 10.17± 4.24 67.65± 12.99 0.94± 0.15 0.36± 0.05 0.54± 0.05 0.45± 0.22 0.89± 0.42 1.09± 0.22
0.7 4.90± 4.51 11.16± 3.80 68.00± 12.45 0.80± 0.20 0.58± 0.10 0.51± 0.04 0.49± 0.19 0.92± 0.41 1.59± 0.23
0.75 5.27± 4.16 8.96± 3.88 69.82± 13.10 0.36± 0.30 0.54± 0.05 0.73± 0.07 0.30± 0.18 0.92± 0.41 0.39± 0.45
0.8 5.58± 4.38 6.88± 3.93 66.99± 16.65 1.13± 0.36 0.58± 0.05 0.84± 0.10 0.26± 0.18 0.92± 0.42 1.60± 0.25
Table 6.6: Numerical results showing the mean error ± the standard deviation over all noise levels for all DOFs of
the instrument.
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Figure 6.29: Ground Truth, σ = 0.0, σ = 0.45, σ = 0.5, σ = 0.55, σ = 0.6. Quantitative analysis of the tracking
results for the rigid DOFs for the synthetic dataset with increasing noise levels. The top row shows the translation
trajectories and row 2 shows the rotation trajectories where the error is low for σ < 0.5 and then rapidly increases as
the noise goes beyond σ = 0.5. The trajectory at σ = 0.55, when there is more noise than information in the image
shows the position of the instrument drifts to a particular configuration at frame 100 and then remains constant over
the remainder of the frames.
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Figure 6.30: Ground Truth, σ = 0.0, σ = 0.45, σ = 0.5, σ = 0.55, σ = 0.6. Quantitative analysis of the tracking
results for the articulated DOFs and the total errors for the synthetic dataset with increasing noise levels. The top
row shows the articulated DOF trajectories and row 2 shows the errors for translation, rotation and articulation
independently. As with the rigid DOFs, the results with σ < 0.5 follow the ground truth quite closely while the
errors for σ ≥ 0.5 are much larger.
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6.8 Conclusion
This chapter presented a method of simultaneously tracking the 3D pose of a robotic instrument and
the articulated wrist parameters by optimizing the level set segmentation and point tracking framework
with kinematic based Jacobians. We demonstrate through quantitative ex-vivo datasets and quantitative
and qualitative in-vivo datasets that we can accurately estimate the pose of the instrument for most
sequences and accurately recover from small failures. Datasets 1, 3 and 4 show reduced accuracy in
tracking the clasper compared the kinematics, with several areas of noise where the gradient descent
based optimization becomes trapped in local minima which often do not resolve themselves until the
true instrument configuration is altered. However, an advantage of the kinematic constraints on of the
instrument means that it is impossible for the optimization to diverge too far from the true configuration.
In dataset 2 we obtain excellent accuracy, tracking almost perfectly over the whole sequence due to
the excellent color segmentation. When compared numerically to the kinematics, our method normally
performs better when estimating the tx and ty degrees of freedom, with comparable accuracy in ry and
rz whereas the kinematics are normally much better in estimating tz , rx and the articulated DOFs. This
discrepancy is understandable due to the fact that our method is heavily driven by 2D cues, which most
strongly affect the tx, ty and rz DOFs whereas the kinematics is unaffected by tz which is a significant
source of error for visual methods. Additionally, the articulated DOF estimates from the kinematics are
normally very accurate, which is explained by the design of the da Vinci arm (see Figure 6.3) whereby
the absolute positional errors which accumulate along the arm have limited affect on these joints.
Our comparisons with [10] and [11], which both combine kinematics with visual correction using
extended Kalman filters, demonstrate that this type of method remains the state-of-the-art for pure ac-
curacy however there are still significant advantages to the pure visual methods presented in this thesis.
Firstly, laparoscopic articulated instruments such as the recent FlexDex R© are unlikely to ever support
access to a kinematic API and many commercial systems keep their API data private meaning methods
which critically rely on this information are unable to process data collected using these systems. Fur-
ther to this, requiring kinematic API access means that retrospective analysis of the many surgical videos
which have been captured without kinematic information is impossible.
The synthetic experiments illustrate how accurate our method can be when the pixel classification
is close to perfect and how robustly it handles Gaussian noise. However, it also shows how rapidly the
performance degrades when the noise levels reach 50 % of the image information and emphasizes how
critical finding reliable pixel classification methods is in producing an accurate tracker.
The major limitations that exist with our visual tracking of the articulated DOFs of the instrument
center mostly on inaccurate estimation of the base frame to camera transform camTmodel. Errors in
estimating this transform mean that the rotational joint axes used in the articulated DOF estimation are
misaligned with the true axes, meaning that the instrument model cannot converge to alignment with the
visual data. This effect can be seen in Figure 6.24 where the rz DOF is poorly estimated meaning that
the instrument head is badly misaligned. The inability of our method to recover from tracking failure,
which was particularly prominent in the comparison evaluations, is another limitation of our method. To
ensure that tracking can handle cases when the instrument is badly visually occluded or moves out of
the camera view is essential for a tracking system that can have real in-vivo potential. As 3D generative
tracking methods rely heavily on estimates from the previous frame, they are mostly unsuitable for
recovery techniques as the parameter search space must be minimized to enable real-time performance.
However, using 2D trackers to reinitialize 3D methods is potentially possible [176] as these methods are
fast enough to perform tracking-by-detection over the whole image space.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this thesis, we have presented a novel method of tracking robotic and laparoscopic instruments in 3D
without any required modification to the surgical workflow or the instrument design. This method has
several key clinical applications such as hand-eye calibration of a surgical camera using the instruments
as a calibration target [191] or in surgical skills analysis where instrument motion provides a highly sig-
nificant cue for ability. As our method is not real-time at this moment, this type of retrospective analysis
is the main application of our proposal however, once real-time performance is achieved applications
such as depth-corrected visual-servoing of the instrument or camera become possible and direct overlay
of intra-operative imaging modalities such as ultrasound provided by a pick-up probe can be provided
without an attached marker [192]. Additionally, with stereo reconstruction of tissue surfaces [100], using
3D pose information we can detect interactions between the instrument and the patient’s anatomy which
could be an important component of simulating haptic feedback or providing virtual fixtures.
7.1 Contributions
In chapter 3 we demonstrated a robust method of labeling image pixels according to 2 instrument classes
or a background class where we used numerous experiments to find the optimal setup for accurate seg-
mentation. Finding accurate segmentation models is an open area of research in surgical instrument
detection and tracking and most methods attempt to perform this without explicit shape models [79, 75]
which as corroborated by our own analysis are highly sensitive to occlusion and noise in the image. In
chapter 4 we demonstrate that shape can be incorporated as a strong feature within a gradient based
framework to simultaneously estimate 3D pose and segment an image into instrument and tissue. Us-
ing shape in this way allows regions of the instrument which are occluded by tissue and lighting to be
correctly segmented provided enough of the shape of the instrument is visible to the tracking algorithm
for it to constrain the estimate. We demonstrate both quantitatively and qualitatively that we can track
accurately in 3D using calibrated ex-vivo samples and in-vivo data from prostatectomy cases. There are
several competing methods which can estimate the 3D pose of rigid instruments [63, 69, 62] normally
using either region or gradient features. Although these methods can achieve excellent accuracy on very
clean images, they are typically geometric in nature relying on cylindrical shape to fit a model to the
image data. This works well for clean contours of unopened laparoscopic instruments but it provides no
simple way of extension to more complex objects which are not easily represented by a simple model
and additionally no validation is provided on images where parts of the instrument shape are occluded.
Alternatively, our method is agnostic to the shape of the object it is tracking and additionally can incor-
porate model deformations which we demonstrate in chapter 6. At this moment, the proposed method is
one of only 2 published 3D trackers capable of tracking the articulation of surgical instruments without
significant assistance from the robot kinematics. The alternative method [9] was a general method for
tracking articulated objects and was not extensively validated on robotic instruments and did not provide
a gradient based method meaning the solutions are often not optimal and visual inspection shows they
often exhibited significant misalignment. Our qualitative and qualitative comparison in section 6.6.3
shows that we achieve superior performance both qualitatively and quantitatively. This is likely due to
the gradient based optimization which we have been able to make use of due to the level set formula-
tion and additionally due to the motion features we have used to greatly improved our performance over
region features alone.
7.2 Limitations
Although not a severe limitation, one of the most disadvantageous requirements of the proposed method
is that it cannot function without an accurate 3D model of the instrument. Although these models can be
constructed manually for different instrument types, the ideal case is that they are supplied by the instru-
ment manufacturer as the measurements and precise shape are more accurate and our early experiments
with simpler models demonstrated that even small modifications from the true shape can have severe
effects on the accuracy of the method. Recent methods in computer vision [160] have demonstrated
that it is in principle possible to reconstruct the 3D shape of objects online as they are tracked in 3D
however these technique are currently limited to very clean images and some user interaction to select
corresponding points between several varying views of the target object.
A second limitation of fully visual methods is dealing with situations where the instrument shaft
occludes the instrument head due to the orientation of the instrument relative to the camera and specific
articulations of the instrument wrist (see Figure 7.1). In this situation, the Jacobians estimated for the
pose of the wrist and claspers of the instrument are not accurate and may result in the instrument moving
into an articulated configuration which is far from the true solution. Although it is possible for the
tracker to recover in this situation, this process is dependent on how far from the correct solution the
updated estimate is. Resolving this problem is quite challenging, as noise in the image means that
simple checks to estimate if the instrument wrist or claspers are very misaligned are not reliable. The
most effective solution at this moment would be a manual reset of the claspers to a zero configuration
once the instrument has been straightened up although this is clearly a problem that requires further
research.
A significant limitation also occurs due to our use of local optical flow features which are not
explicitly linked to a static object model, unlike the shape. This can lead to issues when the optical
flow features incorrectly are assigned to tissue regions of the image where they can disrupt the pose
estimation with no easy way of removing them. A more effective method could be to provide a more
sophisticated pruning method which allows the flow features on the instrument and flow features on
the tissue to be distinguished. This could be achieved online by learning the appearance of the patches
used in the optical flow tracking using the model projection as a ground truth mask. This would bear
some similarity to methods such as TLD [193] where tracking is used to provide labeling for a detector.
Alternatively, rather than using flexible optical flow features, a more robust point detector could be used
[71] which could be used to refine the sometimes inaccurate region based features. However, this may
significantly increase the runtime.
A final limitation of this method is the computational runtime itself, which can, for the articulated
tracking, result in processing time of ≈ 2 seconds per gradient descent step with up to 25 steps required
on some sequences. However, the method that we have chosen has been shown to be highly parallelizable
[110] due to the fact the cost function is summed over each pixel independently. The implementation we
have produced is much less optimized with only specific functions such as the signed distance function
being computed on the GPU. This had the advantage of allowing us much greater flexibility during
experimentation to add and remove features without introducing bugs that would have been harder to
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locate in a highly optimized implementation. Re-coding the application to make full use of parallel
processing is beyond the scope of this thesis but it a necessary requirement to move the method onto live
studies rather than retrospective analysis.
Figure 7.1: An example frame from an in-vivo prostatectomy sequence in which the articulated head of the LND
instruments are positioned in such a way that the claspers and most of the head cannot be observed from the camera
viewpoint. When this type of situation occurs, the results of the Jacobian update to the pose are ambiguous and may
results in the claspers and head moving into a position which is far from the true location.
7.3 Future Work
Our work has numerous future extensions, the most obvious of which is to optimize the algorithm so that
it can process images in real time, which we covered in the previous section. A new algorithm feature
which would dramatically increase processing time on most frames would be effective convergence test-
ing, which would prevent the algorithm from continuing to process the image while it is not improving
the alignment. Our early experiments on this demonstrated that it was often not reliable over multiple
datasets and entire sequences. A final optimization that would likely improve speeds considerably is to
use lower resolution meshes, as much of the shape information is not contained in the detailed surface
features, particularly on the instrument head which add to the computation time in the GLSL functions.
A second major extension is to integrate a feature detector which links detections on surface directly
back to model coordinate frame, Fmodel. This would be similar to the existing work using kinematics
[71, 10], where the kinematics based inlier detection could be replaced by the region based pose esti-
mate. The advantage of using fixed point features and tracking-by-detection would be that the drift that
is often observed when using the motion based point features would be largely eliminated.
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